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Canad~
This slUdy galhered descriptive information on the SIaIUS of c1assroom+based
delivery of speed and language services in Canada. A sample of Canadi&n speech.
language palhol.OglSlS working in schools were surveyed using a questionnaire mailed in
MaIdl, 1996. By June. 1996.253 usablequestionnaircs had been received. resulting in an
82% rerum rate. A total of73% of respondents spent time on imervention in classrooms.
The mean petCQlIage ohime spenl was 22.1%.
Seven servia: delivery approaches for classroom-based intervention. ranting from
least colIabon.tive (Approach One) to mostcolbborative (Approacb Seven,. were listed on
the question~. Respondents were: asked [0 indicate lhc: approaches mey had used. Use
was compared 10 respondents' personal. professional. and situational characleristics.
Results of chi·square analyses revealed no pattern of signifi(;llflt relationships among
variabb.
Respondents were questioned about their use of the seven classroom-based
approaches with fOlJrdisordertypes and four grade level calegorieS. Additiooally. they were
asked to judge: lhc: success and appropriateness of the approaches. The approaches were
used by the largest percentages of respondents for language disorders. followed in order by
those for aniculation. fluency. and voice disorders, and for sludents in Kinderganen to
Grade 3. followed in order by diose for Grades 4 to 6. Grades 7 10 9. and Grades 10 10 12.
The approacbts Wtte judged successfu.I and appropriate with all disocder typeS and all gr.tdc
level calegorles by a majority of respondents who used them..
Respondents were asked 10 rank advantages and disadvantages of the: approaches 10
speech-language pathologists. reachers. and caseload and non-caseload stUdentS. and factorS
that encourage and discourage use of the approaches. The chief benefits of classroom-
based service delivery were coosidem:1 the increased Iwmonization of speech and language
goals and curriculum goals and Ihe carryover of specch and language skills [0 the
classroom. 1be prime drawbacks of classroom-based approaches.were judged to be me
additional time mtuired for planning and the de-emphasis on individualized programming
for students requiring speech and language services. 1be lafJest facror facilitating the use
of classroom-based intervention was perceived to be teacher suppon. The greatest
constr.lining factor WilS considen:d lack of time.
Respondents~ queried on needs for funhtt information about the approaches
and preferred methods of otxaining information. A large majority of respondents perceived
that further information is needed for speech-language pathologists who use classroom-
based approaches. The area of greatest need was judged to be curriculum cor.fCtIL 1be
pcefetmi method of obtaining information WilS inservic:cs or conferences.
Oti-square analyses showed that for all disorder types and grade level categories.
the approaches were judged more appropriate by respondents who had used them than by
respondents who bad not used them. Nondircctional independent samples r-lCSts were
conducted to IesI for differe:nces between the views of the two groups on advantages and
disadvantages of the approaches to speech-language pathologists, teachers. caseload and
non-caseload students, and on factors that encourage and discourage use. The twO groups'
views on advantages and disadvantages to the four poops WCf"e similar to one another.
although the poops' views on encouraging and discouraging factors differed. More
respondents who had used the approaches perceived a need for additional infonnation.
Respondents in the twO groups shared views on perceived areas of need and preferred
methods of obtaining infonnation.
Results of the study are consistent with repons in the literature on me IlSC of
classroom-based approaches by speech.language pamologiSlS. hs findings reflect the
speech-language pathologist's current shift from a diagnostician of speech and language
disorders 10 a Ian~ specialisl: who collaborates with teachers through use of a holistic
approach to students' conmunication needs.
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CftAPTERONE
INTRODUcnON
Current ~nds iIIUStnlte that public education systems in Nonh America are
undergoing vast revision. Major changes wilhin social. political. and economic domains
have forced reevaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the delivery of educational
progratTlS. Movements rovnrd restruet\lring shan: the goal of modifying dw which has not
appeared to produce successful educational ourcomes. Acknowledging that the needs of
students have been altered by societal forces, educators recognize the necessity of using
educational approaches that represent a departure from past methods. These innovations are
aimed not only 8lstudc:nts in regu.laredl.lCation but also at those students with special needs
(Damico. 1987: Huffman. 1992).
ODe major change has been the emphasis on a coUaborative philosophy of service
delivery to exceptional students. a philosophy that has foundations in legislative, ethical, and
empirical contexts. The espoused principle of equal right to education for all students has
fostered the notion that special needs are preferably adtRsscd within die regular classroom
through the integration of special with regular services. A growing body of research that
questions the efficacy of practices involving segregation, such as traditional wi!hdnJ.wal
approaches, has provided added impetus for a move toward collaborative effom by
mullid.i.sciplinary teamS consisting of teachers. admini.straton. .specialists. support staff. and
parents. Through the combined input of all individuals involved with SludenlS who have
special needs. an individualized plan to cap;talize on students' strengths and address their
needs is designed and implemented (0 a greater or lesser degree in the inclusionary
environment of the classroom (Gerber. 1987; Idol. Paolucci-Whitcomb. and Nevin. 1986:
WilJ.1986).
Another major change has been the inclUSCd aw.ueness of the fundamental role of
communication skills and language profICiency in acad<:mic and social success. School is a
context mat demands that students listen. speak. read. and write on a daily basis. Spccch-
language palhok)gisls have a btoad perspc:ctive on language. wilh academic backgrounds in
Iinguislic:s. language acquisition.langUIgC lcatning disabilities. spcc:ch and hearing sciences.
conununication assessment and interVention. and cognitive and developmental psychology.
For this reason. educational speech-language pathologists I are ideally suited 10 addressing
students' needs and teachers· concerns related to oral language in classrooms (Simon &
Myrold-Gunyuz.. 1990; Wallach &: Buder. 1984).
Given this present focus on collabomion in gencra.I and the acknowledgement of the
centrality of language to the educational process in panicular. speech-language pathologists
are extending services to classroom settings. Increasing.ly. practices ate being adapted with
the aim of making them more dirccdy relevant to the curriculum. Althougb spctth-Ianguagc
pathologists have always interacted. with other educational personnel while attempting to
provide functional intervention for students. recent trends provide addition41 incentive to
work more frcquendy with teachers and students directly within the classroom environment
(Cirrin &. ~nncr. 1995: Damico. 1987).
~icwofthc:Swdy
The thesis. designed to investigate spcedJ-language pathologists' coUaboration with
teachers within the classroom. consists of five chapters. Chapter One creates a context for
the snady. describing its backpound. purpose. research questions. signit'"K:anCe. and termS in
commoa usage. OIapter Two offen I comprehensive: review of IiteraIure pertinent to the
swdy. QllprerThrce providesjustiftcation for the choice of methodology and describes the
methodology. Chapter Four presents and analyzes the data. Chapter Five summarizes the
results in the dual contexts of the research questions and relevant research_ draws
I The tcnn "s~h-IanguagepathOlogist" will be used throughout the study to refer to
speech-language pathologisL~who work in school settings. unless oth<:rwisc spt:citi~.
conclusions based on die results. makes reconunc:ndations for further movement toward
collaboration. and SlIg~ relafcd areas on whicb furwe SlUdies can usefully focus.
Backg:roundlOthcSnJdy
This section provides background infcxmation requisite to understanding the sludy
and inlCrpreting its findings. n.c: hislOry of speech-language pamology in CanoIda is
outlined n.c: roles ol!he spccch-language palhologiSi in genera! and of !he scbool speech-
language pathololiSl in particular are described. and information on the prev~enceand
nalure ofcommunication disorders is presented.
A Brie' Hi'jm pr Srm;b-! ..nsnags: p,nbplplY in C;mMa
Speech-language patholog is a young profession in Canada. The earliesl record of
an individual woc1dng in me area of speech-language pathotogy in scnools dates back 10
1938. when a leacher in the Winnipeg School Division began instruerion in lipreading and
speech correction (Manin. 1995). In 1964. me first meeting of the Canadian Speech and
Hearing Association (superseded by lhe Canadian A5SOCiation of Speech-Language
Pathologists and Audiologists (CASlPA) in 1985). was held among twelve panicipants
from across Canada. At thai time. there were only lhrcc university progr;uns in Canada. all
recently founded: i1t!he: UniversilYof MonllU! (19S6). allhe University ofToronlo (1958).
and at McGill University (1963). By 1976. mere were seven university programs and
approximately 700 members of !he national association. including bodl specch-{anguage
pathologists and audiologists (Martin & Penlr.:o. 1996).
In the mid-1980·s. a long-Ienn goal of the Associalion was mel wilh the
establishment of national standards for accreditation. In 1994. continuing education became
a mandatory requirement for mainlCnance of certification (Martin & Penko. 1996). There
are presently 3437 mcmbersofCASLPA. 2360 ofwbom are speech-language pathok)g:ists
(P. Aemington. personal communications. February 26. March 21. 1996). In 1988. the
lalesf year for which dc:mor:raphic sl.;lfisllcS were available. 38% of speech-Ianguar:e
poItholog,isls in unada were employed by school districts. the rota.! numbtt approltimating
960. A numbtt of practisin{!: spec:ch-language pathologim do ItOt belong 10 the: national
association due [0 either ineligibilily or choice. [n 1988. 70% of speech-language
pathologists and audiologists in Canada were members of CASLPA. wim rateS by province
ranging from 38'1. (Qucbc:c) 10 93% (British Columbia) (CASLPA. 1990: Rubin. 1990).
VariOllS tides have been used 10 describe professionals who wort with individuals
who have communication disorden. These have included speech correctionist, speech
leacher, speech therapist. communication therapist. and speech.language clinician. In 1984,
the national association officially sanctioned use or the title ~specch-language palhologisc.
which was believed 10 most aceunlely Idkct the: tr.lining of members and the services thai
they provide (Newfoundland Depamnc:nt of Education. 1986). It is acknowledged that in
the current conlext of the educalion system, the tenn "speech-Ianguage pathologist" with
its focus 00 pathology is a misnomer. Several u:rms that rttur in the literaIUJe on services
to school-aged children are communication specialist, language specialist, and speech and
language specialist, Although the lalter lenns are judged more appropriate to Khool
5eltinp:. the title "speech.language pathologist" is used throughout this siudy in keeping
with conventional usage.
The Ro!c;qfl!¥; S(X'&jCh-l.angIl3fC Parbglmis
Speech-language pathologists arc specialists in human communication. its normal
development. and its disorden and delays. lbey provide services aimed at preventing and
lessening the impact of communicatioo diffICUlties, including impairments of language.
articulation. voice. and fluency. Their services include SWldatdized and non-standardized
assessment in addition to inlervention appropriate 10 me individual's needs, abilities, and
limitations (CASLPA. n.d.a).
In addition 10 wortcing directly wid! individuals. spec:ch-Iangwgc pathologists playa
major role on educational or health care inlerdisciplinary leams work.ing wilh
communicatively impaired individuals. Speech.language pathologists disseminate
infonnation about limitations on the level of ability to communic'.lIe and the implic"tions of
those limitations for educational or rehabilitation programs. As speech Of" language
i~ntsoflen Ilave majordfcccs on social inlCfaCUon and education. speech-language
pathologists provide support and counselling to individuals and their families (CASLPA.
n.d.a).
1bc Bpi, pf the Sperrh-J anglligs; PwbnIogisl in fdyeabonal Selljpls
Speech and language programs in schools Ilave been developed at different times
with different priorities WIder diff~nt divisions within governments and school distticts.
This has resulted in wide variation among program objectives. However. speech-language
pathologists~ cootinually seeking ways 10 improve prw;tice in relation 10 Outcomes. Both
speech-language pathologists and program administrators are evahwing the effcctivcnc:ss
and cfficic:ncyofvarious service delivery approaches. The ~Iting refinemenl ofprognms
is altering the: role of the educational spocch·!anguage pathologist (e.g... Ontario Association
of SpeeCh-Language Pathologists and AudiologiSts (OSLA). 1996: New Brunswick
Oepanmentof Health and Corrmunity Services. 1994).
The major responsibilities of the speech-language pathcMogist in educational scttinp
have always included the evaluation and management of communication di.sordc:rs. In
addition 10 these gcneral responsibilities. which involve direct contaCl with speech and
language disordered students. thc school speech-language palhologist's duties have
included. but have not: been limited to. conducting spccch.language. and hearing scm:ninp;
supervising speedI·language pathology student internS; writing reportS and additional
required documentation; and other adminisU1ltivc duties related to coordination of the
speech and language program (American Speech-language·Hearing Association (ASHA),
1993: Nussbaum_ 1991).
The lale 1980's and 19IJO's have witnessed heavy demand for speech and langWige
services in the absc:ncc of additional human resou.n:e allocations. The impact has been that
speech-language pathologists in school sclling.s have been incrca.~ingly required 10 fulfill the
role of specialist consultanl and ~urce person in addition 10 !hat of a provider of direcl
service 10 students. This eltpandcd role has placed grealfi emphasis 00 consuhatioo and
support to educators. parentS. and odler caregivers. and on provision of programs foc
implementation wilh odler professionals who an: involved wilh students 00 daily basis.
Recently added duties of school spc:cch·language padlolopslS an:: planning modifications to
curriculum and insttuetion; helping develop individualized edl.QlionaJ programs (lEPs);
participating in conferences as a member of a multidisciplinary leam: puticipatin, in
ongoing 1eaChcr and parent confcrcnccs; coordinating :assistive ICChnology suppon services:
and providing inservice education for school personnel (ASHA. 1993: New Brunswick
Department of Hea11h and CommunityScrviccs. 1994).
The Prmkoce and Nama; p[Cmynunje.tion Pisvdm:
Estimates of Ihc: prevalence: c( communication disorden vary according ro the Iype
of communication disorder. the age range undcrdiscussion. and the source of infonnation.
Vast inconsistencies in figures. which have been reponed to range from 3% [0 33.4%. arc:
largely explained by differences in mlena. measu~. and methodologies employed in me
determination of c.uimates. However. in a metbodologically ri,OOCOl1S study of Onawa
Kioocrpnen sludenlS. BcilChman. Nair. Oegg. and Patel (1986) found Ihat Ihe overall
ptl:vaJellCe of speech and language disorders at the Kinderganen level was 19%. More
recently. Winzer (1993) reponed !he overall rate of communication disorders to be lower.
approximately IOCJ, among the school-aged population. This discrepancy is attributable 10
the fact that some speech and language disorders are resolved throtlgh intervention.
maturation. or both. Wiig and Semel (1984) stated that language dlsocders are cvW:lc:nt in
40% 10 fiO'l, of learning-disabled studenlS and in 1.5% 10 2% of all school-aged children.
A recent study by OSLA (1996) cited approximately 75% 10 80% of leaming-disabled
students and over 6OoCJ, of behaviooT1!ly diSOfdered students as having C{lncomilanl
Ianguagc:diftkultics.
Language disorders:tnd delays typically comprise a majorily of a school speech-
language patholog.iSl·s caselcad. The remaincb of !he caseload consisu of less widespread
communicationdifflCUltics such as articulation. fluency. and voice disorders. In CASLPA's
1988 demographic study. 79% of Canadian speech-language palhologislS working in
schools reported dlat Uieir primary area of practice was language (CASlPA. 1990).
lnfonnation pined via the CASLPA followup survey in 1990 indicated dlat Canadian
school speech-language pathologists setve mainly slUdenlS who emibil predominantly
language disorders (75'1». followed by articulation disorders 08'1». fluency diSOfders
(4%). and other conununicalion disorders (1%) (Rubin. 1990).
With the demand for speech and htnguage services having far exceeded the supply.
services have hislorica.lly focussed on !he provision of early lnlefVefltion. Tbc rationale has
stemmed from research supponing the notion thai communication disorders have a
significant impact on psychosocial and academic development in the early school years
(e.g.• Cazden. 1988: Miller. 1989: Simon. 1985a. 1985b: Wallach & Buder. 1984).
However. m;ent research has highlighted the needs of studcnlS wilh language·learning
difficulties as they progress through the higheT pUs. when the inlenSity of peer ilUaaction
and the complexity of curriculum conceptS become su:adily more demanding of language
skills (Boyce & larson. 1983: Gruenewald & Pollack. 1984: New Brunswick Depanment
of Heahh and Communily Services. 1994: OSLA. 1996; Simon & Myrold-Gunyuz.. 1990:
Wiig & Semel. 1984).
Approaches tocasdoad managemenl have varied considerably. Tbc charactcrislics
of a dislricl's human resoun:es and. geographical selting have been !he majordeterminanlS
of oplimum caseload size. Some school districts have advocated a maximum number of
students served per speech-language pathologisl. while others have specified the r.ttio of
total SludenlS in !he school disuiet fO speech-language palho!ogist or the ralio of lou!
schools served to speech-language pathologiSl (New Brunswick Depanmenl of Health and
Communit)" Services. 19941. National guidelines on the issue are none:<istent: however. the
Newfoundland govemment has recommended U1atthe maximum number of students to
which a speech-language palhologW should provide direct inrervention is 4S per annum
(Newfoundland Department of Education. 1986). ASHA's recommended maximum
caseload number is 40 for aU types of service delivery. Acknowledging that wone
conditions may preclude application of this recommendation. ASHA has emphasized the
weighing of variables that impinge upon time and ultimately affect casc:load size. 1besc
.........=
the severity of the communication disonter. the effect of the disorder on me
student's ability w function in an academic setting: overall needs of the student. the
number of locations in which services are provided_ travel time between locations.
and effect ofyt:ar-round school schedules. (ASHA. 1993. pp. 34-35)
Purpose ofdle Swdy
According to a burgeoning body of literature. some speech-language pathologists
are beginning to deliver services direcdy within classroom settings. Numerous aniclcs
provide evidence (or successful c1assroom-l:ased speech and language programs based on a
philosophy o( collabomion between speech-language pathologists and teachers. Several
manuals that provide specifk guidelines for analysis of classroom communication are now
commercially available (e.g.. Borsch & Oaks. 1993; Hapn. McDannold. & Meyer. 1990;
Prelock. Miller. & Reed. 1993).
1be genen1 purpose of the study was to increase knOWledge of collaboration
between speech-l:I.nguage pathologists and teaChers within the classroom setting by
describing its present Slatus in Canada. The specific purpose of the slUdy was to answer the
questions penaining to classroom-based intervention services that an: posed in the foUowing
section.
Resean:h Questions
Results of the: sludy extend exisling rescvc:h by examining speech-language
pathologiSlS' pBCtices. experiences. andjudgemcnts relating 10 classroom-based service
delivery. The slUdy was designed 10 answer the following. general and subsidiary rese:an:h
questions related to use of seven specific service delivery approaches chosen for
investigation. (For an itemization of the seven service delivery approaches. see Appendix
A-)
I. Is use of the seven service delivery approaches for classroom-based interVention rdated
to Ihe following personal and professional characteristics of speech-language
pathologists:
a)gende:r.
b) years of specdI.languagc pathoIO!yexperience in schools:
c)teaehingexperience;
d) possession of a Bachelor of Education orequivaJent degree;
e) possession of a master's degn:e in speech·language pathology:
f)eenificarionstalus?
2_ Is use of the seven service delivery approaches forclassroom-bascd inlervention relaled
to the following situational characteristics of speech·language pathologistS:
a) caseload nllmber:
b)gradc:leYelsservcd;
c)geograpbicaJwort.seuing?
3. What percmta&eJ of speech-language pathologiSlS are using the seven service delivery
approaches for classroom-based intervention and which approaches are considered
man: successful?
a) Whal percentages of speech-language pathologistS are using each of the service
deliveryapproacbes?
b) Which o( the service delivery approaches arc considered me rTIOSI and me Icast
successful?
4. What are the majordisordcr types (i.e.. language. articulation, fluency, and voice) of
students served using the scven service delivery approaches (or classroom-based
intervention and which. approaches~ considcm:1 nne successful?
a) Which ofme SCl'Vk:edeliYCl)' approadlcs ate used with which diJordcTlypCS?
b) Which of the service delivery approaches an: considered me most and the lcur
successful for each disorder type?
c) Which o( the SCl"lice delivery approaches ate considered appropriate for each
disonjc(-typc?
S. What ate lhc grade level categories (i.e.• Kindcrganen to Grade 3. Grades 4 10 6. Grades
7 10 9. and Grades 10 10 12) of students scl"lcd using the seven service delivery
approaches for classroom-based inteo'ention and wbidl approaches are considered
more successful?
a) Which of lhc scl"lice delivery approaches aR: used with which grade level categories?
b) Which of the service delivery approaches arc considered lhe mosr and lhe least
StJCCCS5ful for each grade level calCgot)'?
c) Which of !he service delivery approaches arc considered appropriate for each grndc:
levelcalCgOry'!
6. What arc the perceived advantages and disadvantages of the seven service delivery
approaches for cWsroom-based interVention 10 the foUowinr: poups:
I) specctI-language pathologists:
b)lCaChcrs:
c) case-load students:
d) non-cascload students?
7. What arc rhe factors thai arc perceived 10 encourage and discourage usc of rhc: seven
scrvice delivery approaches forclassroom·based inlCrvenlion'!
III
8. Do speech-language pathologists perceive a n«d f« additional information for spcech-
language pathOIOPSlS who use the seven service delivery approaches for c1a.ssroom-
bascdinte:rYention?
a) If so. what are the perceived areas of need for additional information?
b) If so. what arc the preferred methods for additional infonnation?
9. What diffcn::nccs. if any. exist bc:coNcen the views of speech·language palhologists who
use and chose who do not usc the seven service delivery approaches for c1assroom-
based inlerVention on the foUowing issucs:
a) appropriacencss of each of chc service delivery approaches to:
I) disoroer types:
2) grade kvel caqories;
b) advanClgcs and disadvantlge5 of the service delivery approaches to:
() speech-language pathologists;
2)ceachers:
3) cascload seudcncs:
4) noo-caseload students:
c} facrors chat encourage and discourage use of the service delivery approaches:
d) eliscence of a need for additional craining of speech.language pathologists who use
the service delivery approaches:
e) areas of need for additional information for speech-language pathologists who use
the service delivc:ryapproaches;
f) preferred methods of obtaining addidonal infonnation for speech-language
pathologists who use the service delivery approaches?
SigniflCaJ1CC of the Study
A coosiderable number of articles have been published on collabor.ation between
speech-language pathologists and classroom (eachers in the Uniled Stales. The majority of
II
published studies are anecdolal attounts of professional expcricnca. While repons from
individuals in the f'Cld are valuable because they supply new ideas. lhere are few Sludies on
the 5WUS ofcollabon.tion between spc:cdl-langu.age palbologists and teachers.
This Sludy constitutes a timely conoibution to the professional competencies of
speech-language pathologists working in schools by providing a StatuS repon Oil classroom
coUaboratioo and intervention. Research results are of practical relevance to speech-
language pathologists. educators. iIIld policymakm as lbey continue to improve upon
selVa delivery while open.ring in times of increasing fiscal restraint. OutcOmes of the
study provide guidance for planning. implementation, and refinement of classroom-based
intervention programs for speech- and language-impaired Sludents by highlighting facoors
that influence service eff"lCaC}'. Results an: also of usc to specch-lan!1Jage pathologists and
other school team members in joinLly developing inservices for regular teachers. special
educators. and lIdminisctluon responsible for faciliuring a multidisciplinary approach. In
addition, results will assist universiry training programs in designing courses to prepare
speech-language pathologists to work in schools.
LimicaDonsofmeSttdy
Several factors imposed limitations on the generalizability of conclusions derived
from the data.
First. although a sufficient response rate was achieved, non-response bias may
nonetheless be present. The practke:s and beliefs of spcc:ch-Ianguage pathologists who
opted not to respond may differ markedly from lhose who did respond.
Second, due to complex sampling: procedures described in the Chapter TIuee, there
were twO sources of non-response for five provinces. As non-response from speech-
language patholOJislS who wort in schools and speech-language pathologists who worir: in
other settings could not be delennined separately. figures for these five provinces reflect
only aggregate ll()fI·response niles.
Third. response bias ll1ily have affected me data.. Respondents may have been averse:
[Q 01" incapable of answering some items on the qucstionna~. resulting in inaceur.uc
responses and the: omission of items. 1nc dara. arc valid only if respondents an: willing and
able to provide accUJ111e inronnation.
Fourth, the sampling frame may have been undemgistem:l:. resulting in a biased
samp'e. By selc:cting. me sample rrom the populations orCASLPA members and provincial
association members, school-based speech·language pathologists wno were not members of
these associations due 10 eilher ineligibility orcboice were nOi pan of the sample. Recenlly
quaJifled speech-language pathologisu who had noI yet applied for membership and others
whose applications were being processed were 001 included in me slOOy. There. may be a
tendency for CASLPA members to differ from non-members in some major way. (f this is
the case. then the gencralizability of the study's conclusions to the entire POPUI3~ion of
5ptt.Ch-language pathologists WOIting: in schools is circumscribed
Fifth. the large numbtt of analyses required to answer !he research questions
increased the likelihood of incurring Type I elTOf. Therefore, individual cases of
signifICance mus~ be reptded with caution.
Sixth. the inletnal validity of the s~udy was limiled by its design. As mis study
involved use of descriptive researcil methods. cause could not be ascribed by analyzing the
dara.. Therefore:. results do not yield infonnation on the many causal factors involved in
speech-language pathologists' service delivery wimin classrooms.
Definition ofTams
A number of terms are commonly used throughout the description of this study.
Definitions of some of these arc provided in this section. based on Borden and Harris.
1980; CASLPA. n.d.b: Newfoundland Department of Education, 1986: and Nicolosi.
Harryman. and Krcshed:.. 1989. Further definitions follow IhroughOlil !he body of Ihe
study. as they pertain to the literature review and to the methodology.
"
Articulalion: the pronunciation of sounds in woros. lmpairments of aniculation include
distonion of sounds (e.g.• -ship- produced as -thipJ. substilution of sounds (Mrcef'
produced as -wedJ. and omission of sounds (e.g.. McaC prodt.lCCd as -cal.
Communication disorder; impairment in the abiJily 10 receive. process. or produce a
linguistic symbol syslem. Impairment is observed in one or more of the following areas:
hcaring.languase- articulation. fluency. or voice.
Fluency: smoothness with which sounds. syUables. words. and phnses are combined in
speech. Impairment of fluency may result in repetitions of sounds. syllables. words. and
phrases; prolongations of sounds: hesiwions: and inlerjecrioos (i.e.• slUucring).
Lanluace: communication system governed by rules for the fOOllation of meaning.
language has tWO main components: receptive language. or the eomprehension of
language. and expressive language. or the production of language. Language may take the
form of ocal communication. wrilten communication. pictures. symbols. or hand signs.
Language acquisition normally follows a predetennined sequence. However. this sequence
can be impaired by a language disorder. characterized by developmcnUtI gaps. or by a
language: delay. ctwacrcrizcd by nonnally sequenced but slowed developmenL
Speech: a medium of on.! communication employing meaningful sound !hat adheres 10 a
linguistic code.
Voice: sound produced by the vocal coeds. lmpairments of the voice include loss of voice.
pitch !hat: is 100 high. too low. orintemlp!Cd by breaks: volume: [hat is 100 loud or looquiec
orqualirylhatislOOhoarsc:ortoostridenL
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF REI..ATED LITERA1lJRE
This chapter presents a comprehensive review of the Iirerature on collaboration
to the specific. focussing finl on coU.boRtion in spc:c:ial services and second on
coUaboration between speech-language pathologists and leachers in schools. By initially
providing a geoemJ lilel'atun: review. a framewort wilhin which [0 fit subsequent sections of
the: review is buill. Emphasis is placed on viewing speech and language programs within a
broades' contcxt. as pan of a unified approach lO delivery ofserv~ lO S1udefl.ls with special
oeed>.
CoUabooIlion in Special Services
This Stttion provides a conceptual frame of reference roc collaboration by defining
the tenn. describing the context within which a collaboration has gained momentum. and
discussing applications of coUaboouion as exemplified by tWO conunon pr.lCoces in special
services. consuIwion and professional reaming.
No universal definition of collaboration e",ists in the litcnuun::. despite extensive
discussion of collabon.tive programs and their benefits. The tcnn has been used
inconsiscently to denofc bod! an oymlding philosophy of SCf"ice delivery and specdJC typeS
of service delivery. such as consuhation and learning (Friend & Cook.. 1991. 1992;
Pryzwansky. 1977). For example. Idol et aI. (1986) have combined the notions of
collaboration and consultatiOfi to fonn me !eRn Mcollaborative consultation'". which they
dc:fineas
... an in!eractive process thaI enables people with diverse expertise to gener:ne
creative solutions to mutually defined problems. The outcome is enh~nced. altered.
and produces solutions thai arc different rrom those thai the individual team
members would produce independently. The major outcome of collabor,uive
consultation is to provide comprehensive and effective programs for srudents with
special needs willtin the most appropriate context, thc:~by enabling them to achieve
maximumCOllSllUCrive intef3Clion with lbeirnonhandicapped pecrs. (p.I)
This definition bas been widely adopted in the Iiterawrc on coUabor.ation in both special
education and speech-language parhology (e.g......chilles. YalC:S. &. Fn:ese. 1991; Borxh &.
Oaks. 1992; Cooper. 1991; Coufal. 1993: Ferguson. 1992: Hoskins. 1990; Monrgomcry.
1992: Roller. Rodriguez. Wamer.& l.indahll992: West. Jdol. & Cannon. 1989).
Although rhc tenn Mcollabor.ationMhas also been used as synonymous with
"consultalion". several authors have poSlUlated me existence of a dicholOmy berween
collaboration and consultation (Coufal. 1993: Idol et 31.. 1986: Marvin. 1990: West et al.
1989). Tbc staled distinction is mal. whelUS collaboration is a way of interacting in any
one of a number of situations. consultation is an actiyity-based Pr'Ol:eSS. In !his vein. Friend
& Cook (1992) provided a precise definition ofcoUaboration. "Interpersonal collaboration
is a style fordifttt interaction between at least twO coequal panics voluntarily engaged in
shared decision nWcing as mey wort: IOward a coounon goiLI.M(p. .5) The major" element
mat diffe~ntiatesthis definition from !har of Idol et aI. (1986) is use of the word "srykM to
describe a mode of interaction_ Collaboration is nor regarded as an end bul rather as a
means to an end. Thus. Friend and Cook (1992) viewed ways of interacting as scpal"are
from specifIC: activities thar could be accomplished through use of any one of a number of
interpenonal styles.
According 10 Phillips and McCullough (1990). preconditions for rhe establishment
ofacollaborativcclimalearc:
1. Joint ~ibility for problems (i.e.. all professionals share responsibility and
~foraJlstudcnl$).
2. Joint accountability and recognirion for problem resolution.
3. Belief thai pooling Ialents and resources is mUluaily advantageous. with lbe
folkJwint benefits:
a. lncreascd range of solutions genera!ed;
b. Diversity of expertise and resoun:es available 10 engage problems:
c. Superiorily and originality of solutions generalCd.
4. Belief thai ceacher or Sludent problem resolution merits expenditure of time.
energy,andresowt:eS.
5. Belief that correlates of coUaboration are important and desirable (i.e.• group
morale. poop cohesion. increased knowledge of probtem--solving processes and
specific alternative classroom inrcventions). (p. 295)
Additional charaaeristics that are conducive 10 successful coUaborative programs. as
cited by Friend and Cook (1990. 1992). include volunllU)' panicipatiOll. parity among
participants. and shared resouttes. Although some degree of mutual ttust and sense of
community at Ibe Olltsel is advantageous. the ongoing IlSC of I. collaborative interactional
style foslers growth in these areas (Friend & Cook. 1990. 1992).
Marvin (1990) regarded collaboration as existing at one end of "a continuum of
reciprocal interactions among co-workers~ (p. 41). Using general principles to refer
speciClCally to relationships between speech-language pathologists and teachers. she
identified four poinlS on the continuum. The first point. co-activity. consisls of parallel
instructional activity wilh little. if any. interaction. The second point on the continuum.
cooperation. is cfwxtc:ri.t.ed by some mUluai dcvclopmc:nt of comnunication goals that an:
direcled IOward the: class in genc:ral rather than IOward individual SlUdenlS. Umited sharinl
of ideas or evaluative feedback occurs. 1llc: third point. coordination. involves discussion of
specific students' needs and strategies 10 assist them in class. The speech-language
pathologist and Ibe teaCher bqin 10 develop IlUSI and exchange ideas. which facilitates a
willingness 10 accept one aOOlhtt·s suggestions. Lines of responsibilily remain clearly
delineated. with each panicipant maintaining it separate professional role. The founh point
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on the continuum. collabor.ltion. is defined by ItUst. respect. and a sharing of responsibility
for iLIl swdcnlS. An anillide of "ownership" IOward the classroom-based program means
that the speccll-language~ and ~exchangeroles as raeccssary to a.ccomplish
jlindyestablishedgoa..ls.
The CoptexrofCpl!.boratiOQ
fdol et at. (1986) couched the contellt of collaboration in historical. legislative.
empirical. and ethical ICl'lTIS. providing an exhaWitivc ~icw of the tirer.tture. Principles
arising £rom American legislation. which has often had fOOlS in titiption. have encouraged
cstablishment of collaborative approaches in special education. lbcse have included the
right to education for all. the least restrictive environment. protection from discriminatory
assessment practices. and implcmcncation of individuafu:edcducational propams (lEPs). In
Canada. these principles arc generally espoused in policy and practice mhcr dwl through
legislation.
The empirical context for coUaboration has included research results that have lead
to criticism of Ute segregating struCture traditionally found in special educatic;lQ. Will
(l986). in hefo seminal rcpon to the Secretary ofthl:: United Swcs Department of Education.
cited fourmapdiffkultic:s with special education practices..
First. the compartmentalization created by the designation of special programs
means that some studcnlS who need services '"fall through the cracks". In addition•
. . . the assistance the child needs in ~ssing his or her lcaming problem is. in
many Cll5CS. pcedctcrmined by the availability of a particular program... Not enouth
attention is liven to assessing individual learning needs and ~iloring a specifIC
program 10 meet those needs. This results in a failure to meet the child's unique
lcam.ing needs to the greatest extent possibl.e. (Will. 1986. p. 8)
Second.• dual system of regular and special education -contribute to a lack of
coordination. raise questions aboutlcadcrship. cloud areas of responsibility. and obscure
lil'lCS of accountability within schools" (WilL 1986. p. 8\. Programs for students with
special needs art most often administered at the district level but are delivered on-site.
meaning that school administrators frequently do not: talce responsibility fo.- programs or
their objectives. Special programs att further fl\U'!inalized by lack: of communication
between regular and special education teachers. resulting in an uncoordinated approach to
inslJ'UCtton.
Third. stigmatization commonly results from labcUing students and isolating them
from peen. Stigmatization compounds the effects of leaming diffICUlties by reinforcing
-low cxpClClatton of staCCCSs. failure 10 persist on tasks. me belief that failures are caused by
personal inadequacies. aOO a continued failure to Ieam effectively" (Will. 1986. p. 9).
Founh. rigid eligibility criteria for entry to special programs produce negative
conflict between educational penonnel and parents. who bc:comc adversaries during the
placement process (Win. 1986).
Gersten and Woodward (1990) noted that segregated programs have become
"dumping grounds" for students who are a challenge to teach. such as minority students
and students from low income families. Pullout programs waste large amounts of
insuuctional time when students ~ in nnsition to and from resource rooms. Most
significantly. there is discontinuity betv.'een what is laught in special programs and in
regular classrooms. with linle attempt to integrate information disseminated in pullout
programs with that provided in regular classrooms.
According to WiJI (1986). creating a new educational environment is less beneficial
to students with special Deeds than working to meet their needs within regular classrooms.
Regular classroom environments must be altered through the use of instnlction and
curriculum thai has been adapted using insighl gained from special programs. Will's
(1986) specific proposals for change to assist special sWdents within the regular classroom
were grealer lime for instruction: increased suppan for regular teachers. including
multidisciplinary teams and ICam teaching: site-based administration c:' special serv~ and
innovative a.lternatives. such as cuniculum-based assessment and cooperative learning. The
majority of these: proposals. based on prindples of empowerment and participatory
decision-making. require acollidxxative: ethos 10 be effectively implemented..
ARgljgriooSpfCgllabQ!'jlljgn in Sprri;al Scryjm
The following discussion of collaboration in special services focusses on
desaipcions ofconsuhation and aeaming. two commonly used suuetures of SCfVice ddivery
in which a collaborative: style is most often dcsirable (Friend & Cook. 1992).
CoIwI1Wim. Friend and Cook (1992) summarized the many definitions offered
for consultation as "a voluntary process in which one professional assists another to
address a problem concerning a third pany" (p. 17). According to Friend and Cook
(1992). the natu~ of consul tauon is triadic. inditttt. and voluntary. Typically. it involves a
~[ationship between two professionals who ate not on pariI)' as one. the consultant. has
more expertise than the other. the consullee. Participants in consultation shaR: the problem.
solving process. but differentiare responsibilities. with the consu[1ee being accountable for
any decisions made teprding the implementation of sntegies.
PhiUips and McCullough (1990). based on an extensive literature review. cited the
following renets of school-based constIltariOll programs;
I. lndirectservioc (Diadic model; consultant-consultee (mediator)<lient.
2. Collaborative professional relationships (includes notion of coordinate statuS;
ownership of problem and process).
3. Recognition of consultee rights (engagement is voluntary and confidential:
consulcee ~tains right fO reject solutions).
4. Problem-solving orienlation.
S. Attention to a two-fOld goal;
a. Immediate problem ~solution:
b. Increase in consultee skilllknowledge for independent resolution of similar
problems in the fururc:. (p.293)
Pickering (1981) identirted rour models or consuhation between 5peedl-Language
pathologisu and teachers. 1bc models could be regarded as complemcnwy and used
simullanCously or one model could be adop:ed to the exclusion or others. depending upon
circumstantial need. In the "consultant as instrUctor' model. the speech.language
pathologist provides the teacher with information about spcc:ch and language disorders.
Thi5 model does not specify active involvement of the teacher. The ~consu.ltaIll as
specialist" model. the speech-language pathologist designs recommendations either alone
or in conjunction with the IeaChcr. 11Jc teacher implemenu the recommendations. which
in...olvc stnllegies for cnhancin, communication skills in the classroom. According to
Pickering (1981). this model or consultation is time<0n5uming. as it involves geoenting
written objectives ror teache~ and deteRnining ir objccti...es ttavc been followed and are
crfective. In the "consultant as racilitator" model. the speech-language pathologist
develops a comprchcnsi"C language dC'ldopment prognrn to be carried out solely by !he:
teacher. While this model proposes the IeaCher as the central figure in the student'S sc:hooI
experience, many teachers reel that they do not po'SCss adequate expertise to conduct a
structured oral language program. 1bc "communication-based consultation" model also
acknowledges the: teacher's powerful role. but attention is focussed on the: student as
c:orrmunicator, with the IC3Cber IS racilitaoor or strategies that promote effective classroom
communication. 1lJe communicative process is viewed primari.ly within the context of social
and academic use, rather than as consisting only or discrete linguistic entities. such as
vocabulary and granwnar.
As previously mentioned. the tenns "consultation- and "collaboration- have
rrequently been equated or combined. However, the teRn "consultation- was used
independently until the laIC 1970's, wtle:n itbccame generally accepted that a racilitative and
supponive approach to consultation was prerenble to a dirc:ctive approach. Thus.
collaboration became auociated with consultation. rcnccting increased. emphasis on
collegial rather than prcKriptive relationships between spcdalists and teachers (Friend &
Cook. (992; Idol et aL 1986). A collaborative style can be used with any of a number of
consulrative models. includinr. behavioural consulwioo. clinical consuhation. and mental
heaIlh consultation. As weD. different inretpenonal styles (e.g... dim=tive, aulhoritarian) can
be judiciously used with any model of consullation. depending upon the demands of a given
circumstance (Friend & Coot. 1992).
PmfSSSKJO.1 Ui.i1rm,. Friend and Cook; (1992) described a team as ~a relatively small
.set or iDlerdc:pendent individuals who work Mk! interaCt directly in a cooo:I.ilWed manner [()
achieve a common purpose" (p. 24). According to Friend and Cook (1992). it is not
feasible to form aAd mainlain a team. as distinguished from a loosely formed poup. in the
absence of acoUabor-.uive style of inter.aetion.
Teams are characterized by collaborative relationships among members. Team
member-s share parity. tlave a common goal. share responsibility for decision
making. and share accountability for OUtcOmes. Teams have common norms and
shared beliefs and values. and learn members aust ooe anolher. Collaboration's
c:mergent characleristiC of inlc:n1ependem;e is a critical defining characleristic of a
Ie.am. (p.31)
Use of lhe word "team~ in special education has mosl oflen refemd to a
mullidisciplinary team. also termed inlerdisciplinary and II1lnsdisciplinary. with
responsibility for planning and implementation of programs for mainsttearned special needs
srudenlS. 1bese teams. consisting of special and regular educalOfS, specialistS. and parents
have provided a method of monitoring c:ducalional propams and managing relaled concans
(Winzer. 1993).
A relatively recenl innovation in special education has been Ihe use of cooperative
IcamS for teaching. In co-teaching. also refened 10 as learn leaching in the literature. the
special education teacher learns with !be regular IeICher in the classroom. The f1uionak is
thai a combined effon win ircrease the effectiveness of illSUUClion 10 leaming disabled and
otht'r special needs siudems in 3n inlcV'lt«l setting. The: advant3gel; of this Iype of service:
deliva)'. in which me special educator provides service to all slUdenlS within me regular
class. arc incn:asingly recognized (e.g... Bauwens. Hournde. & Friend. 1989: Friend &
Cook. 1992).
Although regular and special educators are jointly responsible for the provision of
insuuction. a division ofduties orten exists.. For example. qular teaehcn; possess in-depth
knowledge of cunic:ulum content. appropriate levels and .sequencing of insuucUon. and
behavioural managemenl of large groups of studenlS. Special education teachers have
knowledie of methods of program individualization including analysis of curricular
rcquirancnlS. idc:ntifkation and adapwion of areas of difficulty widtin the curriculum. and
dcvelopmcnl of insuuctional modifICations to assist studenL$. In a cooperative teaching
situation. regular and s~iaJ education teacncrs' complcmcnlary skills arc combined for the
benefit of all studcnlS(Bauwens etaL (989).
A variely of cooperative teaching anangemcntS have been described in the Iirerature.
These have nOI been presented as muwaJly exclusivc. but rather as approaches thai can be
used sequentially oc simultaneously within a classroom. Bauwens et al. (1989) classified
cooperative insuuctional approaches inlo three broad calegories: complementlU)'
instnlction. learn teaching. and supportive learning activities. Descriptions of these
approaches were subsequently applied by Borsch and Oaks (1993) to cooperative
relationships between speech-language pathologislS and lCachers.
In complementary instruction. the regular teaCher assumes primary rcsponsibililY for
instrUCtion and the special education teacher assumes responsibility for the sttalC:gies and
techniques necessary 10 mulCT the material (e.g.. taking notcs. identifying main ideas)
(Bauwens et al .• 1989). When a speech-language palhologist nuher than a special education
teacher is involved. the speech-language pathologist con~naalcs on speech and language
skills that are related to the lesson (e.g.. sequencing the steps of a language-based mam
problem. identifying and phrasing me main ideas of a narrative I. Allhough tcachin@:
panners are logelher responsible for the design. delivery. evalualion. and adaplation of
Prov.uns.lhey ICactI according to !heir specific area of~se (Borsch & Oaks. 1993).
In team leaChing. both educaoors plan and implement lessons. monitor" students'
progress. and modify me program as necessary. but me division of responsibilities is not
dependent on bllckground (Bauwens el aI .• 1989). When a speech-language pathologist and
a teacher team teach. bolll individuals teach str.uegies and content. dividing teaching
responsibilities in the way mosl appropriate to the subject maner. F«example., both l:bc
speech-language pathologist and the tcacheT could teach lhc malh curriculum. covering
content while focussing on verbal reasoning skills such as inferencing and predicting
(Borsch & Oaks. 1993).
Supponive learning activities entail joint design and delivery of kssons but, whc:I'eas
lhe teacher delivers core cwriculum content, the special education teaChcT supplements
comeO! with addilionalleaming activities. 11Ie provision of supponive teaming activities
differs from complementary teaching in that activities and materials are more closely related
10 cootent areas than they are to stntegies thaI promoce acquisition of content (Bauwens et
aI .• 1989). Activities developed collaboratively by a speech-language padlologist and a
teaCher involve the speech-language pathologist pn:senting malCrialthat both reinfon:es
curriculum COOlCnl and targets speech and language goals (Borsch & Oaks. 1993).
Ellesnin and CapiloulO (I994b) adapted Friend's (1992) taxonomy of cooperative
leaching approaches for use in a study of speech-language pathologists' perceptions of
inlCgJ'1l11ed service delivery. Their modiftcd classification Syslem encompassed seven
approaches to !he provision of speech and language services:
I. One teach. one observe: Either the speoch-Ianguage pathologist or the classroom
teaehcrobsctves. while the other assumes primary instnlCtionai responsibiJity.
2. One teach. one "driO": The speech-Iangua~pathologist or classroom teacher
assumes primary insuuetional responsibililY while the other assists students
with their wortc. monilors beh:lVior.c~ assignments. and the lik~.
J. Station leaching; The speech.hmguage pathologist or classroom teacher divide
instruCtional content into two pans (e.g.• vocabulary and content. new concepts
and review). Groups are switched 50 that all studenu receive insuuction from
4. Parallel teaehin.: The speecb-Ianguage pathologist and classroom ICaChercach
insU"UCts half the group, eacb addressing the same instruCtional objectives.
S. Remedial teaching: The speech-language pathologist or classroom teacher
instruel5 studenlS who have mastered the material to be leamed while the other
n:teaehc:sth05CstudcnlSwhohaYenot~thc:mao:rial.
6. Supplemenw teaching: The speet:h-tanguage pathologist OC" classroom teacher
presenlS the lesson using a standard formal. 1be other adaplS the leuon for
those students who cannot master the material.
7. Team teaching; Both the speech-language pathologist and clas5room teacher
present the lesson to all students. This may include shared lecturing or having
one teacher begin the lesson while the other t.lI.kes over when appropriate (p.
260).
A literature review on collaboration in schools indicates that a collaborative
philosophy is increasingly influencing the provision of special services. including speech
and language services. Advancement of knowledge about special school.aged populations
has increased service delivery options. In addition. it hu conuibuted toward~ sharing
and reliance among school profc:ssKmals in dcterrninin, and meeting Students' needs (Cook
& Friend. 1991: Ganner& Upsky, 1987: WiederhoIl1989).
Collaboration Between Speech-language Pathologists and Teachers
This section prescnlS an overview of traditional and classfOOlTt-basc:d approaches to
delivery of speech and language services. and describes thanctcristics of di50fder tYPes and
student levels targetted through the use of classroom·based approaches. In addition. this
section discusses advantages and disadvantages and supports and banie~ to classroom-
based services prior fO outlinina: training needs ror speech.language: pathologists who adopt
these innovative: approaches.
Ip!djtjog,1 Apgmarbt:s
The: spc:ech.language: pathologisCs delivery or services [0 students wilh language:-
leanting difficulties has mirrored spccialc:ducatioa puUoutmodes of scrvice delivery. With
roots in mc:dicinc:. b1Iditionai practice has rocussed on diagnosis and lrCatme:nt wim a view to
curing a disorder. Assessm:nt has consisted primarily or Ihc: administration or standardized
tc:s1S in coouoUc:d environments. Bc:cause c:vaIuation tLas been mus decoo.rr:xtualized. it has
rrequently produced inrormation that is inapplicable: to Ihc: studen!"s daily milieu and
experience (Cirrin & Penner. 199.5: Gutkin. 1990: NeISOfl. 1989. 1990).
In Ihc: traditional pullout model, the spcc:ch-language: pamologist provides services to
a range or St\JdenlS with varying disorde:r typeS and degrees or severity. SlUdenu'
placement may be in e:ither regular oc special education classrooms. InterVention services
are provided 10 stude:nlS individually or in small groups or bam, most orten in a room othc:r
than the classroom. The rreque:ncy and Ie:ngm or sessions and me: duration or service
provision varies according 10 the: needs of the swdc:nt (ASHA. 1993: Nelson. 1990).
The 1970's and 1980's produced a prolireration or research on child langua.ge:
development. beginning with the: publication or Bloom's (1970) influe:ntial work on the:
semantics or e:arty grammatical structureS in children's language. Bale:s' (1976) slUdy or
pragmatics. Of" the: use or language: in conlUl, undcncon:d the inseparability or mc:anwg and
the cnvironmc:nt in which it is derived. Despite accumulalcd knowledge or the: way in wfUch
children lcam language:, delivery or services to srudcnlS who experienced difficulty leaming
language mnaincd largc:ly unchanged (MiIle:r. 1989).
Problems associated <Nim b1Iditional delivery of speech and language sef"tlices have
been wide:ly documented. Nelson (1990) described major problc:ms associated with pullout
approaches a.~ Ie:ss time: allollied to each sludent when caselOitd size increases, lack or time (0
,.
individualize instr\lClion 10 spcech- aOO Ianguage·impaira:l sndents. limite:d generalization
of s!Udenu' newly learned communkation skills 10 classroom interactions. and minimal
sludent progress: despile provision of service on a long-tenn basis. Omer negative aspects
of tradilional approaches include goals thai are frequently irTelevant to sludems' social and
academic needs; incruscd Studenl responsibilitY for new information. in addition 10 regular
wod:: missed while in pullout sessions; a focus on remediation to the a;c1usion of
prevention: and !he requirement mat speech and language services be provided solely by
speech-language pamologists (Andenon &. Nelson. 1988; Cirrin & Penner. 1995: Gutkin.
1990; Miller. 1989).
Qaumom_Rasqi Agpmaebq;
New approaches to delivery of speech and language services stem from research
results that stress mat language is most readily learned within meaningful contextS (Damico,
1987; MiUer, 1989; Norris. 1989; Simon. 1987). These results. coupled with recognition of
the cenlnl role that oral language plays in socialization, cognition. and academic
achievement. have forced a reexamination of the speech-language pathologist's role.
The dominance of language in school scuings is universally acknowledged (e.g.,
Caz:den, 1988; Silliman & Willcinson. L c.. 1991: Simon. 19851. 1985b: Wallach & BudeT.
1984: Wiig &. Semel, 1984). Bush (1991) summarized the mediating function that
language serves 001 only in reading and writing but in aU subject areas.
Reading requires a structural. phonological, and semantic knowledge of the
language. Math requires good comprehension (espec:ially for slOry problems),
sequencing., the following of directions. and problem-solving skills. Social studies
and science require worid knowledge, a developed vocabulary. and association and
memory skills. Good communication skills are cssentiailO all academic learning.
(p.1)
Extensive study on language ~uiremcntswithin classrooms has created I new view
of the intimale relationship between language learning and academic succ~ss. Thischangcd
pc:npective has provided impetus for movement away from ll"eaUT1Cnt-oriemed approaches
IOward cl.assroom-ba.sc approaches. mo referred J) as collaborative. integrated. cUfriculum-
based,lnlnsdisciplinary, interdisciplinary, or inclusive programming in the literature. The
emphasis of classroom-based approaches is on the provision of direct services within the
classroom by teaming with the regular or special edlJCation teacher. Students'
communication needs are gauged by me demands of curriculum content and the
multifaceted context in which it is laught and Ieamed.
As applied to lansuage related concerns. the phrase "curriculum-based lansauge
assessment and intel1lention~refers to the: use of curriculum contexts and content
for measuring a student's languase intervention needs and progress. Such
procedures allow evaluation to cxtend beyond identifICation of a student as language
impaired. to include the identification of activities and sltills thal might help the
Student to acquire rnot'e effective communication skills (both oral and written). A
curriculum-based approach directs the focus of intetvention toward functional
changes that are relevant to the child's corrunwticative needs in tbe academic setting.
(Nelson, 1989, p. 171)
"The COOlext includes both the: physical classroom environmem and the behaviou-s of
Ie3Chen as faewt'S that have an impact upon stUdents' communication skills.
Consider the child with "wobbly" language competencies who is having difficulty
comprehending what to do when faced with complex teacher language in a
classroom full of "noisc", thaI is not only acoustic. but also cognitive and socia.l.
emotional. Being relevant to the needs of such a cttild means assisting the child to
acquire resources for comprehending language of the complexity heard in the
classroom with all of the dysnuencies. distractions. and interruptions that such
naturally prodlad lanplageenrails.. (Nelson. 1990. p. 16)
Classrooms are governed by tIOm\S based on rules and expectations for appropriate
participation. These nonns constitute what Nelson (1989) fermed "the school culture
curriculum" and "the hidden curriculum". Explicit and implicit rules for communicative
interactions are manifested in the clasvoom and interpJeted by students in ways that are
specifIC to a given situation. ForCJWT1)Ie. ateaeher's sysaem ofcuinga shift in fOCU$ may
be primarily verbal. through the use of spoken language. Of" nonveTbal. through the use of
intonation. gesture, or eye contaCt. Students who have difficulty learning language oflCn ale
not cognizant of subtle verbal or nonverbal cues given by the teacher. Such students
frequently experience coofusion and frustntion while a.Iso creating tc:adIet frustration when
they are QO{ able to foUow"the school script" (Creaghcad.. 1990). Allhough!be expected
outcome of teacher<lass interaction may be identical. the level of communicative demand
differs according to the circumstance, the reacher's interactive style. and the student's areas
ofcomnunicatiYC need (Silliman & Wilkinson. 1991).
Thus, in principle the exlefltofa student'S impairment does not vary, but in practice
environmentdetennines thedc:gn:e to which a sndent'scommunicative ability is taXed. The
evaluation of communication skills mercforc: should not focus solely on determination of
me student's communicative shoncomings. SpecifIC questions to be asked when using a
What communicative skills and strategies does me student need to be able to
panicipate in the curriculum? ... What processes and strategies does the student
currently exhibit when communicating within important curricular contexts?
What new skills. stnuegies. Of" compensatory techniques might this chikl acquire::
with interVention to be able 10 panicipale in leaming the curriculum beuer? "How
might curricular expectations be modified. without disrupting gel'lCraI classroom
now, 50 mat this slUdent gets more opponunity participate successfully? (Nelson,
1990. pp. 21·22)
Examining the student's needs, designing objectives. and devising a plan to meet
those needs are activities completed jointly by the speech.language pathologist anclthe
teacher{s). with involvement of other speciaJisIs. adminstr.lIors. support staff. and parents as
appropriate. Collaboration facililates the assessmem and intervemion process in two major
ways. FLr5t. the input of more than one professiooal enables the observation and ana!ysisof
a greater range of Ianguillge-n:lated skills. Second.. when ill collaborative team determines
which of the sampled communicative behillviours iIIte pivotal to classroom success. the
luthenticity or ~ecolop:al vaJidity~of the infonnalion gained is inaeased (ASHA. 1991:
Silliman. Wilkinson. & Hoffman. 1993: Pichora-FuUer & GaIIaghtt. 1992).
Implementation of the plan and evaluation of progress are also completed in
conjunction with the teaCher. Specific functions that the speech-language pathologist can
perfOfTl\ using I coUa.bontive cLassnxlIlHxased approach iIIte:
l. demonstrating the teaChing ofalternative insuuctional approaches
2. co-reaching lessons with the classroom teaebcr"
3. adapting instructional material based on the classroom teacher's curricular
objectives
4. recommending and providing supplemental materials to reinforce speech-
Language goals within course content
S. adapting and/or preparing teSt materials specifIc to the needs of the student
6. collecting data on srudc:nlS with cnmmWlication disorders within the: classroom
7. facilitating functional communication skills
8. facilitaling socialization goals within the classroom
9. making recommendations 10 teill.ching/suppon regarding the integration of
COfT'ITIookation skills thoughoUt the cwric\.ilum (A$HA. 1993. p. 36)
Simon and Myrold-Gunyuz (1990) summarized what they tenn the ~old~ and
"new" roles of the speech·language pathologist in terms of a dichotomous list. However.
others have advocated that speech and language services not be limited to lhe use of a
particular approach (Dublinslc.e. 1989: Nelson. 1989). Proponents of this~ moderate
Stanee. while acknowledging weaknesses inherent in traditional pullout approaches.. caution
ag.a..insf eliminating them In fact. an ASHA document on speech and lan~uageservices in
schools slfesscd that "scrvice delivery is a dynamic concept. and should change as the
needs of me students chans:e. No one service delivery model need be used uclusivdy
durin. a-eaunent" (ASHA. 1993, p. 3S). The swdel'lt'scommWlicative requirements. which
will vary in differing environmental COOtUts and over lime. muSl be !he ma"icx-del:enninants
of the approach to be used (Hixson, 1993; Marvin, 1987; Nelson, 1990; Prelock, 1995;
Sanger. Hux.&Griess. 1995: Taykw. 1992).
A 1992 study of 209 rudomly sampled speecb-Ianguage patboiogistS in Minnesota
indicated !hat students requirina speech and language servm~ served through the use
of scveral methods. selected according to studems' individual needs (Cirrin & Penner,
1995). In addition, 13% ofsludents were served throug.h concurrent usc ofmcxe than one
mode of service delivery. Percentages of students scrved through the five methods
investipted were as follows: direct inlCl'Vention by the speech-language pathologist with
individual srudents or small groups in a pullout room (64'11): collaboration between the
speech.language pathologist and the teacher to provide direct intervention in a general or
special education classroom (24'11): indirect consultation services by the speech-language
patholojistlO the genera.l andIorspecia.l education rcacher(I2'Jl): other. such as home· and
community-based programs (8%): and direct intervention by the speech-language
pathologist wilh individual students or small groups in a general or special education
classroom (5%). Classroom·based intervention was used with approltimate1y ooe-quaner
of students and the tradil:iooal puUOUt approach wu used wilh approltimately twO-thirds of
students receiving the services of a speech-language patholog::ist
Additional information Clfl modes of service delivCIY was obtained from a survey of
teachers', principals'. and school psychologists' perceptions of speech-language pathology
services in schools (Sangeret a1 .. 1995). A total of 628 survey respondents from four States
indicated that 37'11 of speech-language pathologists in their schools used solely a o-aditional
pullout approach and 63'11 used a traditional pullout approach in conjunction wilh one or
more other approaches. su-:h as consultation. collabor.ation. or both.
Ji
SQI'iC"b and I ,ang'li'vc Intervention Srrykts Drgrrted in Qusmgms
The usc: of classroom-based services may be~ appropriate 00 inlervention with
certain types of communication difficulties than ochers.. Pubtished accounts indkale dw the
majority of c1assroom-basc:d services are provided to students who have language disorders
or delays (Brandel, 1992; Christensen & luckett. 1990; Farber. Denenberg, Klyman, &
Lachman, 1992: Ferguson. 1m Fujiki &: Brimon. 1984;Gerbet', 1987; Magnoua.I99I;
Moore-Brown. 1992: Norris. 1989; Wikox. Kouri. & Caswell. 1991). This indicalion is
consistent wilh results of a SUJ'Vey 31 speech-language pathologistS in a South CaroliMi
school district. which revealed that all speech-language pathologists who adopted
classroom-based approaches used these approaches for language disorders or delays
(Ellcsnin & CapiloulO, 1994b).
Fewer repons exist on the usc: or classroom-basc:d scoice ddivety for students with
aniculalion. fluency. and voice diffkullies. Most often. pullout sessions were used for
intervention. with carryover 10 the classroom and ongoing monitoring of progress supported
through the use of classroom-based services (Borsch & Oaks, 1992: Ferguson. 1992;
Montgomery. 1992). One Iq)Oft indicated mat students with mild to modcl'1lte articulation.
fluency. and voke diSORien received services within the classroom. but that moderate to
severe difficulties were remediated in PUIlOUI sessions (Achilles et al.. 1991). Another
report described the use of combined approaches for aniculation difficulties. SlUdenlS
received pullout services from an ilinerant speech-language pathologist while
simultaneOUsly ~iving suppon for genenlintion to the classroom from a second specctl-
language pathologist who was based in the classroom (ROIIerCl a1.. 1992).
A report on an individual program for fluency intervemion also detailed a
combination of pullout and classroom approaches. While continuing to provide individual
sessions. the speech-language pathologist observed I student in the classroom to monitor
fluency during reading. class discussion. and response to ICaCher questions. Because many
students demonstrated poor speaking skills. the speech-language p;1lhologisl designro
classroom activities with the primary goal of facililating individual carryover and the
secondary goal of promoting fluency of the entin: class. Techniques lhal benefitled all
sludenu included the use of a slow rate: of speech. an adequate: volume of speech. and eye
conlaCt with the speaker or listener (Cooper. 1991). Using a similar rationale. a classroom
program aimed at the prevention of fluency disorders was developed for general Il5e by
speech-language pamologisu and teachers. Activities cen~ on increasing student
awareness of affective. behavioural. and cognitive componenlS of fluency (Cooper &
Cooper. 1991).
with articulation. fluency. and voice di5Ol'ders indicates !hat spec:cb-language palhok)g:isu
use mo~ uaditional forms of service delivery for inlervemion with lhese disorders. This
nOlion is panially reflected in resullS of Elksnin and Capiloulo's (l994b) survey. which
indicaled!hat classroom approaches were used for fluency inte:nlention by only 16.1'1. of
respondents and for voice intervention by only S.6'1. of res:pondenlS. Inlerestingly. I~
of respondenlS providing classroom-based services reponed using them for articulation
disorders_ but only 61.1% considered classroom-based approaches appropriale for
inlerventioo with these disorders. II could be speculated thai the adoption of c1assroom-
based approaches to the exclusion of lr.Klitional approaches was unavoidable: due either to
district mandateS or 10 cascload size.
Cbj!!'j!Clrni$rig; qf SDldcD!$ Scxyrd in Qmmgm$
Ousroom-based services may bcncr suit the needs of swdcnts in lower grade k:vds
Ihan students in junior and senior sccondaty school. Most StudenlS served Ihrough use of
classroom-based approaches fall between Kinderganen and Gmdcs 2 or 3 (Achilles et aI..
1991; Borsch & Oaks. 1992: Brandel. 1992: Christensen &:. Luckelt: 1990; Cooper. 1991:
Cooper &:. Cooper. 1991: Ellis. Schlalldccker. &:. Regimbal. I99S; Farber el al.. 1992:
Ferguson. 1992; Norris. 1989: Rolleretal.. 1992).
The importance of c1a~sroom·based service to junior and ~enior high school
studenlS has been underscored (Boyce &. Larson. 1983: Despain &. Simon, 1987: Gerber.
1987; GrucnwaJd &. Pollack. 1984; Larsoo &. McKinley. 1987: Larson, McKinley. &.
Boley, 1993: Simon &. Myrold-Gunyu. 1990). However, few anecdotal accounlS eK.lsc of
classroom-based interVention services to adolescents (Anderson &. Nelson. 1988: Bumil.
Nizawa, Biemer, Takashashi. &. Hearn, 1989: Montgomery, 1992). The same phenomenon
applies to discussion of classroom,based services to menially challenged studenlS.
Ahhough collaborative principles and programs have been presenled in several anieles
(Nielupski. Scheutt. &. Ockwood. 1980: O'Brien &. O'Leary. 1988), reportS of
collaborative programs aimed at facilitaling the language developmenl of mentally
challenged SludenlS an:~ (Knox &. Fifer. 1986).
Resuhs of Etksnin and Capilouto's (1994b) survey suppon the notion that
classroom-based services are less frequendy offered to adolescems. Findings indicated that.
of those speech-language palhologists who have adopted classroom-based approaches,
IClO'% had used these approaches with SludenlS from Kindecgarten to Grade 6. Only 33,*
and 22%. respectively. had used classroom-based approaches wi!h junior and senior high
school level stodents..
Lack or documenled services 10 adolesceOls may be due to lack of service provision
to junior and senior secondary sludenlS. Limited human resoun:es frequenlly nec:essitale
!he imposition of constrainlS on !he levels of SItJdcfllS served. wilh the group targened for
services COf1\lTQlI.ly consisting of SlWenlS between Kinderp.nen and Gmde 6. An alternate
explanation ties in ruvJings of several articles Utal have indicated that. as SludenlS n\l1mre.
they feel stigmatized by receiving assistance in the presence of their classmates (ASHA,
L993: Ienkins &. Heinen, 1989: Nelson, 1990).
AdYimr;ur;$ and pjsdYiIDlQgcS o(C1asgoom-BjL5£!1 ARlX'Pi1Chc::s
1lIere an: numerous advamages of using classroom-based approaches. of which the
maSl genem is the alleviation of many of me coocems associated with me rraditional pullOUI
model discus5Cd earlier. However. the advantage that undcr1ics all Others is increased
educational opponunity. By providing services that are synchronized with curriculum and
instruction. the speech-language pathologist is able to teach skills directly within the
student's natural school sernng while manipulating situational variables to optimize student
performance. Students with speech and language ditrlCt1lties are thu.s affon:kd equal
educational rights by receiving the additional assistance in class ncedc:d to reach their
poecntial (Ford &: Fiuerman. 1994: wm. 1986).
Inteo'ention within classrooms is meaning.-based. as it originatcs in Itnowlcdge of
"what students do in their classrooms. what thcir lClUbook requirements ace. and what
homework they arc cltpttted 10 perfonn" (Miller. L989. p. 163). It promotes generalized
usc of rargetted skills in the classroom environment by allowing for reinforcerncnt by the
speech-Ianguagc pathologist. teacher. or peers. Nawm and inunodiate feedback. coupled
with the teaChing of scr.ucgics rclevantlO the classroom. increases the probability that skills
will be retained. Students will likely utilize newly :acquired sltills more frequently after
noting !he positive effects of communication strategies used in challenging academic and
socialsiruations (ASHA, 1991: Cirrin &: Penner. 1995: Ford & Finennan. 1994; Hoskins.
1990: Marvin. 1987: Miller. 1989; Prelock, Miller&: Reed. 1995; Simon. 1987; Simon &
Myrold-Gunyuz, 1990).
Classroom-based approaches may reduce the lag time between refernl. cvaluation,
and program plan design. The &SSCssment process is initiated once the concern is brought
[0 the attention of me speech-language pathologist. thus eliminating lengthy testing and
placement procedures while focussing on the establishment of an immediate plan for
intervention. This is ofbcnefil to both the student and the system.. as human resources can
be used more productively (Ford & Fittennan, 1994: Goodin & MehoUin, 1990).
Classroom-based service delivery provides opponunilies for personal and
profcssional development for school professionals. -Creating innovative programs for
uudents with learning probIcms will change people's jobs and their woti.: relationships.
They will spend more time wooong cooperatively. acquiring new knowledge. and learning
more about one another's jobs" (Will. 1986. p. 20). Speech~language pathologists and
teachen may experience: personal and professional growlh dlrough collaborative
eroeavows. which neoessiuue joinl pmbkm-soIving and peercoaching.
An additional advantage is !he COSl benefit rea.lizcd by rcc:tirccting human resources
toward a"learn etfon. Combining forces 10 serve special SwdenlS in the regular classroom
may enable !he speech-language pathologist and !he leacher to serve a larger number of
studenlS within !be same time frame by reducing the direct service caseload (Dublinslce.
1989). As well. by augmenting !he teacher's knowledge of speech and language
developmern. preventative measwa can be taken by resuucruring classroom environmems
10 meet the performance needs of ai-risk studenlS (ASHA. 1991: Cirrin &. Penner. I99S;
Eben&. Prelock. L994: Ford & FiIleIl11all. 1994. GuOOn. \990; Marvin. 1987).
A distinct disadvantage of classroom-based service delivery is die additional
planning time required (Ellcsnin & Capilouto. 1994b). This disadvantage can be
ameliorated dtrough administrative suppon WI includes exlr.l time: for planning lessons.
coordinaling schedules. and obtaining materials. panicularly in the initial stages of
impLementation (Brandel. 1992: Elksnin &. Capilouto. 1994b: Lowe. 1993: Montgomery.
1992). The pivotal role thai administrators play in the success of classroom-based
approaches is discussed in !be foUowing section.
Speech-language pathologisu may experience difficulty incorporating speech and
language goals wilh individualized cducationa.l program goals (Elksnin & Capilouto.
1994b). A prerequisite 10 the harmonization of goals is knowledge of the curriculum and
accompanying skills al each grade level. a large body of infonnation with which to become
familiar. This disadvantage can be addressed if goals are guided by resullS of curriculum-
based language I.SSCSSll1CIlt and are developed incollabor.ltion with the teaeher(l.owe. 1993;
Nelson. 1989. 1990).
By providing services in the classroom. the speech-language pathologist may be
regarded as a tulOf. particu1arty as Ianguage-impWed swdentsoften Iact basic information
dlat is expected 10 be pan of their repertOire. Howevtt. speech-language patholopsts
should emphasitc al the OUISCt of program developmenl that the immediate goal of
classroom-based services is nOI mastery of curriculum contenl but rather mastery of
SU'ateg.ies and skiUs necessatY 10 acquire curriculum content (Lowe. 1993).
In the literalure. cited advantages of classroom-based services far ournumber
disadvanlages. This is likely amibutable both 10 the: favourabk: bias of speech-language
pathologiSts who havechosc:n 10 repon on c1assroom·based approaches and. 10 theircrutioo
of solulions to overcome disadvantages associated with use of these approJlches.
Disadvantages can be Iat'lely alleviJlted once classroom-based services arc: roulinely
adopted. cvaluaa:d. and mJdified (Lowe. 1993).
Suppons and Baajro m quyoom-BjuCd Apprpac;bg
District and school adminislntlors may regard classroom-based approaches as
inferior methods of delivery of speech and. language services. expressing concem that Ihc:ir
quantity and quality will be diminished with incegntion inlO clusmoms. However. suung
administTiltive support II "I levels is essential 10 coIi&bor.1.tion between speech-language
pathologistS and teachers for the provision of classroom services (Cooper. 1991: Goodin &
Mehollin. 1990).
Several cttaracteristics of principals increase thc: probability that classroom-based
services will succeed. These include a belief in equal edocational access for all students..
including students wilh leaming and/or behavioural problems: a knowledge of lhe
cuniculum and its impact: aod a conunitment (0 staff empowerment. II is beneficial if the
principal has experience as a member of multidisciplinary teams and has participated in
coUaboouive development of individualized educational programs (Blosser. 1990: Marvin.
1990: MiUtt. 1989: Monlgomery. 1990).
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Although the principal is the administrative key to success of collaborative cffons.
the district administration must also provide leade~ip by actively supporting movement
toward classroom-based services. The special services administrator must follow
educational uends. favour innovatiOfl_ and be sensitive IOward staff altitudes 10 change.
Oeperding upon district politics.a~nt of the hi,he:st levels of management (e.g.. the
disuict superintendent and the school board) may also be required (Ferguson. 1991:
Montgomery. 1900).
Ifadministrators understlJld the positive r.unifications of encouraging professionals
to design and implement c1assroom4based, approaches. they will likely I'ttognitt the
imponance of scheduling regular meeting times among ream members. Almough the
teaming of professionals is considered an efficient use of human resouK'e.S, it may
necessitate administtative enclorsement of reduction in speech-language pathologiStS' direct
caseload and in schools receiving direct service. In addition. administrators must ascertain
the availability of adequate materials and space ror planning and implementation of
collaborative programs (ASHA. 1991: Cooper. 1991; Dublinske. 1989: Gutkin. 1990:
Miller. 1989),
Speech-Iangua,c pathologisu and teachers must agree with the notion that
classroom-based services fill students' communicative requirements, But despite a mutual
understanding of the benefits inherent in these approaches. speech-language pathologists
and teaehcn may feel threatened by a vast depanure from traditional pnctice. When using
collabon.tive methods. responsibilities an: jointly assumed. Team members pool their
professional resources, which requires the abandonment or strict boundaries betwttn
disciplines. The requirement of sharing proressional responsibilities by assuming greater
fluibility of prescribed roles may be regarded negatively. creating resistance to use or
classroom-based approaches (ASHA. 1991: Montgomery. i992: Roller et aI.. 19(2).
Considet"abk role ambiguity may be eltperienced by speech-Iang.uage palholog.islS
when spending the majority or time in classrooms ralher than administering tests and
!reating ul,lde:rns in a onc-on-one: situation_ Additionally. speech.language: palhologislS m:ly
feci ill equipped to reacb a class due: 10 IKk of knowledge and CAperieoce related to
insuuction. curriculum. and classroom managemetll (Achilles e:t aI.• 1991; Elksnin &:
CapiloulO.l994b: Farberetal. 1992; MontgOmery. 199'2; Rollerec.al.. 1992).
Teachers may feel resentful of additional classroom demands. often perceived as
requiring specialiu.d knowlcd,e. They may believe that die development: of new skills. sudI
as the ability 10 wort collaborative:ly. is tOO challengin!- They may feel uncomfonable
haYing another professional observe their instr\lClionai med'llxls. The uncertainty that
accompanies 50 major a change: may deter both speech-language pathologists and teachers
from acquiring new roles (A5HA. 1991. AchiUes et aI.• 1991; Ferguson. 1991; Gerber.
1987; Gutkin. 1990: Magnotta. 1991; Marvin. 1990; Monlgomc:ry. 1990).
I@jning Needs for Speccb-I.angu'Ve Pi'rhologiS5
There is a recognized need for additional nining of speech-language patholopsts
who adopt classroom-based approaches to delivery of speech and language services.
Despite: the fact that 38% of Canadian spc:cch-language padlo10gists worted in schools in
1988 (the latest year for which figurn were available). most were tRined in university
programs thar: place: liale: emphasis 00 options fordelivef)' of speech and language services
to school-aged children (CASLPA. 1990; OSLA. 1996).
University programs have concentrated on conveying knowledg.e of speech and
language disorders and of rc:commended m:atme:nt for individual sessions (lowe. 1993:
Marvin. 1981; Miller. 1989). Consequently. few speech-language: pathologists have
acadcmk: preparation in the area of classroom linguistic requirements or in the: confC", of
language artS. math. science. and social studies curricula. In general. speeCh-language
pathologists arc: not formally trained to enlarge upon customary language goals to make
them relevant to the cuniculum (Achilles Cl aI_ 1991: Farbc:ret al .• 1992).
Competence in uSC: of collabor.ttivc: skills should tit' a requirement of specch-
language palhologisLS' universiry programs (Marvin. 19871. Many programs have
inadvenently created profenional isolation by If'ajning speech-language pathologists to
become -expen problem so{vers- who must demonsuate mastery of specialized skills and
the ability to complete wks with minimal input from odler professionals. In a typical
internship. spc:c:ch-language palhology students are gradually weaned of their supervisors to
enable them to work independently upon completion their studies (Friend & Cook. 1990).
Few educational endeavours aimed at fostering a coUabon.tive approach to
classroom of speech and language services have been described. In one report. training
sessions consisted of a series of inservices that were jointly developed and offcred by
speech-language pathologists and teachers for the benefit of both groups. Topics included
titeracy skill acquisition. instructional sO'ategjes. and classroom management (Achilles et aI.,
1991). More frequently, knowledge was gained through experience. by planning in
conjunction with the teaCher and working with students in the classroom. As spec:ch-
language pathologists and teachers collaborated to accomplish objectives related 10
classroom communication. they inc~ased their familiarity with classroom demands on
liSlening, spealcing. ~!- and writing skills (Farber et al.• 1992: Magnotta. 1991).
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A review of the literature indicates that resource room or pullout programs v..-ere until
~cently the most cOl1UOOn modes of meeting the specifIC needs of students with mild or
moderate leaming disabilities.. However. these programs have been subject to scrutiny as
students' needs have been measured against social and educational outcomes such as self-
esteem and academic achievement. The use of a fragmentary approach to delivery of special
services has been increasingly questioned (e.g.. Goodin & MeitoUin, 1990: Nelson. 1990).
In this context. the view of the speech-language pathologist as a specialist who
exclusively diagnosc:s and treats spoech and language disorders in an isolated setting is no
longer adequate. Rather. the speech-language pathologist is more appropriately regarded as
a lang.uage and communication specialist who collaborntes with teach~rs. The rationale for
'"
this par.u1igm shift originates largely in the difficulty encountert:d with carryover of
communication skills learned within the restrictive environment of traditional therapy
(Marvin. 1987: Miller. 1989).
The use of a holistic approach to assessment and interVention of speech and
language disorders involves consideration of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors in
communicative interactions. ~ communication disorder fn:quendy caMOl be ameuorated
and may continue to affect the student's learning. Therefore. the speecb-Ianguage
pathologist facilitateS communication by adapting the classroom environment and/or
assisting students in the development and uSC: of compensatory str1I.tegies. Synthesis and
generalization may be achieved more readily when new strategies and skills are pmcticed
within a relevant context(C"min & Penner. 1995: Nelson. 1990).
According to the literature. speech-language pathol0iists use classroom-based
interVention for younger students with language disorders ordelays. A natwal consequence
of increased time in classrooms is to maximize opportunity for development of language
skills by taking advantage of classroom listening.. speaking. reading. and writing. Speedl-
language patholor-iSts are less likely to adopt classroom-based approaches for intervention
with articulation. fluency. and VOK:c disocders. or when providing services to students in
junior and senior secondary school.
Successful collaborative teaching arrangements between speeCh-language
pathologistS and texhers are dependent upon a comrniD'l'lent to equal educational access fOf'
all students. Shifting service priorities require flexibility in reshaping roles and
relationships of speech-language pathologists and teaeh~.who must be willing to take
risks while developing innovations to practice and insuuetion. Enduring change requires
ongoing commitment. Thus. the adoption of classroom-based approaches is not a discrete
event but a process that is accomplished ovet" time. Ultimalely. the success of classroom-
based service delivery will be gauged by the degree to which students with language:
difficulties can succeed academically and communicate effectively in their daily lives
(Ferguson. 1992; Nelson. 1990: Nelson&: IGnnucan-Welsch,I992).
The recent dc:velopment of cIaS$fOOrn-blucd services fOf" students with speech and
language disocders and delays !wi created O-citing new possibilities for research_ The
majority of published information in the area of collaboration between speech-language
pathologists and teachers in classrooms consists of descriptions of individual speech-
language pathologists' professional experiences. 1be sparse evaluative literature on the use
of classroom-based service delivery approaches by speech-language pathologists attests to
the particular need f~ study of this area. larger-scale investigation into the laSe and
perceived effICaCY ofclassroom-bascd approaches is WllmlfIm
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
This chapler describes !he research design and !be melhods used [0 collecl and
Research Design
There is a need for broad descriptive infonnatiOll on specch·language palhologists'
pfaCIic:es, experiences. am pen;:epc:ions relating to classttJom-tla5c senricedelivery. As the
research questions were designed 10 address !his need. a descriptive research me!had was
indicated.
There were ninc: gencr.l.lleSearCh questions 10 be answered. wilh up 10 six subsidiary
questions c::ach. as tilled in DIaper One. Six genen.I researrlI questions (numbers 3. 4. 5.6.
1. and 8) yielded information that comprised the descriptive portion of !he study. Three
general research questions (numbers I, 2. and 9) yielded infonnation !hal comprised the
analytic portion of !he study. Two oflhese questions (numbers I and 2) were designed to
assess the relationship between speech-language pa!holopsu' use of classroom-based
approaches and a number of personal. professional. and situali~ variables.. One of these
questions (number 9) was designed to assess the relationship between speech-language
pathologists' use of classroom-based approaches and Iheir views on a number of issues
penaining 10 use of these approaches.
The soun:e of daQ was information obtained via a cross-sectional survey
adminislered 10 a sample of spcech-Ianguaie pathologists in Canada. Due to sample size
and geographical dispersion. a mailed questionnaire was used for data collection.
Survcylnmument
Development of the~h questions and concomilant consauction of the SUl'Vey
insttument were guided by a comprehensive review of the literawre and an examination of
surveys conducted in studies relevant to speech-language pathologists. thus providing a
basis for the content validity of the in.stnunent (E1k.snin & CapiJouto. 199<k. 1994b; Potter
& Lagace. 1992. 1995; Sanger. AUJ;, & Griess, 1995). In particular. Elk$nio and
Capilouto's (19943. 1994b) questionnaire and survey results provided ideas for the design
of major portions of the questionnaire used in the present study.
The su~y insttument was a J}·irem questionnaire (see Appendix 0) with thrt:C
sections. each corresponding [0 a c1uslICr or research questions. The fIrSt twO genc:ral
research questions (i.e.. questions 1 and 2) sought infonnation on the relationship between
speech-language pathologistJ' use of classroom-based intervention approaches and a
number of variables. Therefore. the flf'St section gatheted information on respondents'
biographical characteristics (e.g.• gender. edurntion) and on features of existing speech and
language services (e.g.• caseload number. geographical work setting). It also requested the
percentage of total assessment and intervention time spent in classrooms. The items in the
first section were of three types: c1csc:d-ended and partially c1osed-ended with ocdc:red
response choices. closed-endc:d and panially c1osed-ended with unordered response choices.
and open-ended. Items elicited factual infonnation about respondents. requiring check
marks in a choice of boxes (e.g.. degrees earned) or a numerical response (e.g.• years
worked as. school speech-language ~tbo\og:ist. percentage of assessment time spent on
assessment in classrooms).
The next three general research questions (i.e.. questions 3 to 5) penained to
frequency of use of classroom-based inllCfVcntion approaches. as well as their perceived
effectiveness and appropriateness. To fann lhecorTCSJXlfKting second scctioo of the survey.
Elksnin and Capilooto's (1994a) questionnaire illCms were rephrased and extended to elicit
more delililed infonnation on each of tilt seven classroom-based approaches outlined in
Appendix A. Questionnaire i~ms requesled information on the use. success. and
appropriateneSS of each approach for four speech and language disorders and for studentS
within each of four grade level c-.uegories. The items in (he sc:cond section were closed·
ended with ordered response choices. Items elicited information about respondentS'
practices. requiring acbeck marlc in a choice of boxes (e.g~ check Myes- 0(" "No- if you
have used this approach).
The next three general research quesUOIls (i.e.• questions 6 10 8) related to perceived
advantages and disadvantages. and barriers and suppons to classroom-based intervention
approaches. as well as perceived mining needs for speech-language pathologiStS. Pan of
the corresponding !hint section was fonnuJated using responses 10 Elksnin and Capi!oulO'S
(1994a) open·ended survey ilems. Responses were categorized, compiled. and ranked
according to number of cirarions by ~ndenlS. The three most frequently cited rt5portSCS
10 each ileO\ were sutJscquently reworded and (wed in varying permutations 10 form itemS
20 10 27. The remainder eX the section. ilemS 28 10 32. was developed based on infonnarion
oblllined both from the lileralUre review and from Elksnin and Capilouto's (l994a) sUl"iey.
Item types were c1osed-e:nded IllId panially c1osed-endc:d wi!h unordered response choices.
consisting primarily of forced choice: ranJc-ordering items.
The last general research question (i.e.• question 9) sought information on any
existing differences belWeen views of speech·language palhologisu who use and those who
do not use classroom-based intervention approaches. This question was answered using a
combination of itemS in the second and thUd sections of Ihe question~
The concluding item on the quesrionnaire was an open-ended question which invited
respondents' clarification of responses and general comments on c1assroom·based service
delivery. This information was solicited for three reasons: 10 allow respondentS 10 freely
stale their opinions about classroom-based servm. 10 collect qualillllive data for possible
analysisal a Iaten:late. and to gauge respondents' tC<lCtion 10 the survey.
ValiditY of the survey insuumau was enlianc:ed through extensive coosuhiltion with
speech-language pathologists. The: insuul'1"Clt was pilot-le$ted in the pRliminary sllges of
development with five speech-language pathologists WCKking in schools. lmpressions of
the leller of uansmitral and the questionnaire were solicited during a two--hour group
meeting. Q!estions that the pilot test aimed to~ were;
I. Do the leller of ttansmittal and questionnaire create a positive impression thai will
motivare potential~us 10 respond?
2. ls the foonal of the questionnaire easy 10 foUow?
J. Are the insD1JCtions adoquale?
4. ls the sequence ofilert\S logical?
S. Are all itemS inlerpreted similarly?
6. Are all words urderslood?
7. Do any ilems suggest bias on the pan of the researcher1 (adapted from Woodward
& Chambers. 1980).
The preceding questions were read to the group prior to administration of the
questionnaire. After questionnaire administration. candid verbal feedback was
systematically solicited and recorded on paper by the researcher. Questionnaires were later
examined by the resean::her for difficult or ambiguous ilems as evidenced by omissions.
conl11tdiclOry responses. or commenfS in the margins. The survey insuument was
subsequently revised on the basis of comments made by respondents during the lesting
session and by the thesis commillce during it session to review the insuument.
ModifICations included the addition and deletion of qlK:stions and alterations 10 question
fonn and concent. Because revisions were substantial. a second pilollest was conducted
with a group consisting of the same five and an additional two school speech-language
pathologists. Procedures identical 10 the ftnt pilot ICSt were followed. Minor modifICations
to the survey instrumenl were made aflel" the second pilot IeSl.
Population and Sample:
The: population was dc:fiDed as Canadian spc:ec:b-language pathologistS who
provided services in schools a[ l:he time of initiation of me swdy in Fetxuary. 1996.
Rubin's (1990) demopaphic sludy reponed lhaI960 speech-language pathologlslS worked
in Canadian schools. Based on Ihal sludy and on infonnaLion provided by !he national
assoc:iation of speech-language pa(hologislS (P. Flemington. personaJ communication.
January_ 1996). i( was estimattd dw belween 1200 and 1500 speech-language pathologists
worked in schools uthe ouuet of the SlUdy.
The populalion was identified through national and provincial:! association
membership lists. The national assoc:iatioo list included speech-language pamol.ogists who
were employed in schools as well as those emplo)'td in ocher settings because a nationalli51.
resuicred to school-based members was nonexistenL The provincial association
membership lislS. when available. comprised superior sampling frames by yielding specific
infonnation about the numbers and workplaces of school speech-language pathologislS for
each province. Furthennore. die use of provincial membership lists was roore economical.
as (ewer speech-language padiologists were sampled in provinces f~ which lists were
available.
11Ie sample size was sc( a( 2SO school speech-language pamologisrs. a( least 17% of
the estimated population. The number of school speech-language palhologiSlS sampled and
the percentage o( the population represenlal in the sample feU well within the guidelines (or
sample size decennination rec:OIIW'l'Iended in AIreck and Settie (1985). Borgaoo Gall (1989)_
and Gay (992).
The sludy sample was selected using a stnltified random sampling technique.
Following consideration of possible variables and Str.lta for which sufftcient representation
was de$irable. the one.suatification variabk: chosen was province.. Bt.cause jurisidiction over
2 To avoid awl'Wllfd syntax. die one term -province" (and its derivations) will be used
throughout the remainder of (he sludy to include both provinces and territories. unless
otherwise specified.
speech-language pathology servicc:s to schools differs according. to provi~. survey results
based on slralifu:ation likely represenled !he population more: accurately than results
obtained via a simple random sample. Thererore. len provincial associations and !he one
existing terrilorial association wue conlaCled by telephone to rcquc:sl mentbt:mlip lists. wid!
immc:diale rollow-up by racsimilc: nnsmission to provide details or !he swdy. Associations
ror the rollowing. provinces supplted Iisu: Newfoundland Prince Edward Island. Onlario.
Saskatchewan, and the ICITitories. 1lIe association in Quebec did not release members'
names: however, it provided names or school districts in which speech·language
patholopsu were employed and the number or spe«h-Ianguag.e pathologists employed in
each district. Thc: associations in Manitoba and British Columbia did tlOI comply with the
requesl. and thc: associations in Nova Scolia. New Brunswick, and Albena did nO( respond
to the request. Thererore. for the five provinces (including Quebec) that supplied
membership li.su and !he territories. !he sampling rrame consiSled or provincial
associations' lists or mc:mben providing. services to schools. For the remaining five
provinces. the sampling rrame consisted Dr the national association's list or speech.
language pathologists who belonged 10 the national association and resided in those
provinces..
A sample or 519 subjects was thus selected rrom twO populations. The firsl
population consisled or 646 speech-language pathologists working in schools who
belonged to provincial speech-language pathologists' associations Ihat provided
membership lists. The sc:cond population consisted or 1330 spe¢h-Iang.uage pathologists
who were members or the national association or specch-Ianguag.e pathologists. These:
speech.language pathologists were employed in various settings, inclUding schools.
hospitals. and private practice clinics. The: total sample: size was allocalied to me 5Ir.lta on a
disproportionate basis 10 guar.ullcc mat sample sizes roc each province~ surflCientlO
enable the production or estimates with an accepl.3b1e desrc:e of precision. 1bererore. the
prop0l1iOn5 of speech-language pathologists selected varied according 10 provincial
subpopulalion. Sampling fractions ranged from 10'1. in provinces with larger
subpopulations (Quebec and Ontario) to 100'10 in provinces wim smaller subpopulMions
(Newfoundland. Prince Edward Island, Saskatchewan. and the lelTirories). The proportion
of speech-language palhologislS sampled was additionally affecled by me sampling frame
for each subpopuJation. If me sampling frame in a given province consisted of all specch-
language pathologists (l.e.. in Nova Scotia. New Brunswick., Maniloba. Saskatchewan.
Albena., and British Columbia) the fraclion of the sUbpopulalion sampled was roughly
doubled to guaranlee that the inlended fraction of school speech-language palhologisu WIS
sampled. This decision was loosely twed on figures presenled in CASLPA's (1990)
demographic study. which indicated dtaL nUionally. 38% of speech.language pathologists
worked in schools, wilh a provincial range of 33% 10 65%. In provinces for which the
sampling fraction was less than 100%. potential respondents were identified through a
standard random sampling procedure asdescribcd in Babbie (1986).
Table I displays the initial sampling fraction and number of speech-language
pathologists who received qucslionnaiRs (II) in each province. as well as the percentage of
speech.language pathologists who ~ded and the number of usable questionnaires
returned by respoodenlS in each province. Ikcausc of small sample sizes, the Nonh West
Terrilories and Yukon were grouped as ""enilories~ in me study.
T_l
N"ooht:rQrSnCfStJ.I 3DI'!!j!V Pi"boIoriS5 Reg;iyjng and R<:m9OdiDf 19 Oucsriponairg by
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Prov""" Samplingfnction Response{%) Number
Newfoundland 100" 36 92 33
Nova Scotia
""
SS
"
18
Prince Edward Island 100" 78
New Brunswick 50'> 42 86
Qo<boc ",. 24 71 J7
Ontario ",. 2. 69 20
Maniloba 50'> 6. 83 32
.--
100" 51 86 44
A''''''' 1d' 90 88 32
BrilishColumbia 1d' '08 73 36
Temlories 100" 83
Toul 51' 82 m
aSample or census was from subpopulation of school speech-language pathologists who
were members of me provincial association. bSample or census was from subpopulation of
all speech-language pathologisu who~ membm of the national association and resided
in d1eprovince.
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To ensure mat the sample did not ovem:present smaller provinces and provinces
wim higher rerum rateS and undem:present larger provinces and provinces wim lower return
rates. weightin~ procedures based on Jaeger (1984) and Satin and Shasuy (1993) were
followed. Both the: probability of sek:ction for respondents in each province and the IttW1I
rate for each province were considered in deleffltining weights applied lO questionnaire
informatioo provided by~nts. For each province. the obtained sampling of speoch-
language pathologists wortdng in schools was calculated by dividin~ the percenlage of total
responses (i.e.• completed and uncompleted returned questionnaires) by the samplin.
fnetion (i.e.• the proportion of the subpopulation sampled). 1be sampling weilht was the
invetSC of me obWned amplin!- "The weight thus derived for each province indicated the
number of actual or estinwed speech-language pathologists wOf'k.ing in schools mat were
represented by each respondent working in schools in that province.
Weights assigned to individual cases were subsequently calculated by multiplying
the sampling weight by the tolaI number of questionnaires returned by specch-langua.e
pathologistS wortin~ in schools divided by the estimated national population of speech-
lan~uagepathologists working in schools.~ prtCise weights were attaChed to each case
in the data file prior 10 conducting stalistical analyses. As a consequence of weight
application. restricted ponions of the sample could not be accuralely described in tenns of
numbers of respondents and are lherefore described only in percentage tenns in lhe
succeeding chapter on data results and analysis..
Standald approaches 10 determining reliability coukI not be applied to questionnaire
responses. However. an indication of the conrMknce wilh which responses could be viewed
was established. Items varied in formal. some having up to four response choices and
others having forced choice ranle-ordering items. as described earlier in this chapler. A
majority of items had only IWO response choices. which produced population estimates in
the fonn of proportiof15 (e.g.• proponion of respondents who had worked as teachers.
proponion orrespondents who had used Approach Onel. As the I~st confidence inlerval
"
occurred when il. proportion was 50%. this figure was used to give an upper bound estimate.
The weighted standard deviation for a proportion of~ was 42%. which yielded il. 95%
confidence inla'Ya.l of plus or minus 8.2%. from 41.8% 1058..:Nl. lhc: inlCl'Val~1O
plus or minus 6.7% fora proportion of20% (Jaeger. 1984).
DaIaCoIIection
To maximize die rale of returned questionnaires. the following: steps were caken.
During the """'Ceil: of March 11. 1996. two penonaIi.zcd ink-signed letters oflnIlsmiual (see
Appendices C and D). a questionnaire_ and a siamped retum envelope were mailed 10 each
potential respondent randomly se1eclCd from the national association membership lin The
first lener. which was coded with an ifldjvidlW identirlCill.OOn number. asked respondents 10
either indicale mal they were nOI working in schools and return the leuer. or 10 refer to the
second letter if they were working in schools. The second !etler described the study and
requested poIentW respondeflts to return the coded questionnaire within three weeks of the
date of mailing. Only the second letler of transmittal and a coded questionnaire were sent to
each polentiaJ respondent randomly sclect.ed from the provincial association lists. Two
weeks later. on March 25. 1996. a follow-up letler (sec: Appendices E and F) was sent as a
reminder to the 362 potential respondents who had not returned the leltcr or thc
questionnaire. Six wce-Its latel". on April 22. 1996. a second follow-up mailing was sent to
the 195 polentiaJ respondents who had nOI returned the letter or the questionnaire. This
mailing consisted of one or two letters of nnsmiual. as appropriate (see Appendices G and
H). another copy of the questionnaire. and a stamped rerum envelope..
On June 3. 1996. 264qucstionnaires had been received. None initially sem were
returned due to inaccurate addresses. Eleven retumed questionnaires were not used. nine
because respondents did not complete large ponions of the qUCSlionnaire and two because
the respondents wcre no longer working as speech-language pathologists. Unusable
qucsrionnaires. which were not considered in the a1culation of response nues.. were received
from five provinces: Nova Scotia (2l. Ontario (I). Saslultehewan (4). Alberta (I). and
British Columbia (3). Thctef~. the number of usuable questionnaires was 253. Table I
contains the ~tage of speecb-language palhologists who responded and the number of
usable questionnaires returned by respondents in each of the provinces.
Data Prqwation
To m:l.uce data entry~ cadi questionnaire was eumined by the researcher fOC'
items which we~ answered in such a way maI a decision regarding data entry would be
required. Note was made of discrepancies such as missing dam (e.g.. large parts of the
questionnaire unanswered or individual items omiued). internally inconsistent data (e.g.•
mutually exclusive categories checked; percentageS tisacd that did flO!: IOt.aI 100). oc unusabC
data (e.g.. perccnlage of asses5fI"IO\t time spent on classroom assessment CJ:pressc:d in termS
of houn per week). Discrepancies were discussed with the individual emering the data. a
research computing specialist. and decisions regarding data entry were recorded on the
qucstion~by the ~hcr.
Data were entered into a computer file before bein, "deaned" through the
examination of printouts fOC' irregularities. Inaccuracies were rectified by altering values in
the data file to be consistent with those ~scnt in the original data.
Data Analysis
For each general and subsidiary research question. a list of co~sponding
questionnaire ilClTl numbers wu prepared. Staristics appropriate for describing the data and
answering the research questions were uiiCd. Fordcscriptive analyses. percentages. means.
slaIldard deviations. and ranges were calculated. FOC' relational analyses. chi-square teSts
and Hests weteconductcd. Results and anaIyscsare presented in the following chapter.
S""'"""Y
The study was cbigned to gather broad descriplive infonnation on the current st3lUS
of classroom-based delivery of speech JltId langua~ services in ~a. Therefore.
Canadian specdJ.languagc pamologists were SUIVt:yed using a questionmw~.
Membership lists obtained from national and provincial associations of speech-
language patho£ogists comprised the sampling frame. A weighted sntified random
sampling ICChnique was u.sed ID select subjects. with the one suatification variable being
provin«.
1be survey instt\lmenl was mailed during the week of March 11. 1996. to S19
spee<:h.language pathologistS representing all provinces. Of speech-language pathologists
surveyed. 82% bad responded by June 3. 1996. A loW of 253 usable questionnaires were
received from speech-language palhologiSlS wonting in schools.
AppropriJ.1C weighting pnxedures were used. Descriptive and relational analyses
that generated answers 10 the rese:udl questions were conducted.
CHAPTER FOUR
DATA RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chaprer summarizes me data and describes me statistical procedures used in
analysis. Following a biognphical proflk of respondents and a description of the spec:ch:
and language services they provided. data are presenlCd in the sequence of the research
questions. As a result of weighting procedW'es described in the preceding chapter, only
numbers of respondents in the total sample are reported. Where applicable. percentages of
respondents are provided. weighted according to the samp{ing fractions and~ niles
foc each or the provinces.
Biographical Profile orSurvey Respondents
In the sludy. 2S3 speech-language patholOgiSIS working in Canadian school dislricts
compleled a mailed quesnonnain:. Five questionnaire items galhered biographical
infonna.tion.
Respondents wen: 93% fernaJe and 7% male. These figures are Likely rqwesenlative
of me population and are in fact identical 10 proportions found in a survey of professional
burnout among Canadian speech-language pathologists (Polter & Lagace. 1995). The
peroentages; of females and males in each province wee similar to !he national percentages.
falling within seven percentlgc points of the national pc:rt:en1agCS.
Expcric;m; 1$ $cbqnl Srzeg;b_1 Any"'" Palhn!qgjgs
Allrcspondents were working as school speech-language pathologists. The mean
number of years worked was 9.6. Table 2 contains the means, standard deviation. and range
of yean respondents had worked as school speech-language pamologiSls. as well as the
percentages of resp:ltldcnts who had wortced as teachers and the mean. Standard deviation.
and range of ye:us wortced as leachen. The provincial means (0(' ye:us worl:ed ;IS school
speech-language pathologists varied_ ranging from 3.9 years in Newfoundland to 11.9 years
in Nova Scotia...
A lOla.! of 1O'k or respondents had ....orked as teachers (see Table 2). The
pcrcenlages of respondents ....ho had worked as teachers in each province were similar (0 the
national percentage. falling wilhin 10 pcrccnlagC points of the national percentage. Tbc
mean numbtt of yean these respoodenl.S had woded as r.earners was 4.1, allhough the
mode number or years was one. These figures indicaled lhat mosc speech-language
pathologists were not teachers.
Table 2
PerC'efuages and fury WlXkrrl as SRSCifh-1 aOlf1lagr PNhoIpgiS5 ($1 Ps) and Tgclpm
As SLP
A,<ead>c"
..
100
10
M
9.•
4.1
SD
S.9
4.5
.6·29.0
1.0-18.0
Of respondents, 80% held a master-s degree. The provincial percentages of
respondents ....ho possessed a master's degree varied from 50% in AUJena to 100% in Nova
Scotia, Prince Ed....ard Island. New Brunswick. and Ontario. l1le discrepancy of 30
percentage points between the figures for Alberta and the nationa.l figuJ"CS was likely a result
of the fact mat!hc Univenity of AUletta has only relatively recently replaced its bachelor
degree program with a master'S degree program.
Less than I'll of respondents possessed a doctorate degree: Iherefore, the
percentages in each province were consislCtlt with the national pen:entagc.
A 10Ia1 of 11% of respondents held a Bachelor of Education or equivalent degree.
The provincial percentages varied_ with 00 respondents from Prince Edward Island or New
,.
Brunswick having an education degree. peffiaps due in pan to small sample sizes for rnese
provinces. In SaskalChewan. 34% of respondents had a Bacbdor of Education or equivaJent
degree.. Fi~ for !he remaining. provinces WCfe comparable to me national average. falling
within six percentage points of the national figure.
Cmjrrarioo SAP'S
Of rcspondenu. 8()'l, wen: cenified by me Canadian Association of Speech-
Language PathologiSts (CASLPA) or were members of the College of Audiologisls and
Speech-Language Pathologists of Ontario (CASLPO), the Ontario provincial equivalent.
The provincial pen;:etuages of respondents who wen: certified by CASLPA or members of
CASLPQ wett incoosislent. widl figwes for the provinces differing by up 10 4:5 percentage
points from lhe national proponion. The greatesl difference was in Quebec. where only
3:5% of respondents were cenifled by CASLPA. This was likely a consequence of
respondenlS' affiliation with !he Quebec provincial association. which also sets standards
for speech-language pathologistS who pr.acrise in Quebec. In Nova Scotia.. Alberta. British
Columbia.. and the lefritories. 100% of respondents were certified by CASLPA.
A IOtal of 21% of respondents were certified by the American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association (ASHA). Percentages of respondents varied among provinces. with
several notable differences. No respondents from Prince Edward Island. Quebec. and the:
territories were ASHA-cenified. However. 39% of respondents from Saskatchewan and
44% of respondenlS from Manitoba were cenified by ASHA. This was possibly
auributable to the lack of speech-language pathology propams in universities in rnese
provinces.. Due to proximity. many prospective speech-language pathologists seek nining
and complete internships in the United Siales, where ASHA certification is more readily
obtainable than CASLPA certification.
The pe~nlage of respondents who were nol cenified was 8%, Non-certified
respondents wen: from four provinces: Newfoondl:md (I2CJ. uncertified). Prince Edward
Island (14% uncenifiedl. Saskalchewan (18'k uncenifiecl). and Quebec (3:5% uncenified).
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The rdatively high percenUlge of Quebec respondents who were not certified was again
likely due to respondents" membership in the Quebec provincial association. which sets
standards ofpractice f« speech-language pathologists in Quebec.
Description of Spc:cch and Language Services
Seven questionnait'e itemS penained 10 speech and language services provided by
respondents.
Sc:rvjcq fImv¥krl
Bom assessment and interVention servitts wen: provided by 97% of respondents.
whereas solely assessment services were provided by 3% of respondents. Some
respondents from three provinces. Onwio. Manitoba. and Saskatchewan. provided only
:assessmeot sc:rvices. wim 10"11 or fewa-respondents in each of these provinces providing
only usessmenL In the other provinces. I~ of respondents provided both assessment
and interVention services.
Qanroom-P.sxt AUC$$OJC'or
or ~ndents.84% spent time on classroom-based assessmenc in a typical year.
For these respondents. die mean percenlaJe of lime spent on assessmenl in classrooms was
17..5%. Table 3 contains the percentage of respondents spending time on c1auroom
assessment. and mean percentages. standard deviations. and ranges of percenlages of
assessment rime $penl in classrooms by those respondents.
The pettentages of rime spent on classroom assessmenl by respondents from Prince
Edward Island and Quebec were Iowa-than the: national percentage. with 7..5% and 8..5'1>.
respectively. of these respondents' time spent on classroom assessment. ManilOba and
Ontario respondents spent higher percentages of time on classroom assessmem. with 22.0%
and 26.7CJJ of time sper1L respectively. Respondents from other provinttS spent belween
10.2'11 and 17.6"" ofassessrnent time: in classrooms.
Table 3
Perrs;P!i!SC or Spq;eb.l.apguagc PathQ!ogiSts SpeOOjpg UIllt; and PesO"" orTI!D(; Spt:D1
00 QUsppm-Buat "SZWPCO! and IpIQ"YMrion am MmipjsoljOll
Pl::rcentageoftimespent
~rcentage
spending time M(~) 50(%) Range(~)
Classroom-based assessment 84 17.5 20.8 1- tOO
Classroom-based inlel"\lenrion 73 22.1 22.7 1-100
Adminisntion 100 23.0 U.8 1·85
q3SSlOOfTt:B3sql In"J'mlbon
A [otal of 73% of respondents spen! time on inlervention in classrooms during a
typical year. l1te mean pen:emage of time spent on classroom-based intervention for mese
respondents was 22.1.. (see Table 3). Prince Edward Island respondents spent a lower
percentage of rime on interY'Cntion in classrooms !han the national mean. wim 4.2% of time
spenL This was possibly related [Q the fact that in Prince Edward (sland. speech and
language services to scl'loot-aged children are under [he auspices of the Departmem of
Healm and Conmunity Services. On!mo and Albena respondents spenl a higher
percentage of time on classroom intervention. with 27.9% and 28.2% of time spen!.
respectively. Respondents from OthCT provinces spent between 10.0% and 2O.7fl, of
inrc:rvention lime in classrooms.
Adrpinimpve DuPes
All respondents performed some administrative duties. The mean percen!age of
time spent on adminisuation in a typical year was 23.0% (see Table 3). Provincial means
were comparable to the national mean. falling wimin four percentage points of the: national
The mean caseload size of respondents was 95 studenlS. with a median caseload size
of 80 srudenlS. 10e large range: of numbers rqxxted. from 10 to 500. was likely attributable
to differences in interpretation of me question. Some respondents provided several values
for this item by listing. for example. direct caseload number IIXI indirect (e.g.. monitored
students) caseload number. For tbose who provided only one value. it was difficult to
ascertain whether the number was resuicled to students who received direct ongoing
services or included those students who were being monitored. Additionally. some districts
employ communication assistants who provide direct speech and language services to
studenls under the supervision of a speech.language pathologist. Caseload numbers given
by speech.language pathologiSts who reponed that !bey !lad communication assistants were
nocably higher.
Mean caseload sizes for provinces thus varied from the nariona! mean. ranging from
31 students in the territories to 166 sludents in Saskatchewan. where communication
assistants were frequently reponed in margin nOlations. 1he broad range of numbers is not
surprising given the numerous factors Ihat influence caseload size (e.g.. overall studenl
population-to-speech-language palhologisl ratio in a disuict. severity of SlUdenl diSOfders.
number of schools served. and travel time belWeen schools).
Grade I c;yr;ls OURQlly Sqyqt
Four predetennined grade level categories were designed to correspond to the
primary. demental)'. junior secondary. and senior secondary school levels. Due to varying
nomenclature among provinces. specifIC grade level designations of Kindergancn 10 Grade
3. Grades 410 6. Grades 7 to 9. and Grades 10 10 12 were used 011 the queslionnaire to label
the four major levels.
A laJte majority of respondents welt providillg services 10 studenlS in Kinderganen
to Grade 3 and Grades 4 10 6. 89'11 and 88'11. respectively. A smaller majorilY of
respondenlS. 63%. currently served siudents in Grades 1to 9. A minority of respondents.
(,,,
46%. currently provided services to Grades to 10 12. These figures indicated thai the
majorily of respondents proviOcd services 10 swdents in more than one pU bel calegory.
primarily at the Kindcrpncn to Grade 6 Ievd.
Ofthosc respondents who~ndy provided services 10srudents in each oflhe four
grade·level calCgories, the largesl mean percentage of time. 70.0%. was allocated to
IGnderganen 10 Grade 3 swdcnl5. A smaUer mean ~ntagc: of time. 23.1%. was devoled
to students in Grades 4 to 6. The smallest mean percentages of time were allotled to
sludents in Grades 1 to 9 and Grades 10 to 12, with 9.4'1> and 6.5% of time spenl.
respectively. The disttibution oftimc spent on SCtVices to the four grade-level categories is
in pan a reflection of the wcll-docwnenttd fact diat many speech and language diffkulties
resolve in the early school years due to a combination of prompt inlCrVention and siudent
maturation. Table 4 contains percentages of respondenr.s who currenLly spent time on
services to grade level categories and mean percentages, SWIdard deviations. and r.1l\gC5 of
those respondents' lime cWTCndy spent on SCtVices 10 grade level calegories.
For the Kindergancn 10 Grade 3, Grades 4 to 6, and Grades 7 to 9 calegories.
provincial means for time allocation were similar fO the national mean. falling within eight
percentage points of the national mean. HO'oll'C:ver. for the Grades to to 12 calegory. the
percenlage of Quebec respondents providing services was 15% higher than the: national
mean. In the other provinces, Ihe mean percentages of time allotted 10 this grade level
category were comparable 10 the national mean. falling within Ihree percentage points of the
national mean. The anomalous ruding for~ may be pardy explained by the fact dw
a number ofQucbec respondents reponed serving students with special needs in scg:regalCd
classes at aU grade levels.
.,
Pqq;nragr pf Spl"trf!.! anmagr Pa!hn!ggjs5 Sgnx1jng TIrns and Pm;emage mUms: Slltm
011 Servjccs IQ G!j!dr 'as' Carermies
Pm::errtageo(timespent
""""....~Ievd<Oleg<XY spendingl'ime M("'~ 50(%) Range{lJ,)
Kinde!prtCn - Grade 3 89 70.0 18.0 O· 100
Grades 4 - 6 88 23.1 15.9 0-80
Gmdes 7-9 63 9.' 9.7 0-60
Grades 10-12 46 6.5 7.2 0-40
aTom percentages exceed 100 because respondents were asked to indicate all grade Ieyel
calegories in which they proyided services.
Gmmphjcal Wort Senjng
Of respondents. 70% worked in an exc!usiyely urban setting. which was defined as
haYing a population o( more than 500); 20% worked in an exclu$iye!y ruraI setting. which
was defined as having a popuJation of 1es.s than 4999; and 100. warted in a combination o(
wban and run.! settings.
The percentages of respondents worldng in urban. rural. or both settings for the
proyinces Yaried from the national pcrcemage5. with only three proyinces. SaskalChewan.
Alberta. and British Colu.mtlla resentiing !he national percentages. For other proyinces. the
percentages o( respondents wor1cing in urban settings ranled from none to 88'1>. die
percentages working in rural settings ranged from none to 78%. and the percentages
working in both settings I1lflged from none to 40%. Discrepancies among provinces mirror
the yast regional disparities in size and distributiOll of !he gcnetal CanadWi population.
Research Questions
The study was designed 10 answer research questions concerning use of seven
specifIC savicc delivCfy approaches. A list of the approaches accompanies each ~Ievllnt
table in this chaplet". There were nine general n:sean:h questions with up to ten subsidiary
questions each. II was nOied that, despite the large sample, the number of independent
analyses required 10 answer the questions posed an increased risk of Type I error.
Instancc:s of signifacance were ~fOR: regarded cautiously.
~
Is use of the seven service delivery approaches fordassroom-based intervention
related to the following personal and professional characteristics of speech+language
pathologistS:
a) gender.
b) years of speech-language pathology experience in schools:
c) teaehingexperience:
d) possession of a Bachelor ofEdocarion or equivalent degree:
e) possession of a master's degree in speech-language pathology;
Ocenification swus?
To detennine: which. if any. of respondents' personal and professional
characteristics were related to USC: of the classroom-based approaches fOf intervention. usc:
or non-use of each of the approaches was related to each of the characteristics using a Chi-
square analysis It the .OS Ievd of signUK:llI'ICC.
~ or the 253 respondents. 93., were female and 7'1:> were: male. Table 5
contains data on respondents' use of the approaches by gender.
T""'"
lIS or Appmacbss by Gender
Approach
CJ., of respondents
FemaIe(~)
93'"
MaJeC")
''''
one: wldWllhCcGSSfOOmO e.liii& sIP or !he TeiChCl"observes. wtIlie the Odietas.sumcs
primary insauctiona.I rapoosibility.
Use 75 100
Non-use 25 a
20,N=253)_S.61.p "'.017
lifO: II U1 e c assroom. or e teae er assumes pnmary mSbUctlOn
responsibility while the other-assists studems with lheir WOfk. monitors behaviour. com:ctS
asslgnmcnts.,ete.
~ M ~
Non-use 36 53
X20,N-253)_1.9S.p "'.163
f'llm:: i'he sLP ana ti\C teaCher dIVide mstrucnonaI corllcnt mto two parts. Wlthm lhc
classroom. groups an:: 5wilChcd 50 that all students ra:::eive insttuction &om each individual.
Use 24 6
Non-use 76 94
~~''"{y~::1:~::Moc:n:.osa!e sOaRd me rcadiCiCidi instruCts scpame pmsOf die
group. simlltaneouSly addressing me same insuuctional objectives.
Use 26 41
Non-use 74 .59
X2(I.N_253)_I.86.p -.169
five: W,thm the classroom. die S[P or the teacher InstrUCtS stUdents who have mastered
the material to be learned. while the other reteaches students who have nm mastered the
marcriaJ.
~ 19 18
Non-use 81 82
X:!.(l.N-253):o.02.p -.885
SIX: Wuhm the cliSsroom: die sO or the teacher ~nts & kSSOO uSing: a standard
formaL whi.'c me other adapts lhe lesson for students who caMQ( masll:r the marerial.
Usc 31 18
Non-usc 69 82
X2 (1.N-253)_1.4I.p .. .235
seven; Wlthtn the classroom. bOth iiie SLP ana the teadlcr presenl Ihe lesson to ali
students. This may be through shared [ecluring or having one begin the lesson while the
othcrlakcsoverwtlen approprialC.
~ ~ ~
Non-use 67 53
X2 (l.N .. 253)-l.30.p =.2S5
The relationship between the: use of Approach One and gender was signiflCanL with
more males than females using this approach. The relationship between the use of
Approach~ and ge~ approached significance. with more frequent use of this
approach by males. All other relationships were not signifICant. As only one relationship
was signifICant. there was no disc:emable pattern between use of the approaches and gender".
It was noted that. in any case. the small SlU11J1e of ma.Ics did OOt a1Jowdar interpreutionof
results. However. Approaches One and Two """Cfe used by mon: respondents. Perocntages
of use oflhc approache:s arc analyzed and pteSCIllICd in answer to Question 1'1lmc.
)'ears of meq;h-Ianguape Mlholagy experience in S;booIS. Based on a frequency
distribution. respondents were c:alCgorizcd by years of school speech-language pathology
expc:ricnc:e in intCf'lals aftive years ranging from Icss than five years to I1'\OI'e l:han 14 years..
Over half of respondents (S~) had less than 10 years of experience. SpecifICally. 17"
had less than five years of experience. 42% had five to nine years of experience. 19'1l had
10 to 14 years of experience. and 22% had over 14 yc~ of C.'(periencc. Table 6 presents
data on respondents' use of the approaches by years of school speech-language pathology
""-A significant relationship was found bct\AlClCO the usc: of Approaches Two and Three:and years of experience as a speech-language pathologist in schools. with more speech-
language pathologists with under 10 years' experience using Approach Two. DespilC the
significant findin. for Approach Three. no pattern of use according to uperience was
appuenL The relationship between chc use of Approach Six and years of school speech-
language uperience approached signifICance. The remaining relationships were not
significant. No overall pattern C.'(isted between use of the approaches and years of speech-
language experience in schools.
"
Tobie_
Use of APProaches by VCilD o(Scboo' Spm;h_1 anguW' Palboklgy ExDerimcc
Approach < 5 years ('Il) 5 to 9 yean (%) 10 to 14 years (1lI) >14 years ('II)
% ofrcspondents t7% 42'" 19% 22%
one: wiihifi thCcLiSSfOOm, ealhCi"thC SLP or & iidiCiObSCl'VeS: WiULCdiC OdlCi"ilSSWTIC:S
primary inslructional responsibility.
Use 82 73 85 68
Non-use 18 1:1 IS 32
X2(3.N-253)s5.S8,p -.134
two: Within the classroom. the 5LP or the tcacher assumes primary instructIOnal
responsibility while the other assists slUdems with lheir work. monitors behaviour. COntttS
assigrunents. CIe.
Use 68 71 52 53
~~ n ~ ~ ~
f~;"Th;S:l:PWle ~::rdivldC tnstnletlonil COIlICD! mto twO pans. Within the
classroom. groups an: switched so that all students rc:ccive inStnlction from each individual.
Use 18 22 40 14
Non-use 82 78 60 86
X2 (3. N '" 253) = IO.Sl.p "" .ot,
seven: w.thln the classroom. bOth & SLP ana the teacher present the lesson to ali
students. This may be throu~h shared lecturing Of having one begin the lesson while !he
other lakes over when appropriale.
Use 48 32 33 27
Non-use 52 68 67 73
X2(3.N==252)=4.93.p ;.177
naching ,'''xri;n". Only 10'1> of respondcn15 reported having: worked as
teacheR. with a mode number of years of one. The: remaining 9()tI, of respondenlli had no
teaChing eJtpcricncc. 1lIerefOf"e, responden15 Wet"e divided into twO stOups based on
whether or not they had lCaCtlingeJtperic:nce. Table 7 contains data on respondenlS' use of
lheapproaches byleaChingex.pcrience.
No significant relationship uisaed between use of the approaches and leaching
ex.pc:rience. It was therd"ore concluded that teaching eJtpcrience was not pn:n:quisile 10 use
oflheapproache:s.
P953ssjOD ofa 8 fLj wMl'jyalcnl desm:. orrespondcnts, 17% held a BachelOl'"
of Education or equivalent degree. Table 8 shows data on respondents' use of me
approaches by possession of an education degree.
Use of the approadle:s was noc signif"M:a.r\uy related 10 possession of a Bachelor of
Education or equivalent degree.. II was thus concluded that possession of a BachelOl'" of
Education or equivalenl degree was not necessary !O use of the approaches.
&mCU;PQ pf a !'FISlCr'S dC"". or respondents, 81% possessed a master's
de@lU in speedI.language pathology. Only I" of respondenlS held a doctorate degree.
The remaining 18., of respof'ldenlS pouessed omu qualifICations. including bachelor
degrees and qualifications obtained in non-Nonh American countries (e.g., Great Britain
and New Zealand). Therefore, those respondents having qualifications OIher Ihan a
master's degree in speech-language pathology were combined into one category litled
"Qlher". Table 9 contains dala on respondents' use of the approaches by possession of a
IIlaS(CI"S degree in spccdl-Ianguage pathology.
A significant relationship exisled between the use of Approach Four and possession
of a maslcr's degree in speech-language pathology, with significantly more respondents
who held a master's degree reponing use of this approach. No other relatiOflships were
signiflCaDL OvenH, there was no pattern between use of the approaches and po5SC5sion of
a master'sdegree in speech-language pathology.
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Table 7
! lSi pr APP'Pi"heS bv T@ibjngExpe:ris:ncc
hve: withIn ihe classroom: the SLP or the Ie3Cher mSO'UCtS stuaents Who have maslel"ed
the material to be learned. while the other ll:leaChes students who have nOI maslercd the
ma"""-
u~ 8 W
Non-u~ 92 80
X2 (I.N:zZS2)::2.42p -.119
Sut: wnhm the classroom. the S[P or die leaCher presents the lesson USing a standatd
rormat. while the Olher adapts !he lesson rorSludents who cannot master !he material.
U~ 41 ~
Non-1I5C 59 71
t;~~ W~!n"ili/~ii'Ss;:;~ &ittl the SO ana the teacher present lhe lesson ro aU
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes 0Yef" when appropriate.
U~ 31 34
Non-us~ 69 66
X2.(I.N-252) ... 15.p -.703
'"
Table 8
! lSi Qf Apgmaek's by Pos5t:\SiQD Of iI B fd or EgujYJk:nr
Approod>
% of respondcn15
B.Ed.or c:quivalenl('Il)
"..
No H.Ed. (ll.)
83..
one: WUbJn die ciaSSroom. cUher thc sLP or the lCaCher 0bSelVCS: w@JetheolhCrassumes
primary insuuctional responsibility.
~ ~ 78
Non·u.se 32 22
X2(I. N '" 253) '" 1.93.p "" .164
I wo: W.thlD & dusroom.. lhC sLP or the teaeliei assumes pomary LnSUUCuonal
responsibility while the other assists students with their work. monirors behaviour. corrects
asslgnments.clC.
U~ M ~
Non·u~ 36 37
X20.N"'2S3),..OI.p "'.90.5
Iilree: li1IC S(P ana die teacher divide IltSll'UCbOnal contcnt Into two puts. WUhlR die
classroom. groups art switched so that all students receive insuuction from ead1 irxfividual.
Use m ~
Non-usc 80 16
X2(I. N '" 253) '" .23. P '" .632
Four: WlthlD & classroom. thC s[p and the teacher each IDstruets sepanllc pans or the
group. simultaneOusly addJessing the same inSlJ'UCtionai objectives.
U~ ~ U
Non-use 72 74
X2 (I,N:2S2)=.0.5.p :.830
Flvc: Wluun thC ciiS5lOOfli. the sLP or lhe teacher Insttuets stuaents who hive master:ea
I:hc: material ttl be learned. while the other reteaches students who havc not mastered the
"""""'-
Use 12 21
~~ ~ ~
X20.N-2S2)-L85.p ,..174
SIX: Wnhln thC classroom. lhc S[P or [he lCachcr presents thC lesson uSIng a standara
format. while the other adaptS the lesson fOf" students who cannot master the malCrial.
Usc 2S II
Non-usc 75 68
X2(I.N,.2S3)_.74.p =389
seven: Within the dassroom. bOth the sLP ana the reacher prescDl the kSSOn to all
students. This may be through shared Iccturing oc having: one begin the lesson while the
other cakes over when appropriate.
Use 39 33
Non-use 61 67
X2 (l.N,.253)a.5I,p :.474
••
Tabte9
(lSi pC i'\RPffij!(brs by PPsiCSsioo nfa MasJer's [)r;gmc
Approach
~ of respondents
Masler's(~)
"..
OIher{%)
,...
one: wuhinlhectaSSl'OOl1\:ellhtilhCSLPori6eteaehCiObSCi'VCS: wtilk & odllCiassumes
primary insauctional responsibility.
Use n 13
Non-use 23 27
~~~:' NWI~gl~ ffie~i~s~~~ the S[P or the (eacher assumes pnmary Insttuctlonat
~ponsibility whik: the other assislS studenlS with their wort. monitors behaviour. corrects
I.SSlgnmenlS.etC..
Use 61 71
Non-use 39 29
x.20.N .. 2j3)-1.93.p ".164
i'hJie: Ibe sLP ana the teaCher dlVide IftStruetlonil content Into two parts. Within the
classroom. groups are swilChc:d so thin all SrudenlS receive instruction from each individual.
Usc: 24 21
Non-use 76 79
x.2(I.N-253)-.16.p -.691
Four: WUhln lhC dusroom.lhe s[p ana & ieae&i eaa;: mSUllCts 5Cparate parts of lhC
group. simultaneously addressing !he same inslnlCtionai objectives.
Usc: 30 16
Non-use 70 84
x.2(I.N",253);4.07.p =.044
Five: wlthm lhC classroom. & sLP or the teacher mstructs stUdents WtI0 have mastered
me material to be learned. while the other reteaches students who have I1Ol: mastered the
""""""-
Use 20 16
Non-use 80 80
x.2 (I. N", 253) =.49.p =.503
SUI: WIthIn the classroom. the SLP or the teacher presents ihe lesson usmg a standard
format. while the other adapts the lesson for students who cannot master the material.
Use 29 36
Non-use 71 64
X20.N .. 253) '"' 1.04.p .,307
seven: Wuhm the dassroom. bOlh die SLP ana lhe lCaCher present (tIC iCSSOn to ail
students. This may be through shared leauring or having one begin the lesson while the
other lakes over when appropriate.
Use 34 35
Non-usc: 67 65
X20.N=253).,.05.p "".826
7lI
""jnSUlljnG stall!$. A total of 92% ofrespoodenlS werecenified by CASLPA or
ASHA, 0(" were me:mben of CASLPO. The: remaining 8'll were not certified by any of
these three orpniutions. although some: of these rt:SpOOdents reponed hokling foreign
ceniftcation. Respondents with non-Nonh American endorsements were classified in the
"not certified" calegol)' due to difficuhy establishing equivalency. Table 10 displays data
on respondents' use of the approaches by ccnif"lCation.
The use of Approach T1u« was significandy relau::d 10 cenification stalu5. with
more non-<:ertirted than certified respondents using this approach. The remaining
relationships were not significant. A panem of relationships between use of the approaches
and cenification SlaWS was nOl evident.
SlImlWlry of YS of approaches and 2l"lWlul aM nmf,ujooal ,ba!¥t<:risjcs. Of
the 42 tclUionships among variables analyml four wen: siptirlC&lU at !he .oS level aro one
was significant II the .0 I level. II WilS nOled that. because ICSts of significance al the: .OS
level were performed mUltiple times.1he likelihood of incurring Type I error was increased.
In addition, a visual inspeclion of significant relationships did not reveal a pattern of
signifkant findings.. That is, consisle1ldy significant relationships were not deteCted
between any one approadl and the 5Ct of characleristics or between anyone charactcri5tic
and the approaches.
It was concluded that tcspoodc:ms' use of the seven service delivery approaches is
not related 10 the personal and professional characteristics selected for investigation in the
swdy (i.e., gender, years of speech-language pathology experience in schools. teaching
experience, possession of a Bachelor of Education or equivalenl degree. possession of a
masler's degree in spc:cch-Ianguage pathology, and cenirlCation staIUS).
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Table 10
IIK gf AppmactM:s by Cmjrgtioo SewsA_
% of respondenlS
Certific:d('fl)
92%
NOlcenified(%)
.%
one: wtiFtin the classroom. either the SLP or the teacher obSCfVes. wl\ile the other assumes
primary insttuetional responsibility.
Use n 67
Non-use 23 33
X2(I.N=2.S3)_1.I7.p _.2S0
i wo: Within the classroom. the s[p « the teaCber assumes pnmary Instruelionii
responsibility while !heo~ assislS studenlS with their work. monitors behaviour. COfRCtS
assignments. Cle.
~ M «
Non-use J6 52
X2 (I.N .. 2S3)_2.27.p _.132
ii\ftt: i'6e S[P ana lhe teaCher diVide Insuucuonii conlen[ Into two pans. wUhln the
classroom. groups~ swilChed so lbat all studenlS receive insauc:tion from each individl.lal.
Use 7S 100
~~ 2S 0
X2(I.N=2.S3)=6.81.p "'.009
Four: Wlihm lhC' classroom. the SLP and the leacher each InstruelS separale pans of the
group. simultaneously addressing !he same instruerional objectives.
~ U 14
Non-use 72 86
X2 (I.N-253)-6.81.p ... t86
Five: Within the classroom. die SlP or the teadier 1nstr\lClS siUaeius who have mastered
!he materia.l to be learned. while the: othCf" ~teacbcs students who have not maslered !he
"""""-
Use 19 14
Non·use 81 86
g~x~I'~'~h;~M;~r~'::;~~~eSLP or the teacher Pf"Csents a;e lesson uSing a siandara
format. while !he Other adapts Ihc lesson for students who cannot master the malerial.
Use 30 33
Non-use 70 67
X2 (I.N-=253)_.09.p -.763
seven: WtthiR thC classroom. &Xii the SLP ana the leacher presenl d'le lesson to iii
students. This rnay be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
Olher takes over when appropriale.
Use 34 29
Non-use 66 71
X2 (1.N=253) ...3O.p =.584
7'
Is usc of me seven service delivery approaches fOC" c1usroom-based intervention
rt:1a1Cd 10 the foUowing sillJational~oCspeec:h-language pathologisls;
a)caseloadsize;
b) grade Icvelsservc:d:
c) geographical wort secting?
Todetenni.ne which. ifany.oCR:SpOOdcnts· situationalchat'ac1eristic were reIatcd to
usc of the c1assroom·based inlervention approaches. use or non-use of each of me
approaches was rt:lated to each of the silUationai chamcteristics using a Chi-square analysis
atthe.05Icvelofsignificance.
~ Based on a frequency disuibution, R:SpOndcnts wert: categorized by
caseload size in inu:rvals of 50 sndenlS. ranpng from SO or fewer students to more man
150 students. Over half of respondents (58~) had relatively small- to moderate-sized
caseloads. Specifically. 21% had relatively small caseloads, SO or fewer students; 37% had
moderale-sized caseloads. 51 to 100 students; 17% had relatively large caseloads, to I to
ISO studencs: and 25'1.1lad vuy large casetoads. OYe!" ISO sudenlS. Table t 1 contains data
on respondents' use of the approaches by cueload size..
A signifICant relationship elisled between the use of Approach One and caseload
size. All other relationships were non-signifICant. Because only one significant relationship
was observed_ there was no recognizable pallem between use of the approaches and
caseloadsize.
Tabtell
lIZ pf Apprmrbn by Ov1gad Sjze
Approach SSOstudents(%) 5110100(%) 10100150(%)
'l> ofresponclents 21% 37% 17%
>ISO('l»
,,%
one: Wllhln diC cLUSfOOfTl: enl;er thC SLPor 1& eeactiCrotJSel'VCS: wtuJle diC 0dlCr assumes
~insuuctionaI~ibiliry. 85 71 67
Non-use 23 15 29 33
~~~:'NW};I~ ;:'~rJS~C:~the SLP or thc teacher assumes pnmary LnsU'Uctlonii
responsibility while the other assists students with their wort. monitors behaviour, corn:cts
asslgnments,ele.
Use 6£1 69 6\ 57
Non-usc: 40 31 39 43
X2(3.N=253)=2.75,p =.431
seven; WUhlfl lhc: classroom. bOth the SLP and the teacher presem [tie kison to an
students. This may be through shan:d lecturing or having one begin the Icsson while the
other lakes over when approprialC.
Use 29 40 33 30
Non-usc: 71 60 67 70
X? (3, N '"' 253) "" 2.43 p =: .489
Grads; levc;ls KrvC;d A majority of respondents provided services [Q StudenlS in
more than one grade level ca&eJOfY. wim the ~test peteentages of respondents working in
Kiode.-garten to Grade 3 (89'1.) UK1 Grades 4 to 6 (88'1.). Notably fewe.- respoodents
worked in G~s 7 to 9 (63'1.) and Grades 10 to 12 (46'1.). The greateSt amount of
overlap among grade levels served by respondents occurred in the Kinderganen 00 Grade 3
and Grades 4 to 6 categories. 1berefore. these twO categories were combined and lhe
remaining two categories were combined 10 aeate two new mutually eJtClusive ca!egories.
Kinderganen 00 Grade 6 and Gndes 7 10 12.
Of respondents. 29CI. provided services exclusively to students in KindeTganen to
Grade 6 and 2% provided SCf'Iices exclusively to students in Grades 1 to 12. The remaining
69% of respondents provided scrvkcs to students in both ClI1CgorieS. The smaJl peteentagc
of respondents who provided SC1'Vices to the higher pate levels eliminated the posst"bility of
analysis mat would yield interpretable results. Therefore. statements regarding me
relationship of respondents' use of the approaches to grade levels served cannot be made.
G:ompbica! wm1; :;Clling Based on the standard for urban and rural designations
established by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. respondents were grouped
according to their geographical wortc scuing{s). Of respondents, 1()'1, worked in an urban
setting with a population of more man SOOO: 20'1. worked in a ruraJ setting with a
population of less man 4999: and 10% workc<i in a combination o(urban and rural scnings.
Table 12 presents data on respondents' usc o(the approaches by geographical wort setting..
Table 12
11:Ie or ApproacheS by Gcog@phjcal Wort: Scujog
Approach
III of respondents
u_
,... Urban and nuaI10%
one: WltiWi thi' classroom. eulie; lhC SLP Of" die IeaCher 0bSCrYeS: wtuJe lhC other assumes
primaly instructiona.I responsibility_
U~ n M 81
Non-usc n 31 19
~~~:' N';I;;I~) jjJ:rJS;;~lhe s[p or the leacher ll5SlJltIe$ pnmary Insuucuonal
responsibility while the olher assists studenlS with their wort. monitors behaviour. correctS
assignments. ere.
U~ ~ S3 ~
~~ M ~ 3S
(~~~5itp ;Wle ~1!r diVide InsuuCtlonii conlent 1010 two pans.. Wuh,n the
classroom. groups an: swirehed so !hal all students receive insuuction from each individual.
U~ 24 22 18
Non-use 76 78 82
X1(2.N.,2.S3)=.46.p ".79]
FOUr: Within thC' classroom. the SLP and the teacher each mstt\lCU separate pans of the
group. simuluneous!y addrcssin~ the same insU'llCliona.l objectives.
Usc 30 29 4
Non-use 70 71 96
Xl (2. N., 2S3) .. 8.30.p '"' .016
Eve: Within ihC classroom. & SLP or the teacher mstruCts sNdents who have maslcred
the material 10 be learned. while die other reteaches studcnlS who have not mastered the
maleria!.
Use 24 10 0
Non-usc 76 90 100
Xl (2. N "" 253)., 11.65.p ,. .eXB
,.
Significam relationships existed between respondents' use of Approaches Four,
Five. and Seven and geogl1lphical wock sclting. with the relationships between Ihe use of
ApProaches Five: and Seven and won: setting being signif"lCant at the.o1 level. All other
relationships~ not signiflCallt ThUs, use of~ OUI of the seven approaches was
significantly related 10 gcographical woet: setting.. A visuaJ. inspection of !he data suggesrcd
the possibility thai Approaches Five and Seven are used more by speech-language
pathologists who work in urban settings than by those who won: in rural or in combined
urban and rural settings,
Summary Qf liS of j'Rpmasbsps and lilUAtiQnil! sbjUif!C;ristjcs Of the 14
relationships between variables ana.Iyzed, four significant relationships were found. two of
which were signifant at the .01 level. Three of the four signifKant relationships were
between use of the approaches and geographicaJ wort sclong. with the data suggesting that
the grealest use of Approaches Five and Seven is by speech-language pathologists who
work in urban Sdtings.. HoWC'V'U. d1e:se results wen: reg.arded cautiously. as multiple tests of
significance aldie .OS level elevalcd die liabifuy of incurring Type I error.
~
What percentages of speech-language pathologists are using the seven service
delivery approaches for classroom-based intelVention and which approaches are considered
n'IO!'esuccessful?
a} What percentages of speech-language pathologists are using each or the service
delivery approaches?
b} Which of the service delivery approaches are considered the most and the least
successful?
mOkra! UK Qf agRrpjfbrS. Respondents were asked [Q indicate whether they had
used each of the seven service delivery:approaches inlelVention within either the regular or
special education classroom. Use of a given approach was delermined by calculating the
pe~m.age of respondents who indica~ they had used thai approach for intslVenlion wilh
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at least one of fout disorder" types (i.e.• language. articulation. fluency. voice). 1be L.lSe of
approaches with specifIC disorder types is addrt:ssc:d in answeTto Question FoW'. Table 13
displays percentages of respondents who have used each of the service delivery approaches.
Approach One was used by the largest percentage of respondents. Approach Two
was used by t:hc: second latp::St pera:ntJ.~e of respondents. 1bese two approaches were
used by a majority ofrespondcnts. 7&1> and 63'11. respectively. A minority ofrespondenlS.
19% to 34%, had used the remaining five approaches.
Gcmcra! 51,£"$$ of 'ppmacbg. The success of each approach in general for all
disorder types and for all ,ndc levels was difficult to detcmUoc in such a way thai
interpretation was meaningful. This was due 10 t:hc: diff"tCUhy of obtaining resprescntative
success ratings by collapsing disorder type and grade level categories when few
respondents had used me approaches in some calegories (e.g.. "Voice" in the disorders
categories and "Grades 10 to 12" in the grade lcvelcalCplrics). A more accunte indication
of respondealS' ratings of Suct:es5 in gcncr.d would be oblaincd by profiling the success
ratings of each approach with panicular disorder types and grade levels. The specific
success of the approaches is addressed in llllSWCf to Questions Four and Five.
What arc the majordisordcr typc5 (I.e., Iangua~ aniculation. fluency. and voice) of
students scrved using the scven service delivery approaches for classroom-based
intervention and whictt approaches arc considaed more successful?
a) Which of the SCl'VU delivery approaches are used with which disorder typeS?
b) Which of the service delivery approaches are considered the most and me least
successful foreach disorder type?
c) Which of the service delivery approaches arc considered appropriate for each
disofdertype?
Table 13
Ggxnl ILK or AI?I'!'Ili'dJs;s
Approach
..
(N",2S3)
one: within the ciWi"OOfTl: euller the sLP or- [hC rachel" 06SUVCi While the 0lhC1" assumes
primary instructional ruponsibility.
UK M
Non-usc: 24
Two: Wuhln the classroom. the s[p or the teacher assumes pnmary msuucbonal
responsibility while lhc: other assists students with their work. monitors behaviour. correctS
assignments. ele.
Usc 63
Non·usc: 31
'fl'Ube: 'tile S[P ana lfle lCaCFlCrdividC Instructional content mto twO pans. WUhm the
classroom. groups are $wild)C(i so that all sndents receive insttuetion from each individual.
Usc 23
Non-use 77
Four: WlIhm the dassroom.lhC s[p and the lCaetier each mSllUCts scpar.ue pans of the
group. simulmneously addressing the same insauctional objectives.
UK V
Non·usc: 73
five: wnhm the ciWtOOli & siP or the iCidlef UlSU'UCtS suidents who have masterUi
the malc:riallO be learned. while the other relC:aChes studenu who have not rnascered the
material.
Use 19
Non-use 81
Silt: Wuhm lhe classroom. the sLP or the teadier prescnu the lesson usmg a Standard
format. whik the lXhcr adapts the lesson for srudents who cannol: master the malCrial.
Use 31
Non-use 69
seven: wnhln the classroom. bOth the SLP ana the ICacFlCr presentlhe lesson to iii
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes over when approprialC.
UK ~
Non-use 66
7.
Psc of approacheS wjlh digmitt typ'S. Respondents were asked co indicale
whether Chey had used each of me seven servi~ delivery approaches within either the
reguIM or special cducalion classroom for interVention wilh students having any of the four
Iypes of disorders. Use ofeach approach with each disorder was measured by cakulating
the percentage of~tswho indicaJcd they had used dw approadl for a given
disorder type. Table 14 shows the pcn:entages of respondents who had used each of the
service delivery approaches wim each disorder type.
With language disorders. Approaches One and Two ere used by the lugest
percentages respoOOcnl$. A majority of respondents. 73.... m:i 63 ~vcly. had
used these IWO approaches. 1ne other five approac:bes were used by a minority of
respondents. with a range of 19% 10 34% of respondents having used these approaches with
this disorder t)1)C.
A minority of respondents had used the approaches for incervcntion with artieulalion
disorders. Approaches One and Two were most commonly used. with 41% and 28% of
respondents having used rhcse approaches. n:spectivcly. The ~ge of respondents who had
used me remaining five approaches with chis disonier type was 9% 10 11%.
For inrervenlion with fluency disorders. all approaches were used by a minority of
respondents. Approaches One and Two were used by lhe largest percentages of
respondents. with 26% and 16% of respondents having used them. respectively. The olher
five approaches wac used with !his disorder type by a range of 3% 10 S% of respondenrs.
A minority of respondents had used lhe approacbes for voice intervention.
Approaches One and Two were used by lhe 1argest percentages of respondents. with 19%
and 13% of respondents having used chern. rcspecrively. The range of respondents who had
used the remaining five approaches with this disorder type was 2% 105'%.
'"
Table 14
lIS; of Apmwrhcs by DiSlIl1£:r Type;
A"""""h
Un",...
N ..
Amculation
N .. Ao<oc'N ..
Vo«
N ..
one; WiiflUi die cliSSi'OOmO eUbc:r &: sLP Of" i6C lICiC&I" 0llSC:IVeS: whiie the 0theI' assumes
primary insIruc:tiona.l responsIDiLity.
Use 250 ,] 253 41 249 Z6 248 19
Non-use 21 S9 74 81
two: Wlthm die classroom. thC sLP or the teachet assumes pnmary mstructionil
responsibility while the other assists students with their work. tooflilOl"S behaviour. conttts
assignments.ete.
Use 25] 62 2S3 28 253 16 247 13
Non-use 38 72 84 87
tiiree: I'he S[P and die leacher divide mstrucuonaJ COOlenl IOtO tWO parts. WithIn the
classroom. groups are swiu:hed so thai aU SIOOents receive insttuction from each individual.
Use 253 23 253 II 250 4 2.50 4
Non-use n 89 96 96
FOur. Within lhe classroom. die s[p ana the ICaChercach lJlStruCts sc:patale partS or the
group. simullaneously~g tbc same insuuctiona.l objc:ctives.
Usc 249 27 248 8 245 3 245 2
Non-use 73 92 97 98
Five: WlthlO the classroom: the SCP or &' tex'iler mstructs sr:uaenlS who have maslered
the material to be learned. while the other rcte:ad\es sr:uderus who have 001 mastered the
"""""-Use 249 19 249 7 246 3 246 3
Non-use 81 93 97 97
sut: Within the classroom. the SLP or the teacher presents the lesson usmg a standard
format. while the other adaptS the lesson f« students who cannot OlaSler the malerial.
Use 249 31 249 9 246 5 246 5
Non-use 69 91 95 95
seven: WIthin the classroom. 60th the s[p ana thC teacher prescnt lhe lesson 10 ail
studenlS. This may be through shared lecturin! or having one begin the lessoo while the
other lakes oYer when appropriate.
Use 249 34 247 9 246 3 246 3
Non-use 66 91 97 97
"
In summary. !he: seven serv)ce delivery approaches~ used with all of the major
disorder IYJJts. 1be use of c1assroom-based approaches was moSl common with lan!mage
disorders. The fact that perccnlages of respondents who had used the approaches for
language disorders closely approximated percentages of respondenu; general use of
approacfJes (sec Table 13) indicated thai spccdI-language pathologisu who had minimally
l.lSCd classroom-based approaches had used !he:m chiefly for inlaVCntion with language
disordcn. Approaches were used to a lesser extenl with articulation disorders. Most
approaches were minimally used ....ith fluency and voice disorders. Approaches One and
Two wen: most oflen used with all disoniers.....ith the use of Approaches Three 10 Seven
notably less when compared 10 use 0{ the rant two approaches.
Success o[ approaches wirb djsordq WP'S. Respondents who indicated that they
had used any ofme seven classroom-based approaches with anydiSOfder wen: asked to rale
!he: success of those used [or interVention with whichever of the [OW'disorder types they
had used them. 1be rating sYSlem was a three-point scale consisting of the tenns '·good".
"fair". and "poor". The success of each approach with each disorder was gauged by
detennining the percentage of respondents ....ho checked each of "good"_ "fair". and
"poor". Table IS presents respondents' ratings of success for each of the service delivery
approaches with each disorder type.
AU the approaches were judged relatively successful with language intervention, with
the perccnlages of respondents who provided "good" ratings ranging from 72% to 91 %.
Approach Seven was most frequendy rated as -good" (91%). followed closely by
Approaches Rve and Six (88% each) and Approach Three (87'l.), although these three
appproaches were used by generally fewer respondents.
Few "poor" ratings were given by respondents who hxI used the approaches [or
language intervention. The range of petCCnlages was ()CI, to 4%, making the approach
considered least successful difficult to determine. Because of equally small or smaller
ranges o[ "poorn judgements across disorder types. this argul1lt:nt applied to ··poor"
ratings fOf" intcNcntion with all disorder types.. Therefore. me approach considered least
suocc:ssful fOf" each disorder I)'pC could not be spc:ciflCl1..
For inlcNcntion with aniculation disorders. respondents rated all approachcs
succcssful. with thc perccntages of "good" judgements by respondcnts ranging from 61 %
to 93%. As with languagc disorders. Approadl Seven was raled ~good" by thc most
respondentS (93'10). As with languagc disorders. me pc:rccntagc:s of respondents rating
Approaches Five and Six "good" only marginally lower. at 91% and 9()CJ,. rc:spec;:tivcl.y.
Each of the approaches was rated successful with fluency inlCNcntlon. with thc
ran~ of respondenu who cited "good" success being: 57% to 93lJ.. It is worth noting.
however. that five categories had few respondents. Thc:re were: 10 Of" fcwer respondents who
had used cach of Approaches Three to Scvcn with flucncy disorders and who rated their
success. Therc:fore. a stalcment regarding thc approach judgcd most successful cannot
accurately be: made.
Respondents considered the: SUCtaS of allipproadlcs with voice disofders -good".
with percentagcs of respondents' "good" ratings ranging from 62% to 100%. As with
flucncy disordcrs. thc fact that Approachcs Threc to Sc:vcn wc:re rated by I I or fc:wcr
rc:spondenu does noc allow definitive stalcmc:nt of the approach considered most successful.
In summary. I majority of respondcntS who had used the classroom-based
approaches judged them relatively successful for all disorders. This may be: cxplained
using the lope that rc:spolldc:nlS would not have used the approaches for intcrvention if Ihc:y
had not considered them successful. Due to the: small numben of respondents who had
used the approaches fOf some disorder types. specifICation of the most and least successful
approach for each disorder type was not possible. Howcvc:r, across approaches. there was
general consensus among respondents on "good" success ratings. with Approaches Thrc:c:,
Five. Six. and Scven receiving the highest percentages of -good" ratings.. The small
percentages of respondents who judged the: success of classroom-based intervention
approaches a.~ "poor" did 001 enabtc: !he delc:nninalion of Ic:a.~t succc:ssful approaches.
TabletS
Stg;r;ss pf Appm;gtp by Di:;mrler Type
Approoch
Language
N ..
Articulation
N ..
Auency
N ..
Voic:e
N ..
one: Within the ciiSSf'OO(iL elibei lhC: SO or the Ieidiei 0bSCMi: wtliie thC other assumes
primary instructional responsibilitY.
Good 176 n 93 61 60 63 45 12
Fair 24 35 36 26
Poor 4 4 I 2
1wo: wllhm the classroom. the SLP or the teacher assumes pnmary Instructional
I'C5por1sibility while the odler assists students wilh their work. monitors behaviour. corrects
assignrnenlS. etc.
Good 148 80 70 75 40 57 32 62
Fair 16 24 42 37
Poor 4 I I I
Three: ThC s[p ana iFie leacherdivlde InsD'Ucuonii content Into IWO partS. wuhin the
classroom. groups are switched so that aJl students receive instrueLion from each individual.
G()(ld .50872773 793897
Fair 13 25 7 3
Poor 0 2 0 0
Four: wlthm lbC clusroom. [he s[p ana ihC teadier each mstruCtS sepame parts ot lhC
group. simulw.eously addtessin! the same instructiooal objectives..
Good 62 77 19 70 6 60 6S
Fair 21 3D 40 35
Poor 2 0 0 0
Five: wuhm the classroom. the SLP or the teacher inStruCts stUdents who have mastered
me material to be learned. while the other ~Ieaches srudents who have not mastered the
~
Good 42 88 15 91 81 90
Fair 9 9 19 10
Poor 3 0 0 0
SIX: Wlthm the classroom. the s[p or the teacher presents the lesson usmg a Slanaara
(annat, while the olheTadaprs the lesson flX'studems who cannot master lhe material.
Good 67 88 21 lX) [0 93 II (00
Fair 9 10 7 0
Pooc 3 0 0 0
seven: wnhln the: classroom, 60th the s[p ana [he teacher present the lesson to all
sludents. This may be lhrough slwed kcturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes over when approprialC.
Good 72 91 21 93 90 100
Fair 9 7 10 0
Poor 0 0 0 0
Annmpdi'u;;nClili Of i'Mrni'chsli fQ diSpMq typs;;. All respond~nlS. regardless of
whcthcr Ihcy hlld used c1usroom-based inlervcntion. wcre asked to judgc thc
appropria.leness of each of the approaches 10 each of the four dOOrdc:r 1)'pCS. This was to
allow respondents who had nOI used the approaches the opponunily to Cltpress their views.
Thc rating syslcm was dicholomous. consisting of "appropriatc" or "nOI appropriate".
The judged appropriateness of each approach to each diSOldcr was~ by cakulating
thc pen:cntagc of respondents woo indicated w~ropriate-or -ncx appropriate". Tablc
16 COnlains respondents' judgemc:nlS of appropriateness of each of the service delivery
approaches to cach disorder Iype.
For intcrvcntion wilh languagc disordcrs, ratings of approprialcncss of the
approaches were relalively high. The percentages of respondcnts who jUdged the
approaches appropriatc ranged from 69'10 10 93%_ Approach One was considered
appropriate by the greatesl pc~ntageof respondents (93%). followed by Approaches Two
and Silt, at 87% each.
The approaches wcre considered markedly less appropriale 10 aniculalion
intervention, with the range of respondents wflo judged them appropriate being 7% to 69%.
Approaches One and Two were mosl frequently rated appropC'ialC. with 69% and 68% of
respondents. respectivcly, considering them approprialC 10 anicul:lIion disorders.
Generally, respondcnts judged !he approaches to be stilllcss approprialC to flucncy
disorders. with appropriate ratings ranging from 28% 10 57.,. As with articulation
disordcrs, Approach One wu considucd the most appropriatc approach.. by 57% of
respondents. Approach. Two wu considered only marginally less appropriatc. by 54% of
respondents.
Table 16
Language
N ..
Articulation
N ..
Fluency
N ..
Voice
N ..
one: wlihill the cLiSSiOOffi: euiiCi!he SLP rx diC iCidiCi 0b5CrYCS: lWtIiile the olJ'iei assumes
primary insrrucrionaI responsibility.
AppropriaIe 238 93 228 69 226 57 222 57
7:~r'Wr&r: the classroom. ~he S[P or the ~elacher assumes :~mary mstrucllo:~i
responsibility while the other assists students with their work. monitors behaviour. corrects
assignmentS. cu:.
Appropri.ale 235 87 222 68 217 54 220 56
wr:;t~(p ana the reacJ:r diVide:l~aI conlCnt tnIO:O pans.. Wlthm the
classroom. poops are swiIChed so that all sn.dents l"CCcive instruction from each individual.
ApprnprialC 227 78 214 55 209 36 209 39
~:r?\t1SC~tethe classroom. £ SLP and the lca~ter each lnSttuc:'separate pans ot ?A
group. simultaneously addressing the same instnlCtiona.l objectives.
Appropriate 230 69 208 42 205 28 205 32
~C:e~ffie classroom. U:C1SLP or the taC'~ IIlStruCtS SUJaen~2who have ITWtt!a
the maleriallo be learned. while the other reteaehes students who ttave not mastered the
malerial.
Appropriate 224 82 249 7 202 33 203 35
~::amthe ciiSSroom. t,gSLP or the lCacfar presents the IC!ln uSing a StaJld2t
format. while the other adaptS the lesson for students who cannot maslel" the: material
Appropriate 233 87 215 54 2'0 36 207 35
~::!rnwlth~ the ciassroom'.3&ith the S[P aZihe teacher pre~nl ihe lesson to :11
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes over when appropriate.
Appropriate 225 78 208 47 205 32 205 3S
Not appropriate 21 53 68 6S
Each of the appr0adte5 was dso considaed Ies.s a.pproprQTe with voice intervention.
The range of respondenlS who regarded the approaches as appropriate. 32% 10 57'll.
approllimated mat for nucocy disorders. Again. Approaches One and Two were: most often
judged appropriate. with 57% and 56% of respondents. respectively. considering mem
'1'I""I'ri=-
In summary. across disorder types. a majority of respondents considered the
classroom-based intervention approaches appropriate wilh language imervention. Fewer
respondents judged the approaches appropriale wilh articulation inlervention. and sriU fewer
respondents judged mem appropriao: with fluency and voice ino:rvemion. In genenJ.
Approaches One and Two were most frequently n.lc:d appropriate by respondents. wilh
reduced percentages of respondents considering the remaining five approaches appropriate.
Whal are the grade: level categories (i.e... Kinderpnen to Gr.KIe 3. Grades 4 10 6.
Gr.ldes 7 10 9. and Grades 10 10 12) of students served using the seven service delivery
approaches for classroom-based iOlervention and which approaches are considered more
successful?
I) Which of the service delivery approaches arc: used wilh which gr.de level calt:gories?
b) Wbkh of the service delivery approaches are considered !he mosl and Ihe least
success£u1 for each gnde level category?
c) Which of die service delivery approaches are considered appropriate foc each grade
levdcatepy'!
lise of i1oo!1)lfhr;s wirh mdc: Icye! 9"'000. Respondents wete asked to indicate
whether !hey had used each of the seven service: delivery approaches for inlervention wilhin
eimer !he regular or special education classroom with sludents in lhe four grade level
categories. Use of each approach with eaeft gnde level category was detennined by
calculating !he percentage of respondents who indicalc:d lhey had used that approach for a
given gnde level category. Table 17 prCSCflls the percenrages of respondentS woo had used
each of me service delivery approaches wilh each grade \evd category.
For intervention at the Kindcrprten 10 Grade 3 level. Approach One was used by
the largest percefllage of respondents. with 73~ of respondents having used this approach
in lhis grade level category. Approach Two was used by the next largest pert:enrage. with
60% of respondents having used lhis approach. The range of respondents who had used
the~ngfiveappr0acbe5inthisgradc: IevelcalegDl'ywas~to31'l>.
A minority of respondents had used the approaches for intervention with students in
Grades 4 to 6. Approacbcs One and Two were: most commonly used. with 47% and 37%
ofrc:spondenlS having used them. respectively. 1lJe other five approaches were: used in this
grade level calCgory by a range: of 12% to I~ ofrespondenlS.
A minority of respondents had used the approaches for intervention with. Grades 7
10 12. Approach One was used by the largest percentage of respondents. wilh 19% of
respondents having used lhis approach in Grades 7 10 9 and II % of respondents having
used this approaches in Grades 10 10 12.. The range of respondents ....ho had used lhe
remaining six approaches with these two grade level categories was I'i; to 12%.
In summary. students in all grade level categories WCfe served with the seven service
delivery approaches. The most common use of the classroom-based approaches for
intervention was wilh students in Kinderganen to Grade 3. The approaches were less
commonly used in the Grade 4 to 6catei0lY and were minimally used in the Grades 7 to 9
and Grades 10 to 12 categories. Consistent wilh pftteding findings of the Sludy.
respondents ITlOSI often cited use of Approaches One and Two.
Table 17
ilK pf Apprgaebc;s byQI'J'k 1'iYd Caw;gqy
Approach
KlOGnde3 Grades4to6 Gndcs7to9 Grades 10ro 12
N'l> N'l> N'l> N%
one: Within ihC ctaiSroom. e.ther die s[p oc die teaChtr ob5ei'Ves. WGiIC ihe other assumes
primary instructional responsibility.
Usc 250 73 241 47 239 19 234 II
Non·use 27 53 81 89
Two: wllhln the classroom. the sLP or the teacher assumes pnnwy lR5U'UCUonii
responsibility while the ochcf" assl$ls Sludents with their wort. monitorS behaviour. comets
assigl'11t"ents.erc.
Use 2SO 60 240 37 243 12 242 6
Non-usc 40 63 88 94
i'iifee: the s[p ana ihe teacher divide InstructlOn@ content Into twO pans. wlthm the
classroom. groups arc swilChcd 50 that all students mccivc instruction from each individual.
Use 250 22 244 12 244 3 244 2
Non·use 78 88 97 98
Four: within the classroom. ihe s(p ana die teacher each InSU\lCts separate partS 01 the
group. simultaneously~! the same instruetion&l objectives.
Use 242 25 239 17 241 4 241 3
Non-use 75 83 96 97
FIve: WHhtn the classroom. the SLP or the teacher Instructs sWdents who have mastered
the material 10 be leamed. while the other R:teaches students who have not mastered the
-
Use 242 20 240 13 241 5 241 3
Non-use 80 87 95 97
SIX: WIthIn the classroom. the sLp or the teacher presents ihC kSSOO USIA! a SWlditd
fannat. while: the odv:r adapu the Ic:sson for stldcms who cannot master the material..
Usc 24) 30 241 19 242 9 242 5
Non-usc 70 81 91 95
seven: Wlthm the classroom. bOth the SlP and the teacher pR:scnt the lesson to ali
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes over when appropriate.
Usc 246 31 241 18 242 4 241 I
Non-use 69 82 96 99
,hey had used any of the 5Cven classroom-based approaches wilh any grade level were
asked 10 rate lhe success of those approaches used foe inlcrvention wim whichever of !he
grade level categories mey had used them.. The approaches were raled usin. a three-point
.scale consisting ofthc 1ent1S ~Iood"_ "fair", and ~po<K"", The success of each approach
wilh each grade level C3tclOf)' was dctcnnined by calculatinllhc percentage of respondenlS
who checked each of "good", Mfair", and "poor". Tablc 18 contains respondcnlS'
minpofsuccess ofc:adt oftbcservice dclivcry approaches with each grade!eYe1 category.
Each of the seven approaches was considered rt:lativcly successful for intervention
with students at the Kinc\t:rgarteI1to Grade 3 levcl. wilh me pt;Ittnlagcs of respondents who
judged meir sucttss Mgoocf' ranging from 73% to 90%. Approaches Four to Seven were
judged the most successful. wilh -good" judgcments given by 88% to 90% of
respooocnts. The small pcrcemage ran{!:c of respondents who rated {he succcss of
approaches with Kinderxanen to Grade 3 students as "poor" did not enable determination
of me least successful approach,
The majority of respondenlS judged {he success of all approaches wilh students in
Grades 4 10 6 category as -good", although the range of -good" ratings, 6S% to 95%,
was broader than that of the Kindergarten to Grade 3 ratings, Approach Seven was most
frequently died by respondents as "good" (9S%). fol.lowcd closely by Approach Four
(92%), "Poor" ratings ranged from Q'l, 10 10%, with Approach Fivc recciving the lar{!:cst
pcruntagc of -poor"" ratings..
'XI
Table (8
SlICWS pr Approochg; by GIJI'i: 1.£Yt1 Qusgsn
Approach
KIDGrade3 Grades 4 106 Grades7ID9 Grddes 1010 12
N ~ N % N % N ~
one: Within lfiIC aassroom: eUtler &: SLP or &: iadlef observes. Wtule tile 0d'iCt assumes
primary insIructiooal responsibilil)'.
Good 168 73 105 65 45 51 28 S4
Fair 25 34 45 41
Poor 2 I 4 5
Iwo: WIthin [he classroom. the SLP or the teacher assumes pnmary mSU1lcuonal
responsibilil)' while the other assists students with their wolic. monilOn behaviour, corrects
assignments. elC.
Good 128 75 80 71 27 S4 15 57
~ n ~ ~ 41
Poor 3 0 I 2
Three: 'The SLP ana the teacher diVide mstrucuonaJ content mto two parts. Wllhm the
classroom. groups are swicehed 50 that all students rr.ceivc insttuetion from each individual.
Good 46 78 23 60 7 25 6 16
~ n ~ B M
Poor 0 0 0 0
Four: Within the classroom. lhC: SLP ana die leacl,cT each Instructs separate parts of the
group. simuh:uJeously addTessin! the same insuuclional objectives.
Good 46 90 32 92 9 61 55
Fair 10 8 39 45
Poor 0 0 0 0
Eve: WUhan tile classroom, lile SLP or iIle teaeilCr InSU1lCts sn;:tenlS who have maslered
the material 10 be learned. while the omer ~teaches swdents who have nOI mastered the
-Good 2S 89 18 78 10 36 86Fair 5 12 64 14
Poor 6 10 0 0
SIX: Within the classroom. the s[p or the teacher presents the lesson usang a standard
ronnat. while !he other-adapts the lesson forstudems who cannot master the material.
Good 51 88 35 80 18 51 8 94
Fair 8 15 39 6
Poor 4 5 10 0
SCven: Within the classroom. bOth dlC sLP ana tile teadier present l& lesson to aU
siudents. This may be through shared kcturing or having one begin the lesson while the
O(her takes over when appropriate.
Good SO 89 21 95 31 100
Fair 11 5 69 0
Poor 0 0 0 0
The approaches received mixed ratings for use with students in Grades 7 10 9. wilh
25~ 10 61~ of respondenlS offering -good" succc:ssjudg.emc:nts. However. stalemt:nts
about the success of lhc: approaches in this grade: bel calq:ory mUSl: be qualified by noting
the small numbers of rcSpondc:Ols in some calegories. Of the: seven approaches. four
approaches were ra!ed in mis category by 10 or fewer respondents. Approach Four was
most often raied as ugood" (61"'): however. only nine: respondc:ntsjudged the 5UCCCSS of
this approach wilh stUdents in Gndes 7 to 9. The range of respondents who considc:ted IDc:
succc:ss of the approaches -poor'" was oc. 10 to'll. with Approach Sill n:ceiving the laflCSl
pc:rcenlage of "poor" ratings. Again. these: r.llings must be regarded with caution.
For intervention wilh slUdents in Grades 10 to 12. "good" suceess ralings r.lIIged
from 16... to 100%. As with the Grade 7 to 9 category. the fact thai eighl or fewer
respondents who had used Approac:hc:s ThR:e to Seven judged their success docs not pc:rmil
statemenl of the most successful approach in lhis catqory. The r.lIlge of "poor" ratings
was 0% to 5%: however. the same argument used with the "good" ratings applies to the:
"poor" ratings. The: small numbers of respondents in some cells do not allow for
comment on the: approacb considered Ieasl successful.
In SUllUTlaty. I"e5pondents using the classroom-based iOlervention approaches
considered them relatively successful with students in the Kinderganen to Grade] and
Grades 4 to 6 categories. The approaches were less frequently raled "good" in the Grodes
7 to 9 and Grades 10 to 12 categories. ahhough small numbers of respondents in some
categories did not enable definitive statemenlS on SlJlX'CSS 01 the approaches with scudenlS in
thc:secategories.
There was variation of success ratings among approaches; however, Approaches
Four. Six. and Seven received the largest percentages of "good" ratings. Due 10 small
ponions of respondents ratin, the success of classroom-based approaches "poor-, the
least successful approadl could 1'10( be determined
.,
Appmprijll,neU or approacheS 10 grade leve' Cil'egptiel. All respondents.
regardless of whether they had used classroom-based intervention. were asked to judge the
appropriateness of each of tnc approaches to students in each of the four grade level
categories. The rating system was dicholomous. consisting of "appropriate" or "nOI
appropriate". The judged appropriateness of each approach to each grade level category
was measured by determining Ihe ~lages of respondents who indicated -appropriate"
or"nQI appropriate". Table 19 displays respondents' judgements of appropriateness of
each of !he service delivery approaches to each grade level category.
Appropriateness ratings for intervention with students in Kinderganen to Grade 3
were all relatively high. with perccntages of respondents who judged the approaches
appropriate ranging from 68% 10 89%. Approach One was moSt frequently jUdged
appropriate. by8~ of respondents. Approaches Six and Two were considered appropriate
to thesegmde levels by 86% and 8S'II ofrespondents. respectively.
In the Gmes 4 to 6 grade: level category. the approaches wcre considered
marginally less appropriate. the r.1nge or appropriatc ratings being 62% to 83%. As with the
Kindergarten to Grade 3 category. Approach One was considered appropriate by the largest
percentage of respondents (83%). Approachcs Six and Two wcre considered appropriatc
by the next largest percentages of respondents. 81% and 78% ofrespondcnts. respectively.
Respondents considered the approaches mat1cedly less appropriate to students in
GrUs 7 to 9. with the range of respondents jud!ing them appropriate being 4S% to 64%.
Approadr Six was considered the most appropriate approach in this grade: level category.
Approach One was judged the next mosl 3ppropriate approach. with S9'k of respondcnts
judging it appropriate.
For intervcOlion with studcnts in Grades 10 to [2. respondcnls' ratings of
appropriiltcness were still less fmj,uent than for students in Grades 7 10 9. "The range of
respondcnts judging the: approaches as appropriate WlIS 4\ 'i; to S9'il. Approach Six was
most often considem:t appropriate.
Table 19
Aooroorji"CWS pC Armmadp by G'i"k I cvrl Ca!C:rnry
Approooh
KIOGrade3 GrUs4 to 6 GI1Idcs7to9 Grades 10 to 12
N% N% N% N%
one: wlthm the classroom. euller [he s[p or the teaCher obSefVes. wliik the o&r assumes
primary inslIUctional ~ponsibility.
Appropr\ale 232 89 222 83 219.59 214.52
~7'Wf:itj:the classroom.' ~e S[p or the ::achcr assumes :~mary msuuctJon~
responsibility whik: the other assists 5tUdenlS wim their wad. monitors behaviour. correclS
assignments.ete.
Appropria.le 223 8.5 2t.5 78 210 56 20.5 48
~~~l:Pana lhe leacJlr divide InSUllctJ~~a:I content Into :0 pans. wnhm Me
classroom. groups are swilChcd 50 lhaJ. all srudc:nts rtecive insuuction from each individual.
Appropriate 218 79 208 73 209 49 197 44
~:r. lelhe classroom. £ s[p ana the ~kr each msuucr:~par.ue pans of 5t
group. simultaneou5ly addressing me same il1SlIUCtional objectives.
Approprialc 216 68 213 62 210 45 206 41
~~e~U:~e classroom. dels[p or [he teach~~ LnSlruClS studen;;who have maste:
the material to be learned. while lhe olher reteaches sludenlS who have nOI mastered me
...<erial
Appropriale 212 81 208 74 208.54 204.51
~I~: classroom. uk\LP Of'" ihC lCacl;tr presenlS the I~ uSIng a SWidza
format. while Ihe other adapts the Ies50n for SludenlS who cannot master the malCria.l.
Appropriate 224 86 210 81 203 64 199.59
~e~:n.'::, t!le classroom1.4bOlh [he s[p a£ [he lCacher pre;:m the lesson to th
studenlS. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
other takes over when approprialC.
ApproprWe 222 77 21S 74 206 55 205.52
NOl:appropriate 23 26 45 48
In summary. across gade level c:atelQries. iI majority of respondents judged the:
c1usroom·ba.scd approacfles appropriale to students in the Kindergarten to Grade 3
category. Fewer respondents considered these approaches appropriate to students in
Grades 4 to 6. Respondents were more evenly divided on their judgements of
appropriatenes5of Ihe classroom-based approaches!O swdents inG~ 7!O 12. Overall.
Approaches One and Six were raled appropriale slightly mote often than the Olher five
approaches.
What are the perOOved advantages and disadvantages of the seven service delivef)'
approaches forclasSfOCJfllobased intervention to the following groups:
a) speech-language pathologists:
bJIeaCners:
c)caseloadsn.k:nts:
d) noo-caseload students?
Respondents were asked to consider advantages and disadvantages of the seven
classroom service delivery app~hes in general. regardless of whether they hiId used the
approaches. On the queslioonaire. three predclennined advantages and Ifuee pre:determincd
disadvanta~ were listed for each of four groups: speech-language pathologistS. IellChers.
caseload students. and non-easeload students. lbc: rntionaIe for the: selection of advantages
and disadvanlilges is provided in Chapter Three. Respondents were requested to rank each
of the lhree Jdvanlilges and three disadvantages for each group of individuals using a duec:-
point scale. with -,- indicating the grealest advamage ordisadvalltage. -'2" indicating !he
neXI greatest advantage or disadvantage. and -r indicating the next grealest advantage or
disadvantage. The overill ranking of any given advlnll.ge or disadvanlage was delCnnined
by calculating the mean r1Jtking of that .:1vantage or disadvantage. lbe lowest number of
!he three: mean rankings specified the advantage or disadvantage that respondents most otten
ranked as the greatest advantage or disadvantage. Conversely. the highest number of the
three mean r.ankings specified the ac!v:mtage or disadvamagc that respondents most oftcn
ranked as !he least of the adV3.IlI3.gcs or disadvantages.
Nondirectional depc:ndcm sam~es t·tests wen: conducled to deleet significant
differences between the mean ranks of advantages or disadvantages listed for each given
group of individuals. Because IeSlS ofdiffCfenoc between mean ranJcings were pcrfonncd
multiple times. the more conservative .01 level ofsigniflCanCe was chosen 10 counterVail the
increased risk of incurring Type I elTOl".
AdYi'D'affi$ and djsadvantagn pf approaches fQ Spw:h-!i!DgUUC Qi!lhQ!ngim,
Table 20 preu:nts the comparisons of respondents' rank-ings of advantages and
disadvantages of the approaches to speech-language !Whologists. CompariSOIl5 of mean
rankings of advantages of the approaches to speech-Ianguagc pathologists revealed
significant diffet"CflCcs between the mean ranldngs of Advantages A and C and Advantages
B and C. Differences between mean rankings of Advantages A and B were not significant
at the prescribed .01 Ievcl. although they were signifICant ;1;( the ,OS Ievcl. Promotion of
carryover of speech and lanplage sk.ills to the classroom was perceived as the gra-test
3dvantage of dassroom-based intefVeflUon to speech-language pathologists. "The other two
benefits, increasing the teacher's awareness of the speech.language pathologist's role and
increasing the number of students served, were considered equally advantagcous to speech.
language pathologists.
Tests of diffcrrocc between mean nnldngs of disadvantages of the approaches 10
speech-language pathologislS showed signincant differences between each pair of mean
rankings, The requisite additional planning time was perceived as the greate5t disadvantage
of the classroom-based service delivery approaches, The requirement of behaViour
managemcnt in the classroom was judged the next greatcst disadvantage. and the
incorporation of speech and languagc goals with instructional goals was judged the least of
thcdisadvantages listed.
'I.
Table 20
Cgmparison5 of Rankings Qf Advanlagg and DisdyaDlagC5 Qf Approach" 10 Spm:h-
I j!DPRft PalbnlogjS5
Comparisons or means
WithB Withe
Adyanlage (N. 23S) M ranki
A. lncreases Ieacntt's awareness or SLP's role 2.( -2.16 .032 7.30.000
B.Increase:snurnberofstudef1tsscrvut 2.3 11.12 .000
C. Promotes carryover of slciUs [0 classroom l.5
Disadyantage (N. 232) M rankb
A. Rcquilts additional planning rime 1.3 -11.44.000 -18.63.000
B. Requires classroom behaviour management 2.1
C. Requires it'lCOf1X'!'llion or speedl-Ianiuage
goals and insauct..ional goals 2.S
4.79 .000
3"\" indicaled the grealest adYalllage. bo'l • indicaled the veate5t disadvantage.
Adyanll'c;s and djydYanragC:5 of aooroocbn 10 'sacbc;Q. Table 21 shows lhe
comparisons or respondents' rankings or adyamages and disadvantages of the approaches
10 leachers. Tests of difference betweea mean rankings or advantages or me approaches 10
teachers reyeaJed significanl differences ror all pairwise comparisons. Tbe increase: in
knowledge of the relationship between language and the curriculum was the firsHanked
advantage of !he classroom-based inICrvcnlion approaches. 1be promotion of carryover or
speech and language skills 10 the classroom was the second-nanked advaOlage. The
corresponding decrease in class inlCmlpuons was judged me least advantageous to me
"""".
'I'
Tablc21
Csxnwl[j59'l$ of Rankjngs pr AdyaO!ag!j~aM [)jsdyanraw of Agemachc..~ '9 TGjI'bro
WilhB WilhC
Advantage (N"" 243) M""'"
A. Decreases class interruptions 2.0 22.65 .000 30.70 .000
8. Promotes~er of stills to classroom 1.7 3.96 .000
C, lncruses Itoowlcdge of ~lationship
between language and curriculum I.,
Disadvamage (N=231) Mrankb
A. Requires additional planning rime I.' -13.34 .000 -9.70 .000
B. Decreases teaCher's irwructionallimc 2.4 2.41 .017
C. Requires sharing professionallC:rriwry 2_2
:1"'" indicated the greatest advantage. lrl" indicated the greatesl disadvantage.
Differences between mean rankings of disadvanlages of lhe approaches to teaChers
between Advamages A and B and Advantages A and C were significant. Differences
bet....-oen Advantage:sB and C~ nor:signiflCaJldydifferelUalthe .Ollcvel. allhou~ they
approached significance at this 'evel. As wilh disadvantages to speech-language
pathologists. the requirement of additional planning lime was pert:eived as the grcatesl
disadvanrage to leachers. The requirement of sharing professional roles and the decrease in
the teacher's insrrucdonaJ time were considered equal drawbacks of !he classroom'based
approaches 10 sc:rvicedelive:ry.
Advanrages and dj5ildvaD!afSl of apDrPlChes 10 caRload stU!knpj. Table 22
displays the: comparisons of re.\poodenlS' rankings of advanlages ilnd disadvanlages of the
approaches to caseload students. Comparisons of mean rnnkings of adv;llll:lges of the
approaches 10 caseload S1udents revealed .slgnUlCallt diffCf'Cnces between aU me;m r.udcings
of advalliages. The inlCgn..tion of speech and language goals with insauelional g~ was
considered the greatcst advaIllage 10 cascload students. The promotion of carryover of
spooch and language skills 10 the classroom was pem:ivcd as the next gTCatest advanlage of
classroom-based intervention. The dttrcasc in stigmatization was joogcd the least
advantageous aspect for caseload stt.dcnts.
T_n
CpmpariSOfn pF Rankjnn pF Advantages and DisdyaO!ageS pC Appmilrbes IQ Cilg:!Qild
Comparisons of means
WithB Withe
Advanlage (N s 235) M rankil
1.4 -20.98.000 4.01.000
A, Intepates speech-language goals and
instruetionalgoals
B. Decreases stigm:u..i.zalion
C. PromotCS ClUTYover of skills to classroom
2.8
1.7
21..56 .000
Disadvanlagc (N '"' 220) M rankb
A.. Emphasizes caseload student's il11>3innent 2.4
B. Requirestrad:inginSU\Jctionalgoals 2.1
C. Decreases individualization of programming 1.4
3.05 .003 11.47 ,000
8.81 .000
Z"l" indicated the pealeSt advantage. ""1" indicated the greatest disadvantage.
Differences between mean rankings of disadval1lages of the approaches to caseloOO
students~ all significanL The: concomitantdecrea5e in individ~ization of prop-arrming:
was ranked as the: greateSt disadvantage to casel~ students. TIle requirement of DOCking:
insuuctional goals was considered the ncJtt greatest disadvantage of the classroom-based
service delivery approaches. The additional emphasis placed on the caseload student's
irnpainnl:nts through the usc: of classroom-based intervention was pem:ived fO be the least
of the disadvantages listed.
AdYilnljlges and digdY'ntagss pfapP'Pi'rbrr$ m non-ra5'iI9MlS!lHtCntS· Table 23
contains comparisons of respondents' rankings of advantages and disadvantages of the
approaches to non-caseload students. Tests of difference betwccn mean rankings of
adVlnllges of the approaches to non-easeload. sludents revealed significant differences
between mean rankings of :LI1 advantages lisled. The increased eJtposure to language
activilies was judged the: most advantageous feature ofc!assroom·tmed interVention 10 noo-
caseload students. The provision of cooperative instruction was perceived as the next
greatest advantage. The incre~ opponunity for non<aseload students to assume a
leadership role was ranked as the least important of the three advantages to non<aseload
"""eo...
Comparisons of mean nnkings of disadvantages of the classroom-based
approaches to non<aseload students showed significant differences betwccn mean ranlcin~s
of all disadvantages. The decrease in the teacher's instructional time was judged the
putest disadvantage to non-caseload studentS. The increase: in the level of bocedom of
high-functioning students was considered the next greatest disadvantage. The decreased
level of expectation in the classroom was ranked as the third greatest disadvantage of the
approaches to non<aseload students.
lUll
TableD
Cgmp;arisons pf Rjlnkjn..s pf Advjlnp"$ jiM Di'jidvjlO!i'YC'i pf "PPrpj1chn 10 NQn_
Cazload Sluckna
Comparisons of means
WidtB WithC
Advarna~(I{.234) ",,",,'
A. Provides opportunity foc kadentlip role 2.1 16.06 .000 15.39 .000
B. Increases exposure to language activities I., -4.18 .000
C. Provides cooperative: instnlCtioo 1.8
Disadvantage (N ... 2(8) ,,""".
A. Increases boredom level of high-functioning
students
B. Oc<:reascsteadJcr'sinstruetionaltime
2.0
1.1
2.99 .003 -2.81 .005
-6.44 .000
C D:cn:ases level ofexpectation in !he classroom 2.3
ao'l" indicated the greatest advantage.. 0"'" indicated the grellicst disadvantage.
Symmary Qf comparisQns of mnkings Qf ;ulyanta"s aod djsadya0l3ges. Of 24
comparisons between mean rankings. 22 revc:aled signifKanl differences at the .01 level. In
general. respondentS agreed on ranking.s of advantaECS and disadvamages of t:hc classroom-
based service: delivery approaches to speech-language pathologists, teachers, and caseload
and non-caseload studentS. Generally, the increased integration of speech and language
goals with the curriculum and the generalilation of speech and language skills to the
classroom were perceived by respondents as the prime benefits of classroom-based service
delivery to aU groups concemed. The increased time requiJut for planning and me: dccrc:asc
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in individualizalion of progr2mming fM students ~uiring spcecb and language services
wen: cons.idcred the chief dr.I.wbacks of the classJoom.based approaches 10 inlervention.
What ate the factorli that are perceived to encourage and discourage use of the sc:ven
service delivery approaches for classroom-based intervention'!
Respondents wen ~uesled 10 consider faclOl'S ht encourage and discounge use
of the seven classroom service delivery approadIe$ in gencra.l. reprdless of wbether they
had used the approaches. Three predelennincd factors that encourage uSC: and Ihree
predetermined f:lctorS thai discourage usc were Iisled as choices. Respondents were ;uked
to rank each of the three encouraging and three discournging factors using a three-point
scale. with -l~ desi!naling the VUttst encouraging or discounging factor. -2"
designating the next grealesl: encouraging or discouraging factor. and -3" designating the
next greatest encouraging or discout1lging factor. The overall ranking of any given factor
was derived by computing the mean ranking oflhat faclor. The lowesl number of the three
mean rankings indicated the factor hi respondents most oflen ranked as eilher the greatesl
encoutapnenlor the grealCSl discouragemettL Convenely. the highest numbeToflhe tIu'ee
mean rankings indicated the factor Wt respondents most f~uently nnked as the least
encouragingord.iscouraging oflhe facrors listed.
Nondirectional dependenl samples I-tests were condUCted to determine significanl
differences belween the mean ranlting.s of facton thaI encourage and discountge use of me
approaches. Because teStS of difference belween mean rankings were conducted multiple
times. the stringent .01 level of significance was selecled to counteracl the elevaled
likelihood of incurring Type I error.
Eac;IOO [hal cncouruc aDd diK9"rngr YSC of approaches. Table 24 shows
comparisons of respondents' rankings of factors that encourage and discourage use of the
approaches. Differences in mean rankings of faclO!'S that encourage use of the approaches
were significant for each pair of mean r.lnkings. Teacher suppon was judg~d to be th~
Ifl~
factor which mOSl: facilitates classroom-based $Crvice delivery. F1ellibility of scheduling
was ranJcc:d the neJlt most impoctantf~. followed by -xquate: maleriaJ~ as the
least important supporting factor.
Tests of difference between mean rankings of factorS mat discourage usc of the
approaches showed signifICant differences between mean rankings of Factors A and B and
Factors 8 and C. The difference between mean rankings of Factors A and C was not
significant. Lack of time was considered the major factor consua.ining c1assroom·based
inte:rvenD:on. Lack of administrative suppon and lack of the: speech.language pathologist's
teaching background were judged [0 equaJly discou.rage use of the classroom-based
""'-
Table 24
CpmpariM!'l$ of Rapkjngs of Factors EQComujpg apd PiKQllljlgjpg ! IS of Approadlfj'i
Comparisons ofmeans
WithB Withe
Encouraging factor (N .. 230) Mrank:l
A. Flexibility of scheduling 2.1 ·1.81 .1lO1l 13.11 .1lO1l
B. MateriaireSOUltt$ 2.7 24.89 .1lO1l
C. Teacher 5Uppon 1.2
Discouraging factor (N .. 233) M<ankb
A. Lack of administrative support 2.2 7.09 .1lO1l ·1.29 .191
B. Lack of time I.. -8.55 .1lO1l
C. lack of teaching background of SLP '.3
.... I·· indicaled the grealC:5l: encouragin! factor. 11-1" indicalCd the !reatest discouraging
faclOr.
Do spetth-Ianguage pathologists perceive a need for additional information for
speech-lanpl<lgc patholog.isa who I1Se the: seven service delivery approaches for cbs.sroom-
based inlefVention?
a) If so. what are !he pefttived areas of need for additional infomJation?
b) If SO. what ate !he: preferred methods focobtaining additional information?
Eljsnrc of ncp;t fur additignal infgmuljoo f(lf snq;rb-Iang1!afS RJ[hg!g8iSS A
total of 8~ of respondents perceived a need for additional information for speech-
language pathologists who use Ihe classroom-based service delivery approaches for
intervention. The remaining 11 % perceived no need for additional infonnation, As a luge
majority of respondents deemed that a need for more infonnation existed. answers [0 the
twO subsidiary queslioos 10 this research question were soughL
Respondents who ~eived a need for more infonnation for speech-language
pathologists who adopt the classroom-based approaches were asked to complete
questionnaire items pertaining to areas of ~eived need for additional infonnation and
preferred melhods of obWning infonnation. Three predetermined areas of need and
prefe:mt methods were !iRed. Respondents were asked 10 rank each of me three areas and
mrec methods using a three-paiR[ scale, wilh -I" designating their first choice. "2""
designating their second choice. and ")" designating their third choice, The ovenlll
ranking of any given area or method was arrived at by calculating the mean ranking of !hat
uu or method. The lowest number of the three mean rantings indicated the area of need or
melhod of obtaining infonnation that respondents most. frequently ranked as the most
beneficial. The highest number of Ihe three mean rankings indicated Ihe choice Ihat
respondents moSt often ranked as the least benefICial.
Nondirectional dependent samples t-lests were conducted to dcttet significant
differences between the mean rankings of areas of need for additional infonnation for
speech-language pathologists who use me approaches for classroom-based intervention, as
IIU
well as for preferred methods of obtaining. such information. Bcrausc teSlS of difference:
between mean rankinp: were performed multiple times. the .01 level of significance was
scleaed 10 counlCl'aCt the increased liabilitY ofcffccting Type I c:nor.
Aann pf nc;ql foc addjriMi! jofganagoo fpc sQCtfb-l;angllagr; PilhplogjSS. Table
25 contains comparisons of respondents' rankings of areas of need for additional
infonnation for speech-language pathologists who use the approacbes. Comparisons of
mean ~ngsof areas of need for additional information reveakd signifICant differences
between each pair of mean ranltings. Curriculum content was considered the area of
greatest need for flUther information. followed by information on instr\lctionaltcchniques
and classroom behaviour management. in that order.
Table 25
Cnmgi'rj'unJS pf Rankinu pf A[tu pf Nm1 fpr Additional !ofQODi'xiPo for Seeech-
';IQfi'jlfC Pa,hp!priS'5
Comparisons of means
Witb8 WithC
A. Curriculum content
8. Classroom behaviour managemem
C. InsttuetionaitoehniqlJeS
r,"indieatedthe areaofgreaJCSlnccd..
1.5
2.4
2.1
-8.32.COO -6.28.<XXI
2.95 .004
Prcfern;d ",hiw's pf oblljnjog addjl;pOi" jnfgnnal;pn for sReech-langyage
~. Table 26 presents comparisons of respondenlS' IllOkings of preferred
methods of obtaining additional inf()n1l;lUon for spe«h-Iang.uage pathologists who use the
approaches. Tests of difference berwcen mean ranltings of methods ofotxaining additiona.!
information showed highly signifICant differences for all comparisons. Inservices and
letS
conferences were the preferred methods of procuring information. Journal articles wen:
ranked the second choice of method. followed by commercial prognams. which were
considc:rod the 'east desirable method of gaining informarion on the use of classroom-based
approaches.
Table 26
Comparisons pf Rangn" QC Pn;Cf:Utd Mc1hodS QfObhjnjng AdditiQnal InfPfDlilrjon for
Speq;b_l.anmyrc PaaOOlogjsS
Comparisons of means
WidlB WithC
Method(fl"l72)
A. Inscrvicc::slconfercnces
B. Journals
C. Commercial programs
;P'I ~ indicau:d the most preferred melhod.
U
2.2
2.6
-9.72 .000 -14.29.000
-4.6S .000
What differences. if any. exist between the views of speech-language pathologists
who use and those who do nOI use the seven service delivery approaches for classroom-
based inlerVenUon on the f~lowing issues:
a) appropriateness Qf eadl of the se!'Vic:c delivery approaches to:
I) disorder types;
2) grade level categories:
b) advantages and disadvantages of the service delivery approaches to:
I) speech-language pathologists:
2> __
3)caseload Students:
1116
4} non-easdood studenas:
c) factors dwencourn.ge and discoura~usc of the servicedc:livery approaches:
d) exiscence of a need for additional information for speech-language pathologists who
use the service delivery approaches;
e) areas of need for additional information for speech-language palhologisls who use
thcserviccdc:livuyapproadles;
o preferred melhods of obtaining addilional infonnation for speech-language
pathologists who use the 5efV1ce delivery approacbes'!
AoorplXiatCOCS'li of aoom;art"..s w disorrisr Iypes jlCcvrdjng to !lSi pr aPRffijlCbn
with dj:;mrlq rypc;$. Judgements of appropriateness of each approach to each disorder rype
were examined in lighl of respondents' specific use or non-use of that approach with that
disorder type. Chi-square analyses were CoodUCled at the .05 level to lest for signifICant
differences in judgements of appropriateneSS of Ihe approaches to intervention with disorder"
Table 27 contains respondents' judgements of appropriateness of each of Ihe
service delivery approaches to inlervention wi!h language disorders according to whether
respondents had used each of the approaches wi!h this disonier type. For all approaches.
significant relationships were found belween judgements of die appropriateness of the
approaches to language inte!Vcntion and respondents' use of the approaches. Respondents
who had used the classroom-based approaches wilh language disorders considered them
more appropriate to language disocders Ihan did respondents who hiKf not used the
approaches widi Ibis disotder type.. Whereas 98% 10 \lJO'l, of respondents who had used
!he approaches judged them appropriate 10 langlJage disorders. 57% to 80% of respondents
who had not used the approaches judged lhem appropriate.
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Table 27
ArmmprialQlW of ApRf9i'fbc;'ji 'p' aagllU' DiwrJkT5 by 1/:;, pf AppmachQ
Approach Use(%) Non-use(%)
one: MdUn dlIe classroom: ellhftl' dlIe SlOP or die teacher otlSOeM5: whiiC dlIe 0& assumes
primary insauctional responSIbility.
Appropriate 98 77
NO( appropriate 2 23
X2 (I,N;238)=30.90.p "".000
two: Within the classroom. the s[p or rhe teaCher assumes prLmary mstrucuonal
responsibility while the other assists students with their wort. monilOrs behaviour. corrects
ass,pments.efC.
AppropriaJe 99 67
NOI:appropriale 1 )3
X:!.(I.N z 135)=S2.47.p =.000
i'1\fCC: nle s[p ana ibC readier divide InSU\lCtlooat conlent InlO lwO pans. W,thtn the
classroom. groups ate swiIChed so that all students ll:Ceive insttuetion from each individual.
ApproprialC 100 70
Not appropriate 0 30
X:!.(I.N= 227) = 22.00.p =.000
FOUr. WUh,n the classroom_ thC s[p ana !he reaCheread\ tnsttuelS separate pans of the
group. simJltaneously addressing the same insuuctional objectives.
Appmpt'We 99 S7
Not appropriate I 4)
~~v~I:. ~7J,~I~: ~r:s~~sLPor the teacher tnSUUCts stUdents who have mastered
the material 10 be: learned. while the other reteaches smdents who have not mastert:d the
"",.,;,L
Appropriate 100 78
Notappropriare 0 22
~:x~I'ZI;h~U: :I;~~: ;~s[p or the leacher presents iIlC lesson uSing a standard
format. while the other adapts the: lesson for Students who cannor master the material.
Appropriate 100 80
Not appropriate 0 20
~~;7 w~M,~=tJ2'Y~n:~GOtti lhC sLP ana the readier present thC lesson to ail
students. This may be: through shared !ccturing or h.aving one begin the lesson while the
othertakcs over when appropriare.
Appropriate 101) 6S
NOIappropriate 0 3S
X:!. (I.N= 22S) "'36.86.p =.000
IUN
Table 28 displays respondenls' judgements of appropriateness of each of the
service delivery approaches to il\tcvention wilb articulation disorders according 10 whelher-
respondents I\ad used each of the serYice delivery approaches ",im dais disorder type.
JlXfgements of appropriateness of the approaches to articulation intervention were all
significantly related 10 respondents' use of the approaches. RespondcnlS who had used the
approaches with articulation inreTVention judged them appropriate more often than
respooden3 who had not used me approaches with aniculatioo in!erVelltion. Between 92'lJ
and I(I()% of respondents who had used the classroom-based approaches considered them
appropriale to intervention with articulation. Only 36% to 53% of respondents who had nO(
used the approaches considered them appropriate to this type of intervention.
Table 29 contains respondents' judgements of appropriateness of each of the
service delivCf}' approaches 10 intervention with fluency disorders according 10 whether
respondents had used each of the service delivery approaches with this disorder type.
Significam relationships exisled between all respondents' judgements ofapproprialencss of
the approaches with fluency intervemion and their usc of the approaches with fluency
intervention. Respondents who had used me classroom-based approaches with fluency
disorders rated them more appropri3re 10 this type of disonIer than did respondents who
had not used the approaches with fluency disorders. Of respondents who had used the
approaches. 95% to 100% judged them appropriate 10 fluency inlervention. In contrast,
25% 10 45% of respondents who had nOI used the approaches judged them :appropri:ale 10
interVention with fluency disorders.
"1'1
Table 28
Aooropriarcncu of AWJljI(f1n of AO'igdapQD Qisadm by lIse- of AppmadJcs
A_h U.se('I.) Non-use ('I.)
one: Within the classroom. eIther the SLP ()(" the le3CtlerobSel"Ves. whtle the other assumes
primary instructional responsibility.
Appropriate 92 52
Ncx appropriate 8 48
X2 (I.N=227)c41..57.p *.000
two: WUhll1 die classroom. itie SO or the lelCher assumes pnmary msuucuonaI
responsibility while Ihc other assists su.den15 with their work. mooiwrs behaviour.~
assignments. ele.
Appropriare 100 53
Not appropriale 0 47
~;V iif;l;2a06a:te:~: diVide IOsuucuonat COntcntlnto two parIS. WUhlO the
classroom. groups arc switched 50 that aU SNdcnIS m:cive insuuction from eadt individual.
Appropriare 91 49
Notappropriate 3 51
Z2(1.N'''' 214) * 23.26.p -.000
Four: WlthlO the classroom. lhe S[P and lhC ICacher each 19SttUC15 separate pans of the
group. simultaneously addressing the same iOSlnlChooaJ objectives.
Appropriale 100 36
Not appropriate 0 64
Z2(1.N'-208)_30.17.P •.000
bve: WUhln the cGSSi'OOm. the SlJi or ihC itiChCr Insttuets SlUdems who have mastered
the material to be learned. while the other reteaches Stl.dc:nts who have oot mastered the
"""""'-
Appropri:ue 100 49
Not appropriate 0 51
X20.N-207) .. 15.29.p :..cUI
SUt: WlthlO die classroom. the SLP or the teacher presents the lesson US19g a Standara
format. wm Ie the Olhcr adaptS the lesson for students who cannot master the material.
Appropriate 100 48
Notapproprialc 0 52
Z2 O. N - 21.5) =21JI.p .. .000
seven: Wnhm the classroom. bOth the SLP ana [he teacher present the kSSOO to ali
students. This may be through shared lecturing. or laving one begin the lesson While the
other takes over when appropriate.
Appropriate 100 41
Not appropriate 0 59
x2 (I.N .. 209) .. 27.32.p "'.000
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Table 29
Apprpnria[c;ns« g[AQOfOiIChcs [0 AIlaK'Y Disxrlrn by 1'K of Apprwrhg.
Use{lJ.} Non-use (lJ.)
one: Within the classroom. enhCr tfIC sLP or the teaclierobSel'Ves. while the ok..assumes
primary instructional responsibility.
Appropriate 95 42
Not appropriate 5 58
X2 0, N s 226) '" SI.92,p -.000
lwo: Wnhm the classroom. the SLP or the leacfIeT assumes pnmary ID5truebonil
responsibility while me other assists swdents with their lNOf1c. morUlOT'S behaviour. correctS
assignmenlS.ete.
Appropriate 95 45
NOI aPPropriate 5 55
X2{I,Ns2l7).32.JO,p .,000
tllree: ('be S[P ana me teacher dIvide InstruclIonil content Into two pans. Within the
classroom. groups are switched so that all swdetlts receive insuuction from each individual.
Appropriate 100 33
Not~ 0 67
X2 {I. N _ 209} - 16.80.p -.000
FOUT; W1ihin die classroom. die SLP and die teacher each lnSD'UCts separate pans of the
group, simultaneouSly addressing the same insttuetional objectives.
Appropriate 100 25
Notappropriale 0 75
X2{l.N_205}:a18.82,p ...000
Five: Within the classroom. iii sLP or the teadler InstructS SIUdeflts who have: mastered
the: material to be Ic:amed. while the other rc:taChes students who have not ma.slered 1M
""'<rial
Appropriale 100 31
Notappropriale 0 69
X2 (I,N_203)_14.39,p -.000
SIX: wlthm the classroom, the: s[p or the: teacher presents lhe lesson usmg a stanaara
formal. while the other adapts the: lesson for stLldems who cannOI ffi3SlCr the material.
Appropriate 100 32
Not appropriate: 0 68
X2{I.N_210)",n.9I.p -.000
seven: Wllhm t& classroom. bOlh lk S[p ana lhC teaCher presenl the: kSSOt'l to ill
students. This may be through shared ic:cluring or having one begin the leSiOn while the:
other takes over when approprialC-
Appropriate: 100 29
Notapproprialc: 0 71
X2 0.N_205)_19.82,p •.000
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Table 30 pl'UC'nlS responden15' judgemc:nts of appropriateness of each of the:
service delivery approaches to intervention with voice disorders according to Whether
respondents had used of each of the service delivery approaches with mis disorder type:.
Judgements of appropriale1leSS or 1M approaches 10 voice inlCrvenbon~ all signirlcantly
relaced to 1M use of the approaches with voice inrcrvention, Respondents who had used the:
approaches with voice inlervention raled mem more appropriate than respondents who had
I'lOl used I:he approarnes with voice interVention. Between 97'1l and 100% of respondents
who had used the classroom-based approaches with voice intervention considered them
appropriate. Just 30% to 49'1l ofrespondenLS who had not used the approaches with voice
inlC'1Vention judged them appropriale 00 inlefVention wilh voice diSOfders.
In summary. for all 32 relationships under enmination, signiCteatll relationships
wen:: fouod belwcen responden15' judgements of appropriateness or each approach 10 each
disorder type and respondents' use of each approach with each disorder type. All
relationships were signirlcant al the .01 level. Responde:n15 who had used the c1assroom-
based approaches coosidefu1 them more appropriale with the four disorder Iypes !han did
respondents who had nOI used the approaches. These findings provided evidence for Ihe
truism that speech-language pathologists who used the classroom-based intervention
approaches considered Ihem appropriate: to interVention with given diSOtder types by dint of
me facllhal they used them for interVention with given disorder types. If speech.language
pathologists did nOI consider the classroom-based approaches appropriate to intervention
with di.socder I)'pCS. they were 1'101 predisposed 10 using them.
Appmpril!erte$$ of approach" 10 gIj!de 'CV" PlegorieS according 10 YSC of
ppproaches wjlh grad, IS",' raIQroric:s. Judgements of appropriateness of each approach 10
each grade level category were considered in view of respondents' specirlC use or non-use
or that approach with thai gnde level category. To identify significant differences in
judgements or approprialC'f'lC'SS of the approaches 10 intervention with grade level categorieL
chi-square analyses were conducted at the .OS level.
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Tablc:30
ApgroprialCocss or Approaches", Yojcs pj:;ordm by ! 15£ or Anrnpacbc:i
Approach Use ('II) Non-use (%)
4.
"
97
3
one: within & cii.Ui"OOni c:ufiCf ttiIe SLP or the IleaCtlerOilSCl'VesO While ttiIe Ottlcr assumes
prinwy insrruaionaI ~bili[)'.
Appropriate 96 47
Notappropriale 4 SJ
'~~;' NWI;;;.! a.~3~r~~:ro:~~hc:SLP or thc tcachcr assumes primary Instrucuonal
responsibility while the other assislS studcnts with their work. monitors behaviour. CQrRCts
assignments. etc.
~~priale
X2 (I. N .. 220 '" 24.21.p s.ooo
'tlU'1:e: i'hC SLP ana lfIe teaCher divide InsttuetIonaJ content Into two pans. WIthin the
classroom, groups are swilChed so that all students n:c:eive il1Slr\lCtion from each individual.
Appropriaac 100 36
Not appropriate 0 64
X2(I.Ns21O):: 18.12.p s.OO)
100
o
33
.7
SIX: Within the cias.sroom. the S[P or Ille teacher presents the lesson uSing a standard
format. while the other adapts the~n for students who cannot master the material.
Appropriate 100 32
Not appropriate 0 68
X2 (I.N=207}:: 17.64.p '"'.000
33
"
100
o
seven: wUhm lhC classroom. bOlh the SLP ana die teaCher present the lesson to iii
srudcnlS. This may be through stwe:Ilecturing or having one begin the: lesson while the
Od1CT takes over when appropriate.
Appropriare
Not appropriate
X2(t,Ns206)s IS.16.p '"'.000
ILl
Table J I displays respondents judgements of appropriateness of each of the
service delivery approaches to imervention with students in Kindergarten to Grade 3
accorning to whethc:rrespondc:nts had usedeadl clthe sc:rvicedelivery approaches with this
grade level category. Judgements of appropriateness of the approaches to students in
Kindergarten to Grade 3 were all significantly lelated to use of the approaches with students
in these grades. Respondents who had used the c1assroom·based, approaches with
Kindergarten to Grade 3 students ntcd them more appropriate than respondents who had
not used them with these grade levels. Between 94.. and. I~ of respondents who had
used the approaches considered them appropriate to Kindergarten to Grade 3. whelelS ~~..
to 80% of respondents who had not used the approaches consideled them appropriate to
"""' .......
Table 32 contains respondents' judgements of appropriateness of each of the
service delivery approaches to intervention with students in Grades 4 to 6 according to
whether respondents had used of each of the service delivery approaches with this grade
level category. For all approaches. significant relationships were found between
respondents' ratings of appropriateness of the approaches to intervention with students in
Grades 4 to 6 and use of the approaches with these grade levels. Morc respondents who
had used the classroom-based approaches with intervention in the Grade 4 to 6 category
considered them appropriate to these grades. Of lespondents who had used the approaches
with students in Grades 4 to 6. 88'10 to 100% considered the approaches appropriate. In
contraSt. 56.. to 7S'Io of respondents who had IlOI used the approaches considered chern
appropriate to students in thcsc grades.
'I'
TablcJI
AIlIKJlIxjalO'!CM Qr AwmadplQ Kindqganeo IOGIjIde 1 by liZ Qr ARPmllfhM
Use("lI) Noo-use('I.)
one: wuhln the classroom, euhe;ihC SCP ocihC Icacher06SCJVes, whllc ihC olherassurncs
primary instructional responsibility.
Approprialc 98 65
Notappropriall:: 2 J5
X2(I.N=232)-S3,72.p -.(0)
Two: Within ffiC classroom. the S[P or thc leacbel" assumes pnmary msuucuonai
responsibility whik: !he other usisls students wilh th.cir wort.. moailOCS behaviour. conttIS
assignmenrs. ere.
Appropriale 99 64
Notappropriatt: I 36
t~; ii&2il; ili'ili::a~: dlvkic InSItUcuonal content mto twO partS. wlthm the
classroom. !J'Oups are swilChcd 50 that all stUdenlS n:ccive inslrUCtion from each individual.
Approprialc 100 72
Notappropriarc 0 28
X::!(I.N=218)=20.15.p ...000
Four: Within thC classroom. ihe SLP and tile lc:acher each mSUUCts separate pans of the
group. simuhancously addressing dlc same instructional objectives.
Appropriate 100 55
NotappropriaIC 0 4S
X2(I.N=216)-39.83,p -.(0)
Rve: WIthin the ciiSSl"OOm. the SCPor the teacher Insuucts 5WdCl\ts who have maslered
!he material to be learned. while !he otha reteaches slUderliS who have not maste:TUt the:
"""""-Approprialc: 94 77
NotappropriaIC 6 23
X2(I.N .. 212)=6.19,p ...000
SIX: Wllhm thc classroom. ttle sLp or Ihc Icachcr presents thc Icsson usmg a stanaara
rormat, while !he other adapts the lesson ror siudents who cannot ma5lCr dlc material.
Appropriate 100 80
NOI appropriate 0 20
X::!(I.N_224)_16.70.p _.000
seven: WUhln lhe classroom. bOth tiIC S[P ana lJie leadiCr prcsc:nl the lesson to ill
SlUdenIS. This may be through shared Iecluring or having ooe begin Ihc: lesson while !he
other Ia1ccs over when appropriale.
Appropriate 100 65
NOI appropriale 0 ]5
X::!(I,N=222)-34.65.p =.OOJ
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Table 32
Apgmpriarcnr;ss gf Appmaebcs IOGrJdcs 4 m6 by IlggfAppmac;brs
Use ('II) Non-use ('II)
one; WulUn ihC classroom. elthCT the sLP or the IeaCfICT observes. wltiiC ihC olhef assumes
primary instruCtional ~sibiliry.
Appropriate 91 10
NocappropNle 3 30
X2 (I.N=222)s29.L9.p ".000
i wo: Within IhC classroom. die SLP or die teacher assumes pnmary UlStructlonaI
responsibility while the other assists stUdents wid! their work. monitors behaviour. C'I)fttClS
assignments.ete.
Appropriate 100 64
Not appn.>pria!e 0 36
x.2(1.Nz214)_37.4L.p '"'.000
Three: l'he S[P ana the teacher diVide lnSUUCtlonaJ content Into two parts. WHhln the
classroom. groups an: switched so that all students receive instruction from each individual.
Appropriate 100 68
NOlappropriale 0 32
X2(1. N =207) .. 12.82.p _.000
Four. Within l& classroom. dIC SLP ana the teiC&t' eacfllnstruets separate: pans of the
group. simultaneously aclcLtessinB the same insttuelional objectives.
Appropriale 88 S6
Notappropriate [2 44
X2 (I.N=214)-14.64.p -.000
Five: Within die cliiSl'OOm: the sO or the rrac&:r lnsttuets slUdents who liave nwtef"Cd
the maleriulO be learned. while the other l'eleaches students who have not maslered the
""""""Appropriate 97 70
NOlappropriate 3 30
X2(I.N"'208)-IO.IO.p •.000
SIX: Wllhm the classroom. the SLP or Ihe: leacher presents Ihe lesson uSing a lilanaW
fonnat. while: the ollter adaptS the lesson for students who cannot master the maleria!.
Appropriate: 100 75
NOlappropriate: 0 25
X:~(I.N-21O)-13.89.p ...000
seven: WUhlO me c:iassroom. bOth the S[P iIld the teaCher p!U:nl l&: lesson to ali
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin the lesson while the
~ takes over when appropriale.
Appropriate: 100 67
NOlappropriau: 0 33
X2(l.N-216) .. 19.81.p -.000
'Ib
Table 33 displays respondents' judgements of appropriateness of each of the
service delivery approaches to interVention with students in Grades 7 10 9 according 10
category. Significanl relationships exisled between respondenls' judgements of
appropriateness of the classroom·based approaches 10 siudents in Grades 7 to 9 and
respondents' use of !he approaches with swdents in Ihesc~ AU rclationships but one,
thai between approprWcncss judgements and usc of Approach Three wilh this gndc level
category, were signi6canL 1bc approaches were judgut more appropriate 10 interVention
with students in Grades 7 to 9 by respondents who had used the approaches than they were
by rcspondents who had nol used the approaches. Between 95% and 100% of respondents
who had used the approaches with lhis pade level c:ale!Ol'Y rated !hem appropriale, Just
42'i1> 10 6()'i) of respondents who had noc: used the approaches with Gr.dcs 1 to 9 students
ralCd thcm appropriate to Ihese students.
Table 34 contains rcspondenlS' judgements of approprialeness of each of the
service delivery approaches 10 imervcntion with students in Grades 10 10 12 according to
whether responden15 had used each of the service delivery approaches with this grade level
category. Willi the exception of tWO approaches, judgcmen15 of appropriateness of the
approaches to intervention with sruden15 in Grades 10 to 12 v.'Crc signi£lC8lldy related to use
of the approaches wilh these sludents, and aU but one of these were significantly relaced to
use. Respondents' judgements of appropriateness of Approach Five to Grades 10 10 12
students wu signiflCaJltly related to rc:spooden15' use of this approach. Respondcn15'
judgemen15 of appropriateness of Approaches Three and Seven to inlefVention with these
swdents were nOi signifICantly related 10 respondents' use of these approaches. although the
relationship betwccn judgement and use of Approach Seven approached significance. In
general., respondents who had used !he classroom-based intervention approaches wi!h
students in Grades 10 to 12 considered !hem more :Sppropr1ate than respondents who had
not used the approaches wilh Ihis grade level Ciltegory. OfrespondenlS who had used (he
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approaches. 14% 10 100% considered them appropriall~ forGl1Idcs [0 to 12 students. On[y
6% to 57% of respondents who had flOC used die approacf1cs considc:red them appropUle.
In sumlNf)'. wilh twO cJtceptions, significant relationships uisted betwccn
respondents' judgements of appropriatcness of the approaches to grade levcl categories and
respondcnts' usc of thc approachcs with grade level categorics. Of the 26 significant
relationships. 24 \loU'e significantaJ: the .01 level.
Respondents who had used classroom-based approaches judged them more
appropriate to the foW" grade leve.l categories than did respondents who had not used the
approaches. These findings parallcled findings of the previous section 011 the relationships
between appropriateness judgements and use of the approaches with disorder types. They
established additional SI.lppon for the self-evident tnlth thai the: majority of spttch~language
pathologistS who had used the classroom-based approaches for interVention with students in
given p-ade levels considen:d them appropriate to the slUdel\ls with whom they had used
them. Conversely. speech-languagc pathologists did not use these approaches with given
grade levels if they did not deem them appropriate to $Il1l;1ems in these grades.
Adyamug and disadYi!QlifCS Qr aPRroacbes tQ SI!«tb~!anglljn«; palhQ'Q,iSI~
acw!Iliog to UK of aPRroachcs. ~rceptions of advantages and disadvantages of the seven
service delivery approaches in genera! were investigated in the conteJtt of respondents'
general use of the approaches. Thus. for the purpose of analysis. respondents were
classified into one: of two groups. The ~lIse" group. whidl comprised 85% of the sample.
consisted of respondents who had used one Of" more of the seven classroom-based
approaches with one or more disorder type. The "non-usc:" group. which comprised 15%
of the sample. consisted of respondents who had used none of the approaches.
'"
Table 33
ApprooriilCJ!!£¥i nf AII!'Qj!C'bs:s !QGgdr;s 7 lQ 9 by IJRctAppmachg
Approach Use(") Non-use(%)
't'htee: iiIC SLP ana lhe IeaCtlerdlvKk IQsttuetlonaJ content IOta two parts. WllInn the
classroom. groups are switched so thai: all srudents Itteive insouction from each individual.
Appropriate 100 48
No! appropriate 0 52
~~~~'1v~~h:~~:JeSLP and the teacher each InSUllClS separate pans Qf lhC
group. simul!anCOUSly dRssin, the smc instruCtional objectives.
Appropriate 100 42
Noc appropriate 0 58
X2(1.N=210)=12.%.p =.000
FIve: WlthlO the classroom. the s[p or the teacher IRSb'uCts stUdents who have mastered
the material to be learned. while !he other reteaches students .....ho have not mastered !he
""-.Appropriate 100 51
Noc appropriate 0 49
j:J(~I'~l~h~J:clj~~~m::lls[p or the teacher presents die lesson usmg a Staildard
format, while the other adapts the lesson for students who cannot master the material.
Appropriate 95 60
Nocappropriate 5 40
X2(I.N=203) .. 9.90.p =.002
seven: Wnhln ihC classroom. bOth the SLP and ihC teacher pr-esen! ihC kSSOfl !o ail
students. This may be through shared lecturing or having one begin !he lesson while the
olherlakesoverwtlenappropriate.
Appropriate 100 53
Not appropriate 0 47
X:?(LN"'206) .. 9.38,p =.002
II.
Table 34
ArmmgriuGOCSS pf Ap2'P¥'b£'i IQ Gmdt;s !Q tg 12 by II" pf Agprpac!Jr;!:
Use{'l.) Non-use (%)
one: Within thC ctaSSi"OOfIi elmer me sLP or dlC teacher obSel'VeS. while the oihCr assumes
primary insrructional responsibility.
Appropriare 89 47
NOlapproprWe II 53
X2{I.N_214)-.15.48.p _.000
Iwo: wahrn the cliSSroom. the sO Of" the teaCher assumes pnmary IMU'Uetlon:il
responsibility while the Olber assisl5 students with their work. monilOrs behaviour. corrects
assignmenrs.ete.
Appropriare tOO 44
NOI appropriale 0 56
X2(I.N-205).17.67.p _.000
Four: WUhtn me classroom. the SLP and die leaciICi eadi Instructs separate partS of lhe
group. simultaneOusly addressing the same inmuctional objectives.
Appropriate 100 39
Not appropriate 0 61
X2 (I. N .. 206) _ 11.84.p -.000
Five; WUhrn thC dassroom.ihe SLP or lhe iCllCheT instruCtS sUJdents who have 1TlaS1en:d
the material 10 be learned. while theo~ reteaches students who have not maste:rul the
"""""-Appropriate 100 49
NOIappropriale 0 51
X::!(I.N-204) .. 6.06.p ...014
SIlC Wlthm the classroom. the S[P or the teacher presents the lesson uSing a standard
format. while the other adapts the lesson for students who cannOl ma5ler the maleria!.
Appropriale 100 57
NO( appropriate 0 43
~~~~~W~~)n-le~i~ bOth the SLP ana the leacher ~nt the leSSOn 10 iii
Sludents. This may be through shared lecturing or having one: begin the lesson while the
omer lakes over when appropNle.
Appropriate 100 52
Not appropriale 0 48
X20.N_206)a3.70.p •.054
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For all subsequenl sUbsidiary research questions except 9dl. eJlistence of a n«d for
additional information. nondirection:al independenl samples (-tests were conducted to
detcnnine signiftcalll differences between the mean rankings of !he three 3dvantages Uld
three disadvantages listed fOC" each of speech.language pathologists. teaChers. caseload
swdents. and non-easeload slUdcnts. Tests were conducled at the .05 level of signifICance.
Table 35 contains the comparisons of respondents' rankings of advantages and
disadvantages of the service delivery appro;tehes to speech-langUige pathologists acccnling
10 whether respondents had used one or more of the approaches. Comparisons between
mean ranlcings of advantages of the approaches to speech-language pathologists for the
"usc" and "non-usc" groups showed no significant differences between the two groups.
The groups of respondents were consistent in their rankings o( advantages o( the
approadlcs to speech-language pathologiSG.
Tests o( difference between mean rankings of disadvantages of the approaches to
speech-language pathologists for the "usc" and "non-use" groups revealed significam
differences in mean rankings between the two groups (Of Disadvantages A and B. although
the difference between groups (or Disadvantage B only just attained signifteanee. Spc:oc:h-
language pathologists in me "usc" cau:gory viewed the additional time required to plan (or
classroom-based imervention as a greater disadvantage than did thosc in the "non-usc"
group, Speech-language pathologiSlS in the "non-usc" category regarded the requirement
of classroom behaviOUf management as a gre3.terdisadvilnlage than did thosc in the "use"
.......
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Table 3.5
Comparisons of Raokjogs of AdyaQlagg; iIDd PisdyamilKSS or Appooachs:s 10 Sprn:h-
Language P.alholQgisl$ by! '" or AP9!JNCtx::i
Advantage (N "" 237)
A. Increases teaeher's awareness of SLP's role 2.1 2.1 -.59 .559
B. lncreases number of SludentS served 2.3 2.3 -.26 .196
C. PromoteS canyover of skills 10 classroom I.S I.. 1.06 290
Disadvaru~(N =232) M ..nI!' M ..nI!'
A. Requires additional planning time 1.3 I.> 2.45 .015
B. Requites classroom behaviour management 2.2 1.9 -2.0] .044
C. Requires incorporation of speech-Iangua~
goaJsand insuuctiona1 goals 2.5 2.• .1. .810
3""1 ,. indicated the grea1eS1 advantage. b-" ~ indica!ed the grealest disadvantage.
AdnQlages and disadvantages of approaches 10 leachem according 10 Use of
~. Table 36 displays the comparisons of respoodents' rankings of advantages
and disadvantages of the service delivery approaches 10 teachers according 10 whether
respondents had used one or more of the approacM::s. The difference in mean rankinp: of
advantages of the approaches to teachers as ranked by -usc~ and "non-usc" groups of
respondents.....en:: significant for groups' rankings of Advantage A. although the difference
was only just significant. Speech-language pathologists in the "non-usc" calegory judged
the decrease in class interruptions 10 be a slightly grealer advantage 10 teachers than did
speech-language pathologists in the "usc" calep>t'y. Ranltings of other adv:mtages of the
classroom-based approaches to teachers did nol differ significantly from one group 19 the
<><he,.
Table 36
Cmmilri'Kln, pr Rankin" gf Mung,s, ,nd PigdyaDta,C! pr Appmacbs;s m Ts;acbm by
I'KpFApprPj!£hc;s
u~ Non-use
Advantage (N '"' 244) Mrank:l Mrankil
A. Decreases cLwi inll::mlptions 2.' 2.8 -2_06 .040
B. Promotes carryover of siriUs 10 classroom 1.1 1.8 1.16 .248
C. Increases knowledge oC relationship between
language and curriculum 1.4 1.4 .07 .942
Disadvantage eN =2J I) M ..... M .....
A_ Requires additional ptanning time 1.4 1.4 .07 ....
B. Decreases reacher's instructional time 2.4 2.3 -.95 .344
C. Requires sharing proCessional rerrioory 2.2 2.3 .84 .404
a-l~ indicated the gn:atestadvanta!e. tr-I~ indicarc:d me greatest disadvantage.
Mean rukings of disadvantages of lhc: approaches 10 reachers were I'lOI signifICantly
diffcrent for respondents in the "use" and "non-usc" groups. Speech-language
pathologists from each group made similar judgements of disadvantages of the classroom-
based approaches 10 teachers.
AdvaDtiW and djgdyantag;, oFappmacbg rq CMdoad ,Iudents according rq YS
~. Table 37 presents me comparisons of respondents' rankings of advantages
and disadvantages oC the service delivery approaches to caseload sludents according 10
whether respondents had used lIlleast one of the approaches. Tests of difference between
mean rankings of advantages of the approaches to casdoad students revealed signifICant
diffcrences in mean rank-ings of Advanlages A and 8 by respondents in the -usc" and
"non-usc" categories. The diff~rence between groups for Advarllagc: B was significant at
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the .01 'eve!. The: dirference in mean ~k.ings of Advantage Cdid nor differ significantly
for the -use" and "non-use" groups. Speech-language pathologiSU who had used the
classroom-based approaches considered the inlegralion of speech and language goals and
insuuctional goals 10 be a grealtr adyancage 10 ca.seload srudcnlli tIw\ did speech-language
pathologistS who had nolllSCd the approaches. Speech-language pathologists who had nee
used classroom-based inlC:rvendon judged me decrease in sdgmatiution of ca.seload
SlUdenlli a pealer advantage than did those who had used the approaches.
Table 37
Cmnparisqns of Rankinn qf AdYilngw and QjadnDQVi$ of Apomad1g 10 Cag!9:K!
SDK's'" by 11K of Ap!'!tOiCbg
U'" Non-use
Adyantage (N =236) M<ank' MnnI<'
1\. InlC:gr.lleS speech-Ianguage goals and
insuuctioaaJgoals 1.4 1.7 2.20 .029
B. Decreases stigmatization 2.• 2.5 -3.87 .000
C. Promotes carryover of skiUs to classroom L7 1.8 .68 .500
Disadvancage (N =222) M",""" Mrankb
1\. Emphasizes ca.seload sUldCfll's impairment 2.4
B. Requires nOOng instruetiooal goa1s 2.1
C. Decreases individualization of programming 1.4
2.3
2.4
1.4
-1.18
1.87
-.45
241
.063
.6>0
:1"1" indicated the greatesl adY3n1age. bo'," indicated the greatest disadvantage.
Comparisons of difference between mean rankings of disadvamag~s of the
approaches to caseload students revealed no significant differences between groups' mean
rankings. although the differences between mean ranlcings of me ~useH and '-non·usc"
groups for DisadV11uage 8 approached significance. Genendly. speech-language
pamologists in the -use- and ~non-use~ categories were consistent in their views of
disadvantages of the classroom-based scrvice delivery to caseload students.
Adyamlgq aM diwtyaotagc5 o(apPIWchcj5 IQ ogo-g'jClo;ul sIIIdem5 iKcnrdjng to
us of appooasbe:f. Table 38 corllains the comparisons of respondents' ranJcjngs of
advantages and disadvantages of the service delivery approaches to oon<aseload students
according to whether respondents had used one or more oftbe approaches. Mean rankings
of advantages of the approaches 10 non-caseload students were not significantly different
for respondents in the "usc" and "non-usc" categories. Speech.language pathologists
who had used the classroom-based approaches for inlervemion and speech-language
pamologists who had OOt used the approaches had similar views on advantages of the
approaches to oon<aseklad students.
TestS of difference in mean ranlrings of disadvantages of me approaches 10 non-
cascload students by respondents in the "usc" and "non-usc" groups revealed no
significant differences in mean rankings between groups. Judgements of disadvantages to
non-caseload students by speech-language pathologisl.5 were consistent_ regardless of
whether speu:h-Iuguage pathologists had used the classroom-based intervention
.~.
1:!5
Table 38
Comparison, of Ranking, Qf Adyap[i'f<;'$ and PisdvaDlU" Qf Anprparhrs !Q NQn-
CaZIQiKl SnmllS!w 11K ofAppm;tdrs
U.. Non-use
Advantage W .. 235) M""'" M""'"
A. Provides opponurury for leadership role 17 2.8 -'6 .>73
B. lncreases exposure 10 language activities 1.3 1.3 .01 .990
C. Provides coopm.tive insllUCtioo I.' 1.8 -.56 .571
Disadvantage (N .. 208) Mrankb M<ank'
A. Incn:ases boredom level of high-fwJctioning
students 2.0 2.0 -.16 .871
B. Decreases teacher's inSlructional time 1.7 1.7 .27 .784
C. Decreases level ofexpectation in the classroom 2.3 2.3 -.\0 .921
;t-I~ indkated me grealeSt advantage. b-·I~ indicud!he greatest disadvantage.
Summary Qfll1vaOlagg and djsadVIDrngg Qfapproaches rg nQn-gg;!Qad SudeDts
according '0 us pf approachCs. Of 24 comparisons between mean rankings of advantages
and disadvantages of the classroom-based service delivery approaches by respondents who
had used and lhosc ....ho had 1'101 used the approaches, five pain: of mean nnkings ....ere
significantly diffemJt Of these. one difference was siptificant at the.O I level am two were
significant at lhe .05 level. Significant findings did not conDibute to a pattern. Overall.
speech-language pathologists' relative judgements of advantages and disadvantages of the
classroom-based approaches to speech-language pathologists. teachers. case load students.
aoo non<aseload SlUdcnts were independent of their usc of the approaches.
factors tha! encouTjlgc jllld digourage YK of approaches according fO YK of
~. Table 39 comains !h~ comparisons oi respondents' rJnkings oi factors thaI
encourage and discourage use of the service delivery approaches according to whether
respondents bad used at lust one of the approaches. Tests of diffCTena: in mean rankings
of factors that eRCOUBge use of the approaches for respondents in me -use- and -non-
use" groups revealed signirtcant differences between the twO groups' mean rankings of
Factors A and C. although differences in mean rankings of Factor A only just altained
significance.. Mean rankinp of Fac:torC were significant at the .01 level. Mean rankings
of Factor B were nor. significantly different from one group 10 the other. Speech-language
pathologistS who had not used classroom-based approaches judged flexibil.ity of scheduling
as a greater support to use of the approaches than did speech-language pathologists who
had used the approaches. On the other hand, speech-language pathologists who had used
the approaches considered reacher support a greater encouragement to classroom-based
service delivery. Having adequare malCrial resources was viewed equally by the groups as a
facilitaringfaetor.
Comparisons of mean mnkings of factors mat discourage use of the approaches for
the "use" and "non-use" groups showed significant differences between mean rankings
of the groups for Factors A and C. with the difference in mean rankings of Factor A
signifJCant at the .Ollevd. The difference in mean ranlringsof F3C'tCX' B was not signif.canL
Lack of administrative support was considered a more major disincentive by speech-
language pathologists who had used the classroom-based service delivery approaches. Lack
or background in reaching on the pan of speech-language pathologistS was judged a greater
detem::nt 10 use of the approiIches by speech-language pathologistS who !lad not used the
classroom-based inu:rvenlion approaches. lack of time was equally ranked by the groups
as a factor that discourages use or the approaches.
In summary, four of Sill; comparisons of mean rankings of facrors mat encourage
and discourage use or the approaches revealed significant differences belween speech-
language pathologists who had used and those who had not used chlssroom-b;ased
approaches. Then: was no pallt:m of signiliC'JRl findings.
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Table 39
CmnPi'riMtfl5 of Backings oC Ear,Ofi Eocooraring and PiKPIIIlgiog liZ pf Approacbc;~
by I1Z of Ammarhg
U'" Non-usc
Encounging factor (JtI. 230) M~'" M""'"
A.. Flexibility of scheduling 2.1 1.. -2.03 .044
B. MateriaJresoorces 2.7 2.• -.26 .794
C Teacbersuppon 1.2 1.5 2.98 .OOJ
Discouraging facror (N "" 233) M""'" M""'"
A. Lack of adminiso-ative support 2.1 2.5 2.69 .008
B. Lack 0( time I.. 15 -.36 .716
C. Lack of leaching background of SLP 2.3 2.0 -2.36 .019
"'T' indicated the greatest encouraging factor. bo'I" indicated the grealest discouraging
fXlOr.
ExiStence of need for additional informaljQD for gweb_langua" parhQ!pgi:m
"wing m UK of aoomacbg. A. chi-square analysis was performed at the .05 level of
significance 10 detect differences between .speech.language pathologisLS who bad used one:
or more classroom-based approaches with one or more disonkr types and those who had
not used classroom-based approaches for inrervc:ntion.
Ofresponde:nts who had used at leasl one of the classroom-based approaches, 91%
perceived a need for additional information for speech-language parhologisls who use the
sel"'i~ delivery approaches. Of respondents who had used none of the classroom-based
approaches. 77% perceived a need for additional infomwion. A. siptifant relationship Wll:li
found belwcen use of one or more of Ihe approaches and the pc:rcc:plion of a need for
additional information for speech-language pathologists who us/: the approaches. with mol'(:
spc«h-languagc patholog.ists who had used at least one of Ute approaches considering. that
a need for rnott infonnation UiSlS ex:! (I. N '" 247) ... 539. P _ .020). RespondenlS who
perceived a neat for more information for 5J)eCCh-languagc pathologists who use
classroom-based intervention were asked 10 convey their views on areas of need for
additional infOlmation and prefctTed methods of obtaining infocmation.
Areas; of need foraddjri9Da! jnrganarjoo roc ses:rrb.1ioID1agC; Mlbg!ggjss accordjng
10lL'iCgfappmachcs Table 40 presenlS the comparisons ofrespondenlS' mean rankings of
areas of need for additionaJ informatiOfl for spco:h-Ianguage pathologiSts who use lhe
service delivery approaches according 10 whethcr respondents had used one or more of thc
approaches. Comparisons of mean rankings of areas of need for additional infonnation for
respondenlS in the -use- and "non..-usc" CalCgories showed no significant differences in
mean canlcings of the twO groups. although for Area A the difference in mean ranlcings of
the groups approached significance. Generally,aJUS ofneed for additional information for
speech-language pathologists who use classroom-based intervention wcre similarly ranked
by speech-language pathologists who had used one or more and those who had used none
oftheservudeliveryapproac:hes.
Table 40
Cornpari$9fl$ gf Rankjngs of Arc;a~ pr Nmi foE Mdjljopal InfpnnaIipD foE Spsesb-
, ,j(ogl'iIfe Piubo'Qgim by lise pf Approaches
U.. Non-use
Ateaf/tl-185)
"""'"
Mrank:l
A. Curriculum contenl 1.5 I." 1.73 .086
B. Oassroom behaviour management 2.4 2.2 -UK .202
C. lnstruetiooalleChniques 2.1 2.2 .31) .764
;1"'- indicated the area of g:realCsl need.
Prr;fcm;d methods of pb!aiO;Og arklir;pojll ;ofnqnar;no fpc sQCtcb.130guagc
PjUOO!pgjsls acrpnljOg 19 ilK pf appmarbrs. Table 41 displays lhe comparisons of
rcspondenlS' rankings of pR:ferrcd llIeIhods of additional information for speech-language
pa!hologiSlS who use the service delivery approaches according 10 whclhcr they had used al
least one of Ihc approaches. Differences in mean ranlcings of me:!hods of obtainini
addilional information for speech-language pathologists who usc !he approacncs by
respondenLS in the "use~ group and those in the "non-use~ group were nOI significanlly
different. although the difference in mean rankings betwftn~ps approached significance
for Method A. In general. speech.language pathologists who had used one or Il'IC)J"C of the
c1assroom-ba.sed approaches for interVention and those who hac:l1'lOl used lite approaches
agreed on preferred ways of obl:aining additional information on use of classroom-based
sel'Vice delivery approaches..
Table 4\
CompatiSQOS pf RaokioRS pf Pttftrn;d McrbOOS pf Obq;ojog "ddit;gna! lofqrm;lI;on for
Spm;h-l..ioguagC Patbn!w;SS by lIse pfAppmarbcs
u~ Non-use
Method (N"" 116) Mn>nli' Mn>nli'
A. Ioservices and conferences 1.3 I., 1.9S .OSJ
B. Journals 2.2 2.0 -.91 .366
C Commcreial programs 2. 2.4 ·1.16 .246
;JOT' indicated the most prefcrred method.
In summary. more speeCh-language pathologists who had used one or more of Ihe
classroom·based approaches perceived a need for additional information on use of lhe
approaches than did those speech-language pathologists who have not used any of the
approaches. Of those respondenLS who perceived a need. comparisons belween mean
rankinl;S of areas and melhods of additional infonnalion revealed no significanl differences
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between mean rank-ings of respondents who had used one or more and respondents who
had used none of the c1as5ll)OfTl service delivery approadJes. Specch-Iangu.age pathologists
have simiJar notions of areas of need for additional information and ways of procuring lhal
information.
S""""'"
In reporting findings of the study. respondenlS' characlCristics were profiled. A
description of speech and language services they provided were presented. Percentages,
means. Slalldard deviations, and ranges were used. Of respondents. 84% spent time on
classroom-based assessment in a typical year. with a mean of 17.5% of toW time spenl. and
72% of respoodenlS spent time on classroom-bascd intervention. with a mean of 22.1 % of
toIaItimespent.
The first two n:seatCh questions pertained 10 respoodenlS' use of the seven service
delivery approaches for classroom-based inieNention and respondenlS' personal and
professiol"la1 chaJ1Kleristics and siwational characteristics. Results of chi-square analyses al
the .OS level of signifance revc:aled ilO pattern of significant ~Iationships among variables.
The nexllhJ'ee research questions ~Iate:d to respondenlS' use of the approaches
generally. as well as use with disorder types and grade level calegocies. Additionally, these
queslions concerned the judged success and approprialeness of the approaches.
Percentages of use and percentages of success and appropriateness r.uinp WCf"C calculated.
Overall. Approaches One and Two were in 1TlOSl frequent use. The approaches were used
by Ihc: largest pen:cnlages of respondenlS for language disorders. followed by aniculalion.
fluency. and voice disorders. in Ihalorder. The approaches were used by the largest
percentages of respondents for studenlS in Kinderganen 10 Grade 3. followed by Grodes 4
10 6. Gnldes 7 10 9. and Gr.wes iO 10 12. in thai «lier. 1be approaches: were judged
successful with all disorder types and all grnde Ievd categories by a majorily of respondents
who used them JUdgem:nl~of appropriateness of the approaches were most numerous for
1.'1
languilf.e disorders. followed by aniculation. flucncy. and voice disorders. in that order.
Jud~emenlSof appropriateness of the approaches~ most numerous foc ltudenlS in
Kinderp.nen 10 Grade 3. followed by Grades4106. Grades 7 10 9. and Grades 10 10 12. in
mat order.
The next tWO research questions penained to advantages and disadvantages of the
approaches to sp«dt-Ianguage pathologists.. teachers. and caseload and non-caseload
studenlS. and to factors that encourage and discourage use of the approaches.
Noodirc:ctionaJ dependent samples ,-teSG were used. with me .01 Ievd ofsigniflCanCe as me
criterion due 10 multiple teslS. RespondenlS' ranltinp of advantages and disadvanUlges and
of encouraging and discouraging factors were similar. The primary advanmge to speech-
language pathologislS was the increased carryover of speech and language snlls to the
classroom. and me primary disadvamage was the additional planning time involved. The
major advamage to teachers was the growth in knOWledge of me relationship between
language and the curriculum. and the major disadvantage. as it was to speech-language
pathologislS. was the required planning time. 1be prime advanmge to caseload studenlS was
the enhanced inte~tionof speecb and language goals with the: curriculum. and the prime
disadvantage was the~ in individualization ofprogramning. The map advantage to
non-easeload stooenlS was supplemental exposure to language activities. and the major
disadvantage was me reduction in the teacher's instructional time. The most facilitating
factor was teaCher support. The major consuaining factor was lack of time. consistent with
the disadvantag:es for speech-language patholop5lS and teaehen.
The following research Question concerned needs for further information on use of
the approaches and preferred methods of obtaining information. A large percentage of
respondents perceived a need for more infonnation: therefore, nondirectionlll dependent
samples t·tem were used to detennine areas of need and preferred methods, with the .01
level of significance as the criterion due to multiple lCSlS. RespoodenlS' ranldngs of areas
of need aoo preferred methods were consistent.
1bc last research question penained 10 differenl:cs between respondc::ntS who I13d
used and thoSe who I13d 001 used me approaches. To \ICSI fOf" ~huionships between use and
judgementS of the approaches. chi-square analyses were used. with .05 as the level of
signif"lCance. For all disorder types and grade level calC~ries. !he approaches were judged
more approprialC by those respondents who had used diem than Ihc:y were by Ihose
~lS ....hohadnoc:uscdd'lem.
Nondirectional independent samples (-tests were conducted at the .05 level of
significance to test for differences between the views of the two groups on advantages and
disadvantages of the approaches to speech-language pathologists. teachers. caseload and
non-easdoad students and on faclOfS that encourage and discour.age use of the approaches.
The two groups' views on advantages and disadvantages to the four groups were similar.
aldlough their views on encouraging and discouraging factocs differed.
A chi-square anal~ revealed that more respondents who had used the approaches
perceiVed a need for addiliona! infonnation. or those respondents who perceived a nocd for
further infonnation. nondirectional independent samples I-tests conducted at die .OS
significance level revealed mat respondents in the two groups shared views on perceived
areas of need and pn:ferred mcdIods of obtaining information.
CHAPT'ERAVE
SUMMARY. CONo.USIONS. AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapel'" rcsmteS the reseut:h questions. summarizes die results in the COnlext of
related research. and presems conclusions and recommendations. The chapter concludes
wim suggestions fOC" furore research.
The study examined Canadian speech-Iangua!t padlolopslS pnC'tices and views
relating to classroom-basc:d service delivery, focussing on seven specific intervention
approaches (see Appendix A). The first tWO research queSlions penained to the
relationships between speeCh-language pathologistS' use of the classroom-based
approaches and a number of pe~al and professional. and situational variables_ The
following three questions concerned the frequency of usc: of the approaches and to their
peA:eived effectiveness and appropriateness. 1lle next three research questions related 10
perceived advantages and disadvantages. and barriers and supports to me approaches. as
well as pm:civcct ttaining needs for speech-language pathologistS who use the approaches.
The last question soughl informalioo on any existing differences between views of speech-
language pathologists who use and those who do not use lbc: approaches.
Summary of Results
At least three-quarters of respondents provided some usessmem and intervention
services in classrooms. Respondents who did provide classroom-based services spenl
approximately~ of their time on classroom-based assessmenl and interVention. These
results were somewhal different from those obtained in a siudy by Sanger et aJ. (1995).
which found thaI over one-third of speech-language pathologists used solely a pullout
approach to set1IK:e delivery. However. the Sangerel al. (1995) study was conducted diM
yean prior to this study. a time interVal during which~ was inc-fUsed suppan of and
demand for classroom-based ~ices. In addition. the Sanger et al. (1995) sludy gathelUi
information on speech-language pathology services via a large-scale survey of teachers.
principaJs. and school psychologists. leading 10 potentially inaccurate accounts of acuW
Results penaining to Questions One and Two showed thai respondents' use of the
seven service delivery approaches was not definitiVely related to the personal and
professional characteristics (i.e.• gender, years of speech-language pathology experience in
schools. teaching experience. possession of a BachelocofEducation orequivaJent degree.
possession of a master's degree in specdl-Ianguage pathology. and cenmcation status) or
to the situational characteristics (i.e.. caseload size and geographical work setting) examined
in the study. Significant relationships were found between use of three of the seven
approaches and geographical wod:; setting. suggesting that speech-language pathologists
who work in urban settings use Approaches Fow-. Five. and Seven more frequently than
those who worit in rural or both urban and rural settings. This is Stated with caution
because lests of significance at the .05 level were performed multiple times, increasing the
likelihood of incurring Type I error_ No reponed research has investigated relationships
between the use of classroom--btied interVention approaches and these. characteristics. so
these results cannOl be compmd 10 those 0( existing reportS.
Findings related. to Question Three were that Approac;hes One and Two were used
by a majority of respondents. with Approach One in most frequent use. These results are
somewhat consistent with those of Elksnin and CapiloulO's (l994b) small-scale survey of
31 speech-language pathologists in a South Carolina school district. the only published
quantitative CK qualitative research on classroom-based speech and language services 10 dale.
Results of that study indicated that Approaches One and Two were among the three most
frequently used approaches. with Approach Two the most frequently used) Unlike results
3 Elksnin and Capilouto (1994bJ used descriptive labels for the seven approaches.
However. for easy comparison. the approaches a~ referred to by number throughout this
discussion.
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of the present study. Elksnin and Capilouto (1994b) found that Approach Seven was in
In answer to Question Four. results indicated that respondents used the approaches
with all major disorder [ype5. The largest percentage of respondents used the approaches
for language disorders. followed in order by articulation. fluency. and voice disorders.
Findings in this area were consistent with the literature, which commonly describes the
provision of services within classrooms to language-<tisordered students (e.g•• Brandel.
1992; Otristensen & lucken. 1990; Farber et al.. 1992; Ferguson. 1992; Gel'ber. 1987:
Moore-Brown. 1992: Wilcox. el aI .• 1991). There~ many fewer accounts of classroom-
based services to slUdents with articulation. fluency. and voice disorders (Achilles et aI.•
1991; Cooper. 1991; Cooper & Cooper. 1991; Roller et a1.. 1992). Elksnin and Capilouto
(1994b) found dw all respondents used dassroom-bascd approaches bboth language and
articulation disorders. but that only 16.7% and 5.6% of respondents used these approaches
for fluency and voice disorders. The fact that all respondents reponed using classroom-
based approaches for language and articulation interVention may have been relaled to the use
of a common approach adopted by the group of respondents. who woRcd for the same
school district. It should be noted that. in contrast to the present study. Elksnin and
Capilouto's (l994b) slUdy was limited to 31 respondents and collapsed the seven service
del.ivery approaches into one category when investigating their use wilh disorder types.
With all disorder t)'pCS. the: approaches were judged successful by a majority of
respondents who !'Lad used them. Approaches Three. Five. Six.. and Seven received the
highest peteentages of "good" ratings.. Due to the small numbel's of respondents who had
used the approaches for some disorder types. il was impossible to determine the moSt and
lcast successful approach for each disorder type. 1bc finding that Approach Seven
generally received the: most endorsement is partially compan.ble to the: gener.tl results of
Elanin and Capilouto (I994b). who found that Approach Seven was considered "most
useful" by 61% of respondents. Respondents in the prescnt sludy r:ued Approal:hes Five
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and Silt the two I'ICxt best approaches aaoss disorder types. In conU'aSt. respondenu in
Elksnin and Capiloo[O's (l994bl study judged Approaches Two and Three me next most
useful approaches across disorders.
A majorilY of respondenlS considered the approaches appropriate with laI1guage
inlervention. Smaller percentages of respondenlS judged the approaches appropriate wilt!
aniculation intervention. and still smaller percenlages of respondents judged them
appropriate with fluency and voice intervention. For all disorder types. Approacbes One
and Two were most: frequenlly rated appropriate by respondents. Reduced pen:entages of
respondents considered the remaining five approaches appropriale. A similar pattern of
findings emerged from Elksnin and CapiloUlO'S (1994b) survey. in which respondents
perceived classroom-based approaches moSl appropriate fOf' language intervenlion.
Appropriateness ratings fIX" uticulation. fluency. and voice intervention declined in that
,,"'c<.
Findings related to Queslion Five showed Ihat students in all grade level calegOOes
were served using the approaches. Use of the approaches for intervention was most
common with studeflu in Kindergarten to Grade J. lbe approaches were less commonly
used in the Grade 4 10 6 category and were in general ran:ly used in the Grns 7 to 9 and
Grades 10 to 12 categories. Results of this section of the: sludy parallel repons in Ihe
literature on the use of c1assroom~basc:dapproaches. Many articles describe the use of
classroom-based approaches with Kindcrpnen to Grade ] students (e.g.• Achilles et al .•
1991: Bonch &. Oaks. 1992: Ellis et a1.. I99S: Farberel al .. 1992: Nonis. 1989: Rollerel
al.. 1992). Accounuofdassroom service delivery 10 studc:ms in Gradell 4 10 121le scarce
(Anderson & Nelson. 1988: Bunril et al .• 1989: Montgomery. 1992). Findings of this
survey also coincide wilh diose of Elksnin and Capilouto (l994b). which indicale<llhal
classroom-based approaches were used predominanlly wilh younger sludc:nu. Whereas
IOO'ib of respondenu in (heir slUdy reported usin, classroom-based approaches wilh
c:lemenlary school slU<knts. OfIly J3'i and 12%. respectively. reponed usin¥ these
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approaches with middle (junior high) and high school snldems. For- me purposes of that
investigation. the seven service delivery approaches were considered as a group rather than
examined individually.
Respondents who had used the approaches considered them relatively successful
with students in the Kinderpnen to Grade 3 and Gr.Ides 4 10 6 categories. The approachc:s
were considetul less successful in !heG~ 7 to 9 and Grades 10 to 12 categories.
although the snaIl numben of respondenlS in some categories did not afford commenwy
on success of !:he approaches with students in these categories. Approaches Four. Six. and
Seven received the largest percentages of "good" ratings. Again. due 10 small proportions
of respondents who rated the success of some approaches wim some gmdc: level categories.
me most and least successful approaches for grnde level ClIlegories could nOi be: accurately
detenninc:d. Rndings of mis ponion of me study agree in pan wim general results of
Elksnin and Capilouto's (l994b) sludy. which showed that Approach Seven was judged
"moSI liSeful" by • majority of respondents. Conuary to me pr-esent study. in wb)ch
Approaches Four and Six 'NttC found to be: the approaches Ihat were next most flUjuently
rated "good" across grade levels. Elksnin and Capiloulo's (I994b) study found that
Approaches Two and Three were the next "most useful" approaches.
A majority of respondents judged the approaches appropriate 10 sludentS in the
Kinderganen to Grade 3 and Grades 4 to 6 categories, with slightly fewer respondents
considering these approaches appropriate to students in Ihe latter category. Respondents
were in less agreement on Ihe approprialCneSS of the approacbes to swdc:nts in Grades 7 to
12. Overall. Approaches One and Six were raled appropriate slightly more frequently than
Ihe Olher five approaches. These results are consislent wilh findings from Elbnin and
Capiloulo's (1994b) survey, which showed Ihat the use of classroom-based intervenlion
approaches was perceived by rapoodents as most appropriate to Sludents allhe e1emenwy
school level. which COfTeSpOnds to the Kinderganen to Grade 3 and Grades 4 to 6
Ciltegories in this S1udy. Fewer respondents judged thne appro.aches appropri;lte to
scudents at the middle and high school levels. roughly equivalent co the categories
encompassingGrade:s 7 to 12 in this study.
In answer to Question Six. respondents hid simiJaT petttptlOfU o( advantages and
disadvantages o( the classroom-based service delivery approaches 10 speech.language
pathologisls. leachers. and caseload and non-caseload students. The increased
harmonization o( speech and language ,oaJs and curriculum goals.. and the carryover o(
specch and language skills 10 the classroom were considered the chid benefits o(
classroom-based service delivery. The additional time required (or planning and the de-
emphasis on individualized programming (or scudents requiring speech and language
services were judged the prime drawbacks o( classroom-based approaches. Results of this
part o( the study are in accord with themes that recur in the lilt:r.tture. The advantages of
goal inregmion and ilX:reaScd carryover of~ted skills are cilCd frequently as the major
gain in the implementation o( classroom-based inlervemion. The disadvantage of
classroom-based services most often mentioned in the licerature is the disadvantage ranked
fU!it by respondents in this study. thaI of the increased time necessary for planning. Wilh
lWO eu:eptions (i.e... advantages 10 leac:hers and disadvantages to noocaseload students). the
first ranked advantages and disadvatllllges for all (OUT groups o( individuals (i.e.• speech-
lanl!U"ge pathologists. teachers. caselOild students. and non-caseload swdcnts) coincide with
the first rankings by respondents in Elk$nin and Capilouto's (l994b) survey.
ResullS pertaining to Question Seven indicaled mat IeaCher support was perceived 10
be the lar!Cst (act« (aciliwing the usc of classroom-based intervention. The largest
consaaining faclor was considem:t to be lack of time. As this swdy is the fll'$l inVtstigation
of speech-language palhologists' \liews on supports and barriers to classroom-based
approaches. findings of this swdy cannol be compared to resultS of related research.
Findings rcl.:ued to Question Eight demonSlralcd that a large ma.jorily of
respondenlS pelttived thaI further infonnation is needed for speech-language pathologistS
who use classroom-based approaches. The area of grcateSI need was judged to be
1."1
curriculum content_ The preferred method of oblaining information was inscrvices or
conferences.. Although lhc Elksnin and Capilouw (1994b) SlIJdy did no! examine perceived
aceas of need for additional information. n::spontknts also ranked attending iRSelVices and
conferences as lhcir f1l'St choices. However, their ~spondentsconsidered reading joumals
the least desirable of four preference choices. whereas in the: CWTent study, readi.ngjoutnals
was nmlc.ed second.
In answer to Question Nine. respondollS who had u.sc:d the approaches considered
them more appropriale with the four disorder types than did respondents who had nol used
them. Similarly, respondents who had used the approaches judged diem more appropriate
to die four grade level categories Ihan did respondents who had not used them. These
results concWTed with those of Elksnin and Capilouto (1994b). in which respondents who
had adopted dassroom~bucd inletventioo approaches more frequently judged them
appropriate than did those respondents who had not used such approache1.
The 1110'0 groups of respondents correspoilded in their perceptions of IIdvantages and
disadvantages of the classroom-based approaches to speech-language pathologiSIS. leachers.
caseload students. aoo nan-<:ascload studenu. Thus. respondents' judgements in this area
were inc\ependentoflhc:iru.seoflheapproaches..
Based on their el(perience. speech-language pathologislS who had adopled
classroom-based inlervemion regarded leacher suppan as the major factor that encourages
lISC of the approaches.. This group considered lack of adminisaative suppan as the prime
constraint on use of Ihc: approaches. Speech.language pathologislS who had not used the
classroom-based approaches for intervcnlion viewed nexibility of scheduling as the major
encouraging faclor. For this group, lack of a teaching background was considered the chief
obstacle to use of the classroom-based inlervention approaches. Lack of time was regarded
as a limiting factor by both speech-language pathologistS who had used and those who had
nOl used the approaches.
IJ"
More speech-language pathologists who had used one or more of the: classroom-
based approaches perceived ;II need for additional infonnation th;ln speech-l;llngua,e
pathologists who had 001 used any of the app~hes. Respondenu who perceiVed that a
need existed had similar notions of areas of need for funher information and ways of
procuring that information. regard.less of wherher they had used the approaches.
Conclusions
Classroom-based assessment and intervention ~ commonly used by speech-
lan,uage pathologists. Speech-language parhologisfS' use of classroom-based interVention
approaches is independent of gender. years of school speech-language pathology
experience_ leaChing experience. possession of;ll Bachelor of Education orequivalent degree.
possession of a master's degree in speech-language pathology_ cenirlcation status. or
caseload size. If is conceivable Ihat speech-language palbologisu who nave;ll Bachelor of
Education or equivalent degree and teaching experience are not in the classroom
significandy~ than those wilhout an education background because lhey have chosen a
second. career in speech.language pathology as an alternative to being in the classroom.
l.xk of an education background delers some speech.language parhologists from using
classroom-based approaches. yet neither of these characteristics is prerequisite to use of
these approaches. Geographical work setting is a possible influence on me use of
classroom·based approaches. Those speech-language palhologists who work in urban
seuings are fTIOJe likely to use these approaches. possibly due to less time sperll on uavel
between schools.
Speech·language palhologists most oflen use c1assroom·based approaches Ihat
require a lesser degree of collaboration wilb teachers. .such as observation of sludents and
assisting studen15 with lheirwoR_ Approaches One and Two in the sludy. They less often
use approaches Ihal require a r:reatcr dep« of collabor.uion. such as sl:uion teaching.
parallel tcaching. remedial teaching. supplemental leaching. and team teaching. Approaches
''I
Three 10 Seven in the study. Speech-language pathologists' focus on less collaboroltive
approaches is likely related 10 the additional plannin! time n::quired by spcedl-Ianguage
pathologists and teachers who adOPI highly collaborative approaches. This notion is
supported by results of the survey. which indicated that increased time for planning was
pett"eived as Ihe major disadvantage of classroom·based approaches. Speech-language
pathologists' expressed need for further inConnation on the curriculum may be an added
deterrent to use of appmaches dw Rqu1re more coIlabomion.
Speech-language padwlog.isu use classroom-based approaches primarily for
language interventioo with students at the earty elementary level (i.e.. Kindergarten to Gmde
3). the disorder and grade level for which these approaches are judged 10 be: moSI
appropriate both by lhose who use them and those who do noc. The predominance of oral
and written language across the: curriculwn in the early elcmentary classroom silJ1)lifteS the
task of integrating language and curriculum objectives. Classroom Iislening. speaking.
reading, writing. and thinking activities provide a natural milieu for targetting communication
skills of language-disordered students. The focussed use of classroom-ba5ed approaches at
the eMly elemenlal)' level may be partially attributable lO a concc:ntr..tion of caseload
slUdenlS at this level. It may also be due lO disinclination on the pan of speech-language
pathologists or secondary teac"ers lO adOPI these approaches with older sludents for such
diverse reasons as role uncenainlY, student sligmaliution, curriculum diversily, or
schedUling constraints.
Speech-language pathologists who usc classroom-based approaches judge lhem
generalJy successful for in~tion with langua8'C- articulation. fluency. and voice disorders
allhe elementary level (i.e.• Kindergarten to Grade 6). The more collaborative approaches.
Approaches Three. Five. Six. and Seven. were considered most successful. Speech-
lang.uage pathologistlli who usc c1assroom·ba5ed approaches consider them generally more
appropriate lhan those: who do not use these approaches. "Therefocc. if speech-language
pathologists use classroom-based intervention. lhey are more likely lO regard this Iype of
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inlervention as appropriate. The convene intef'Jlf"l:tation may ~so be: true; If speech-
language pathologists consider classroom-based intef¥efltion approaches appropriate. !hey
tend to use them. Due to !he design of the study nei!her cause: nor sequence of use and
appropriateness judgements can be: ascribed on the basis of these ~Its.
The: twO least coUaboraciveapproaebe$. Approacbc:s One andTwo. were used by the
largest percentages of respondents and v.tere most frequently rated appropriate by ~I
respondents regardJess of use. However. me more collaborative approaches. Approaches
Three to Seven. were most often judged successful by respondents who had used them.
This fmding indicateS a discrepancy between classroom-based approaches that arc moSt
often llSed and those lhat are most often judged successful. It underscores me need for
concened effort by all educational team members to facilitate funher collaboration between
speecb-language pathologists and teaclters. SpedflC actions fOf increasing collaboration:are
~liI.terinthisd1apter.
Speech-language pathologists view me overriding advantages of classroom-based
intervention approaches as the incorporation of speech al'K1language goals with instrUCtional
goals and the increased generalization of new skills to familiar environments. 1be main
disadvantages of these approaches are the extra planning time required and the decreased
iodivW:luaJization of students' progtamS. Increased time fOf planning is fundamental to !he
successful implementation of classroom-based approaches. Administrator and teacher
support are also essential, as speech-language pathologists engaged in this type of service
delivery acknowledge.. 1be promoting facton of time and RIppon. in addition to more
flexible scheduling, should encourage specdl-Ianguage pathologiStS who have not adopted
classroom-based approaches to do so.
A need exiStS for further information. particularly in the area ofcurrkulum COntenl.
for speech-language pathologists who adopt c1assroom-ba5cd approoches. Inservices and
conferences are favoum:! methods of gaining information.
I·U
Rccl)fl\lTle!1dations
The results and conclusions of the study and ~Iated literatutt lead 00 a number of
recommendations. 1be IiSl does nol imply that rccommendod actions aR not occurring in
school disDicts. Rather. they are proffered as practical guidelines during a time of role
transition for speech-language pathologists.
It is recommended that:
I. Speech-language pathologists. in collabontion with teachers and other
educational team members. systematically monitor the effectiveness of service
delivery approaches for individual students through evaluation of progress
toward speech and language goals (for a discussion of intervention efficacy
levels. see Fey & Cleave. 1990).
2. Speccfl·language pathologiSts continue 00 collabol1ue with teachers and seck
further collaboration by recruiting the active suppon of teachers and
administrators (for suggestions for enlisting teacher and administrative suppan.
see Montgomery. 1990. and Pttlock etat.• 1995).
3. Speech-language pathologists continue 10 provide inservice tJ;1jning for teaChers
to increase knowledge of the relationship between over.lll academic success and
language skills and to encourage usc of strategies for fXilililting receptive and
expressive language development in the classroom.
4. Speech-language pathologiSts continue to broaden their knowledge through
continuing education opporwnitics or self-training programs on topics related 10
classroom-based approachc$.
S. District special services administrators and principals provide active suppon for
classroom-based approaches by allowing additional planning time and increased
flexibility of scheduling. panicularly in districts where schools a~
geographically dispersed.
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6. Disuici special services administr:l.tors and principals provide aclive !Wpport for
classroom-based approaches by facilitating speech,language pathologislS'
attenltlnceat ldevant~andinservices.
7. Disoict spttial services administrators. in collaboration with speech-language
patholOJislS, develop and regularly review policies on service: delivery options, to
include classroom-based service delivery (fOf recent discussions of service
delivery options. seeCirrin.l Penner. 1995. and OSLA. 1996).
8. Di.soict spttial services administrators. in collaboralion with speech,Language
pathologists. formally disseminate information on classroom-based approaches
10 principals and parents.
9. SpccdJ-language pathology training programs include more coursewoct on
topics pcnioenl to c1assroom-basc:d approaches. such as the language demands
of school. Iypical and nontYPical reading and writing development. curriculum
content. leaming disabilities. and collabooltive methods.
10. Teacher Inli.ning programs include more coursewor1c on typical speech and
Language deveklpment. on nonlYPical speech and language development and ilS
potential effectS on ACademic performance. on classroom stralepes 10 minimize
the difficulties ofsludents with communication disorders. and on the role of tile
speech,language pathologist in schools.
A caveat [0 these: recommendations is Ihat speech,language pathologisls. in
collaboration with teaChcrs and other educational ream members. must use individual
students' communicative needs as the criteria for selcctioo of service delivery approach(es).
rather than adhering 10 generalized use of 3IIy prescribed approach(es) for all Sludents.
Directioos for Future Research
Classroom,based service delivery warrants funher invesligation due to
contemporary trends in slXCial roUCiition and the polential advantages of Ihis type of
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intervention. Becausc mcsc dala wa1: galhered from me Canadian population of spcech-
language pathologists won:ing in schools. me ~izabililY of conclusions is Hmilcd to
Canada. The swdy can be replicated in me Uniied SClIes and me findings can be comparM
to currenl findings. Prevalence and patterns of usc of classroom-based approaches were
identified by the study. Frequency of usc and percentages of slUdents scrved dtroogh mesc
approac:hc5 can be documented. Qualitative research can be conducted to scck causal
factors in usc of the approaches. as well as reasons lhat they arc CORSidctut inappropriate or
less than successful foc some disofdcrs and grade Icvels.
Future rescarch can atlempt mrough experimcnlal or quasi-eltpcrimcntal sludics 10
establish empirical evidence of the efficacy of classroom-based approaches. LoogilUdinai
designs can follow students with language disorders over a three- 10 five-year period.. To
date. published empirical research consiSts of one thtec-monlh·long study of pR.SChool
children. which found that a combination of classroom-based approaches to Icltical
eltpansion in this age group was as effeetive as a-aditional pullout sessions (Wilcox, Kouri,
& Caswell. (991).
Finally. related areas for further research are leachcn' and adminsaatotS' aniludes
loward!he coUablntivc process. students' perceplions of learning outcomeS of classroom-
based intervenlion, policies on classroom-based intervennon in delivery of speech and
language services, and cost-benefit analyses of classroom·bascd intervention approaches
vcrsustraditional inlf:fV'entionapproachcs.
This study sets a pl'tlCCdcnl in large-scale investigation of me use and pert:eived
efficacy of classroom-bascd delivery of speech and language services. Findings reneel
speech-language pathologistS' CUn'Cnt role shift from diagnoslicians of speech and
language disordcn to speech, language, and communication specialists who colJabornte wid'!
tcachers in Ihe provisiofl of a uflificd approach 10 students' commuflic:uiofl needs.
Plannin!. implemenling, and refining methods of service delivery to meet chanling:
requirements is an ongoing pf1X."CSs that demands commitment. creativiry. and a willingness
to acquire new slc.ills. As the role of speech-language pathoIOgiSlS in schools continues 10
evolve. the obvious merits of classroom-based approaches lie in helping SlUdet1ts improve
their communicative skills wilhin me classroom and in having a positive effecr OIl academic
performance and socia! imcraction.
'.7
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APPENDIX A:.
SERVICE DELIVERY APPROACHES INVESTIGATED
,.,
SERVICE DEUVERY APPROACHES lNVESTIGATED
Apprwdl One: Wilhin the classroom, either the spc:cch-language palhologist (SLP) oc the
1eaCheT observes. while the other assumes prinmy inSttUCtional responsibility.
Approadll Two: Within the c1usroom, the: SLP or the leacher assumes primary
instructional Ie$pODsibility while the olber assists S1udents with lheit wort. monitOf"S
behaviour, COITtICIS assignments,~.
Approacll TllrH: The SLP and the teaCher divide instnJCbonal contenl inlO tWO pans.
Within the claSSl'oom. poops an: switehcd so that all stadents receive insIruction from each
individual
Approach rlHlr: Within the classroom. the SLP and the teacher cach inslfUCts separale
pans of me group, sUnullaneously addressing the same inSllllCtionai objectives.
App~ Five: Within the classroom. !he SLP oc the ICaCheT instr\lCts $Iudents wOO have
maslCTed [he: material 10 be: learned. while the other reteaches S1udents who have nOl
mastered lhe material.
Approac:h Six: Wilhin the classroom. !he SLP or [he IeaCher presents !he lesson using a
standard rormat. while the OIhc:r adapts !he lesson ror students who cannot master" the
"""""-
Approach Seven: Wilhin the classroom. both the SLP and the IeaCher present the lesson
to all srudenlS. This may be through shared lecturing or having Olle begin the lesson while
the othec takes over when appropriale (adapted from El.k..snin and DpiioutO. 1994b. as
adapted !'rom Friend. 1992. October").
16~
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON SERVICE DELIVERY
l. Your gender.
Female C
Male... . C
2.. Yean; you have worlted~as aspeecb-langua,e .-thoIo,i51 (SLPI:__
3. Have yoo worked in schools as a teacher'?
yes.... . a If Yes. how many years?__
No a
4. Oepus or diplomas you bave earned (daeck IlUbalIIIzW:
B.Ed.or equivalenl.. C
Otber 8acbelor·s..... a
Master·s... . .. []
Doctorale []
Any OIber(p1.ease specifyl _
5. Yourcertificationstatus(cl:Iect~
CASLPA cenified []
ASHA cenified []
Not cenified []
6. Yourapproximatecaseloadlloumbef':__
7. Glade levels you a~ mandaced to serve (cbecll: all.!bIl..Iz!W:
Kindefiarten(K)-Grade 3.... [] % of time you cum:Dtly spend OIl services to K-3
Grades 4-6.... [] % of lime you cum:ndy spcod OIl scrvKes to 4-6
Grades 7-9 [] -.oftimeyoucuneadyspmdooservicesto7-9 _
Grades 10--12 [] -'oftime yOllcumo:dyspmd 00 services to 10-12 _
8. YourgeographicaJ.wortseuiOI(c:beck1l1Jbll..K!Rlx}
Urban (> SOOO population).. []
Rur.ll. « 4999 popuJatioa)... []
9. Do you provide both assessmat aad iDlcrVeotioa senia:s?
yes .
No .
............. c
.... []
10. Over a typical year. what pm:eDtap of your total time do you spendoo~? This
may ioelude recon1 keepiQI. report writiDa. dC..
P1easespecify__
:\b...h7IQ1llll; I
'04
None......•...............•..... 0QlhercpCease speci!y)__
12.i~~~:.,[,r:rn~s~~=:~u:==~~>;:3~~::a
This may iDdude supportive leamina: activities. team teacbiUI. de.
None..•......................... 0
Other (pCeue specify)__
ClASSROOM·BASED INTERVENTION' APPROACHES
This SCCtiOli asks about your use and ratioa: of KVeft service delivery approaches f2t
inSeryrnljoo within cjs"," 'he rsru1v or psi" MURrem dawpom. It asks you ifyou. have used
each approach ror inlervnuioa and with whidt disordcn and grades. its level or success ror
disorden and JI'des. and its appropriateness ror disorders and grades ex" if you haVE DO! U¥d j'
:~!!do;!D":J:rrr:PR~::f:=:Q:~':a::.WEin [bE fV n,bl columg wbErber
13. Approach ODe: Wilhin 1M s1awporn eitbcrlbe SLPortbe leacber"obseTves... while the other
assumes primary instruct.ional responsibility.
Di59nkrAnyGrJde
Y N
Language C 0.
~eits m:c=:1md
G ....
Fr. A .
'''''' N te
G F PAN
.. 0 0 a. 0 0
Arliculation ... ..0 c. 0 0 a ... 0 0
Fluency.•.. . 0 0..._ 0 C 0. _._.. 0 0
Grade Any Qisordq
Y N
K·Grade 3 0 0.
Voice ..; ..
Grades 4-6..
.. 0 0.
........... 0 c...
o 0 0.._._.__.. 0 0
G F PAN
.000. 00
o 0 c.... ... 0 0
Grades 7-9.
Grades 10-12.
.0 0. 0 0 0..._ _.. 00
. 0 0..._.._ 0 0 0._ _.. 0 0
l6'
l~. Approach r ...-o: Wilhin !he c!auroom !he SLPonhe leacher assumes primary inSiruclional
responsibililY "·bile Ibe other assists students wilb their work. monilors behaviour. corrrcts
assignmenlS...el:c.
" G0.__.._.0
y
Lanluale.•..••..•...•...••.•.••.•••. a
WbfIhsr or DOl mst
isilappropriau:'!
A .pprop';'le
N Mt approprblte
F PANo 0. 0 0
l(m. rale its
success:
G I""F ,....
'''-
Chock
~
lhisapproach:
Y yes
" ..Piwrsisr Any Gr!de
Aniculalion ..........•..•...•......•••.. 0 [J ..•...•.•. 0 [J [J .•...•.•...•.• 0 [J
Fluency....
Voice .••
. 0 0 0 [J 0. 0 0
............. 0 0. 0 0 o. C 0
Grade: Any Pissmkr
YN GFP AN
K+Grade J 0 c. 0 0 0.... ... 0 0
Grades 4-6 0 0. 0 0 0.... . 0 0
Grades 7·9.
Grades 10-12
. 0 0...__ 0 0 D..__ 0 0
... 0 0....._ 0 0 0 .._.__ 0 0
IS. Approach Three: The SLPandtbe leacberdivideinsuuctional content iOlo two partS.~
~lfOUpsa~switcbedsotbatailstudenlSreceiveinstrvctiOllfl'Omeac:hindividuaJ.
Check lLw. rate its Wbcthg or nOlj m
~success:isilappropriale'!
thisappl'Olda: G ....
Y yes F fair II. approprf;ate
N_ Ppoor N ....~
Pi)ordc:r AOY Grt4c
y
Language .......•..•••......•...•..... a
N G F PAN
0. 0 [] 0. [] C
Articulation
Fluency.
....... 0 0. 0 0 0. _ _. [] []
. 0 0. __ 0 0 Cl.._._. __ 0 []
Voice... ... 0 c. 0 o D. a 0
Grade AnYDilt?lJkr
y
K·Gradc J 0 " G0. 0
F PAN
o 0. 0 0
Grades 4-6 . ...... a 0. __. 0 0 0.. 0 0
Grades 7·9 0 Cl.._.. •• a 0 Cl.. 0 0
Grades 10+12.... ............. 0 0.... COD 0 a
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Disorder Any Grads
16. Approach Four: Within the classroom the SLPand [he teacher each instructs separate parts of
the group. simultaRCously add~ssing the same instructional objectives.
Ched: J.!..lu. rate its Whether or DOl used
SUCttSS: is it appropriate?
thinpproacll: G a-d
Yyes Fr.IrN _ P,...
YN GFP AN
Language 0 c.. ... 0 a c...__ 0 0
Articulation. ........ 00. 0 (] 0. 0 C
Fluency •......••..............•••...... Co. '" (] C 0. _ C C
Voice .... . C 0._.._ C C 0..._. . [] C
Grade AnyPi59f5kr
y
K-Grade 3 0
N GFP AN0... . (] 0 0... a 0
Grades 4-6... ..0 0. 0 C 0. 0 0
Grades 7-9.......... . 0 C Ceo. 0 a
Grades 10-12 ..... [] 0. C 0 0..._ _.. a 0
17. Approacb Five: WilbjO "IF c1awpom tK SLP or the teacher instruelS swdents wbo bave
mISlC:red me malCriai to be learned, wbile the other receac:bes studeats wbo bave DOC: mastered
tbemalCrial.
pisorder Any Grade
""'"~
thisapproKh:
Y1ftN_
u:.m. rate its Wbetltq or ngr IIgd
suocess: is it approprilU;?
G ....
F r. "appropriate
P poor N' IIOt .pprop.ute
YN GFP AN
Langulge a 0. [] a c. _0 a
Articulatioll •..•...••.••.••.. 0 0. ._. C a 0-_. .. a a
Fluency 0 a 0._.__.._ C a
Voice..•...•
GAd, Any Disgrder
K·Grade 3
Grades 4-6....
Grades 7-9.
. a 0..._ C a Co.... .•• 0 a
YN GFP AN
...... 0 0. 0 C 0. 0 0
(] 0.__.._ C a 0. _.._.__ [] C
C 0. . a C 0._. .. 0 C
Grades 10-12... .lJ a
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o a 0. 0 C
M':....h.,I~.l
A ...........
N .et appr"OpI'i8k
PAN
0. 0 Cl
QiSQrd$[ AnyGra4e
Language ...
18. Approach Si,\; Withjn the classroom the SLP or [he teactler presents the lesson using a
scandaro ronnaL "'hile [he Olber adapts the lesson rOC' studenlS who c:anoot master lbe malmal.
Check .tUn. me iu Whelhq OC' not U5Cd
~suecess:lsitappropriale?
Ibis approach: G ped
Y ya Ffair
N_ Ppoer
Y N G F
....... a a a CJ
Articulation.
Fluency.•.••
Voice .•
...•. Cl 0. 0 0 0.._.._ Cl Cl
. 0 0. . 0 0 0._.._ Cl 0
. 0 0...__ 0 0 0. _ 0 [J
Grade Any Disorder
K-Grade 3 .
Grades 4-6 .
Grades 7-9.
Grades 10-12.•.•.
YN GFP AN
oa ClOO' .....•.••... OC
...... 0 0. . 0 a 0....._ _ a 0
o 0. _ 0 0 0..__ a a
. a 0. 0 Co. 0 0
A ............
N __
C 0 0. 0 0
!Us. rare its Wbct;bcr or QQ( WIt
success: isitappropriale?
G ....F_
P poor
G F PAN
a 0 c 0 a
Y N
.... 0 c.
..... 0 0.
QisorderAgyGn+
Language ..
Articulation ..
19. Approach Seven: Within Wclawpom both the SLPand the teaeberpresent Ibe lesson to all
students. This may be through sbared lecturinJ OC' baving one begin !be lesson while the other
takes over when appropriate.
Fluency . o 0. a 0 0... 0 C
Voice .......•.....•.••... ....... 0 0. 000. 00
K-Grade 3
YN GFP AN
..... 0 c. 0 0 0. 0 0
......... OO' OOD. CCl
Grades 4-6 .
Grades 7-9 .
Grades 10-12•..
. 0 D. 0 0 0...
. .. 0 o...~ O 00....
.. 0 0
C C
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For example. to indicale !he gglgt advantage of Ihese approacbes. put lin the ~ank provided.
Toindi~elbens:l!1 'WcsladVaDIiSCofdlc:scapproacbes..pur.liDlbebl.ank provided.
To indi~e!he nc!l maccsl MYJI!larc cldlc:sc approacbes. putJ,.iD!he blank provided.
20. ~oftheseapproacbeslotheU<aU.order):
Increases leacher's awareness of SLP's role .
Increases number of studenls served .
Promotes carryover of skills to classroom
Decreases class intelTUptions.
Promoles carryover of skills to classroom ..
Increases knowledge of relalionship belWeen language and curriculum .
2l. &!WI1UQcltbese appoac:be:stocwlSlld studmts(IJDLorder):
Intepales speech-laDauge ps IlDd iastNctiooal goaJs....__ _ .
Decreases stigmaliutioa .
Promotes carryover of skills to classroom .
23.~of these approaches to non=C1l5C10t4 studcD" (I!Dk order):
Provides opportuaity for leadership role .
Increases exposure 10 langUAge activities.. .
Provides cooperative iDstructioD .
24.~oC these approaches to !he Sl.f(mak.order):
Requires addilioaal plaDnin, lime .
Requires classroom behaviour man.aemenL _
Requires iDCOlpOlatioa of speech·laapa&e ps aDd illStrUCtioaal pIs._. _25. lliaInllIImof__to"' ~
Requires additional planniDI lime .
Decreases leacher's lnslruction.1 time ..
Requires Sharing professional terrilory.
26. ~ollbe3e appt'Mdles to ewfcwd Il»dpu (JI&order):
Emphasizes caseload student's impairmenL. .
Requires lrackina instructional goals .
Decreases individualiution of programming .
M ....... ., 1Q!Qf; "
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27. ~oflhcse approaches to DOD-cw1oad srudcOls (ao.k.order):
Increases boredom level of high-functiOfling Sludents •................•...... _
Decreases teacher's instructional time..••••
Decreases level or expectation in the classroom
28. Things that £!K'OWJG use oftheseapproKhes<llllk.Ofder):
Flexibility of sc.:bedulinl .
Material resources .
Teacher support .
29. Thjngs that diKoyruF use of these approaches (mni. order):
Lade of administrative support ..
Lack of time _
Lack of teacbinl background of SLP ..
30. Is there a need for ITIl.:n information for SI..Fs who adopt these approKbes?
Yes. .•.•.•....•. C
No C II N 10 10 q-.doa 33 brio",.
31. Areas of need for more infonnati()ll. rorSI..Fs who adopt these approaches (mni.order):
Curriculum content _
Oassroom behaviour management... _
Instructional techniques
Otbes'(pteasespecify), _
32. Your prd'emd ways of obuinio, additional information on use of these approaches (.!3D.k.
""""
(nservices/conferences.
Journals .
Commercial programs.
Other(p1eascspecify), _
33. Tuu y_ For~ II JOe .... lib to dariIy • ra..- ... ..u •
spedne e .....tee deUftI'J Ie sc.dnIb widaill lite c--.... .. lite
sp.ee Iwlo", dIltq~. dIlt~ "......
170
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APPENDlX C;
ARST LETrER OFTRANSMIlTAL
TO ALL SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOOISTS
171
lOS Lar1chaU Sueet
SL John's. NF
AIBles
March 1. 1996
Dear Speech-Language Puhoklgy CoUeague:
As a speech-language pathologist worlting in schools while completing. my Master
of Education degree at Memorial University. I am seeking your help in conducting a
national study of speech·language parnologists who work in schools. As [ was unable to
obtain addresses for only speech.language pathologists wotking in schools, born school
and orner speech-language pathologisls are pan of my carefuUy selected random sample, If
you are a speecll-lanpaee patbolocisl wlao works in scbooIs. I would appreciale it if
you would read lhe cover leuer which follows on me next page and complete lhe
questionnaire. If you a~ IIIIl a spe«b-language palllofotist who works in scltools.
could you please indicate this in the box provided below. and return Ihis leUer and lhe
blank questionnaire in the enclosed stamped envelope as soon as possible,
A high rale of return from all speech-language pathologists selected is es.sc:ntiailO
me validity of my study. Thank: you very much foc supponing me in lhis research
ond<a_.
(am DSll a speech-language pathologist who works in schools.......-0
Sincmly,
Margan:t Dohan, M.Sc.• 5-1.P(C)
Speech·Language P'J.thologist
17~
APPENDIX 0:
RRST L.£1TER OFTRANSMITrAL
TO SPEECH·LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS WORKING IN SCHOOLS
17_,
105 LarkhailStreel
SI.John'S.NF
AIB2CS
March 7. 1996
As a speech-language pathologiSl wooong in schools while completing my Master
of Education degree a.I Memorial Univenity.1 am COf¥iueting a national S1udy of speech-
language pathologisls' service delivery 10 students wilhin Ihe classroom selting.. You, IS a
colleague worltin. in scf1ooh. are the best possible soun:e of information on Ihe delivery of
speech and language services in classrooms. so I am seeking yoW" valuable suppon in doing
my research.
Please find enclosed a questionnaire. Questionnaires returned 10 me will be
confidentiaL No information which will identify individuals Of" schools is requested. as I am
interested in overall~ nthc:r lhan individual responses. Howc:veT. because r W1JU1d
like 10 know how represemative my sample is. ( have included a code on me survey and
envelope whicf1. will be discarded when mceivcd.
I would be: gnuc:ful if you would take approximately 15 minutes of your time to fill
out the questionnaire and reu.un it to me in me stamped envelope by March"9 ! 296. (
would appreciate it if you could answer all relevant questions: however, you are frec: to
refrain from answering any question you prefer to amil. I fed thalIDc: infOl"lTlation obcainc:d
from this survey will benefit those in 001' profession. I plan to sIw"e results of mis study
wim you through an article in the Journal Qf Spret'h_l.i!oguagc: PalhQloyy aod AUdiology
and/or- a presentation at the: annual CASLPA conference.
This study meets the: ethics guidelines of lhe Faculty of Education and Memorial
University. If you have any questions, please do nOI hesitate to contact my advisor. Dr.
Henry Schulz. at (709) 737-3502. If you would like to speak to someone not lS5OCiate:d
with Ihe study. please COtllllCt Dr. Stephen Norris. Associate Dean (Acting)_ Research and
Developrnc:nL at (109) 737-3402.
A high nne of return is essential to Ihe validily of my study. Thank you very much
for supponing me in this resc:an:h endeuvour.
Sincerely.
Matp.l'et [)oh;u\. M.Sc.. S·LPfCI
Speech-Languag~P"JthologiSl
'"
APPENDIX E:
SECOND LETTER OFTRANSMmAL
TO ALL SPEEO-I-LANGUAGE PA11-IOLOGISTS
115
lOS larkhall Street
SL John's, NF
AI82CS
March 21. 1996
A week or tWO ilgO you received my letter and questionnilire ilbout speech ilnd
hlllguage sesvK:e delivery to students within the classroom setting.. As I mentiooed. 1ilnt
seeking your help in conducting il national study or speech-language pattl040gists who wort
in schools. l was unable 10 obtain addresses for only speech-language pathologists
worlcing in schools. so my carefully selected random sample.coruains both school and other
spccdI-language pathologists. A high rate of rctwn from all spe«h-tanguage pathologiStS
selected iscs.sentiailO thcvalidil)'olmystudy.
It you art: a speech-Ian~ pathologist WOfttinC in ~hooIs. your response
will provide me with valuable information on classroom service delivery. I know that your
time is precious. bul you are one oflhe group that is most knowledgeable about delivery of
speech and language services in schools. If you have not yet n:tumed the questionnaire. I
wiU be mostgraterul if you can we the time (about IS minuleS)tocomplele iL Thanltsso
much for your participation in dlis nation-wide study!
It you are a D.ll1 a speecll••an,uace palho'ogist who works in schools, could
you please: iOOicate this in the box on the orig.inal cover letter and n:tum it to me. Thanks so
mlKh for your response!
It you llave already mailed lbf: questionnaire or Idter, I will be receiving it
sooo. Thanks very much for supporting my research endeavour!
Sirrcrely.
Marpret Dohan. M.Sc.. S·lP(q
Speech.Langua~P-.athologist
".
APPENDIX F;
SECOND LETTER OF TRANSMJITAl
TO SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS WORKING IN SCHOOLS
177
105 l.atkha.ll SIJ'ttt
SL John·s. NF
AlB 2C5
March 27. 1996
A week or lWO ago you received my questionnaire on spc:cch and language SCfVIce
delivery to srudcnlS within the classroom sating. As I mentioned. you are pan of a carefully
selected random sample and I am seeking your help in cOllducting a national sludy of
speech-language palhologislS who work. in schools. Your~nse will provide me wim
valuable infocmation on classroom seo-iccddivery. A high: rale of return from all spccch-
language parhologis1ssdeaed isesscnlia.l to Ihc validitycimy srudy.
I k.now lh.u your time is precious. but you arc one: o( the group that is most
Imowlcdgcable about delivery of speech and language services in schools. If you have not
yel returned me questionnaire. I will be mosl gr.ateful if you can lake me time (about 1.5
minulCS) to complete iL Tbanks so much (or your participation in lhis nation-wide: study!
If you have alrudy mailed the questionnaire. I will be receiving it soon. Thanks so
much for supporting my research endeavour!
Sincerely.
Margaret Dohan. M.Sc.. S-Lp(C)
Speech-Language Pathologist
17X
APPENDlXG:
THIRD LEna OFTRANSMITTAL
10 ALL SPEEOf·LANGUAGE PATIfOLOGISTS
,1'
105 l..aJ1dla1l Streel
St. John·s. NF
AIB2C5
April 21. 1996
As [ mentioned in the covering Ieaer you received severaJ weeks ago. I am a speech-
language pathologist working in schools and I am seeldng your help in conducting a
national study of speech.language pathologists who work in schools. Both school and
other speech-language pathologisls are part of my carefully selected random sample. A
high rate of ~tum from aU speech-language palhologists selected is essc:ntia.l to the validity
of my study.
If you are a speech..qnCllace patholocist wk works in sc::1KJoIs. I would be
very grateful if you would read d\e cover kner wtl.ich follows on me next IXlge and complete
the questionnaire.
It you are a.al a spee<:h.lanptale patholOllst wbo works in sc::hools. I would
appreciale it if you could indicale this in the box. provided below. and !"CIUffi this letter in
the enclosed Stamped envelope as soon as possible. Thanks so much for your response!
I am JIIIl a speech-language pathologist who worb in sc::hools._...._.[]
Sincerely.
Marpret Dohan. M.5c.• S.LP(C)
Speech-Language Pathologist
11(0
APPENDIX H:
THIRD LETTER OFTRANSMnTAL
TO SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOUXiISTS WORKING IN SCHOOLS
'XI
105 l.arlchall Street
St. John·s. NF
AlB 2C5
April 22. 1996
AllllChed please find my quesuoonaire about speech and language service delivery [0
students within classrooms. in case you ha...e misplaced the copy that l scm [0 you se...eral
weeks ago. As I mentioned in the previous co...ering letter. you are pan of my carefully
selected random sample and yoor response: will provide me with ...ery useful infonnation on
classroomsc:rvicc deli...ery. A high r.ueofR:tum iscs.sentiaJ to the validity of my study.
rknow that your rime is valuable. but this qucstionnaire is the best way of collecting
information about deli...ery of speech and language: services in schools. If you ha...e already
mailed yourqucstionnaire.1 will be receiving it soon. Thanks for responding!
[f you have not yet rcwmcd the questionnaire. I will be most gnucful if you can take
the rime tocomplcte it. Thanks so much for your panicipation in this national stUdy!
SinccR:ly.
Margaret Dohan. M.Sc.• S~LP(C)
Speech-Language PathologiSt
IX~




